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Preface 

:he 6 th Workshop on Agent Based Simulation is  hosted by the University of Erlangen

_ furemberg in Germany. lt should have been in Austraha in April this year but for several reasons 

:r could not be held as planned. So this workshop was postponed and transfen-ed to Erlangen and 

rollocated with the 18 th Symposium of System Simulation held by the Ge1man 

_-\rbeitsgemeinschaft Simulation ASIM. Participants of both conferences can visit the lectures of 

die other conference as well. Our thanks go to Professor Ulrich Rüde the Chair of the ASIM 

Conference who gave us the chance to run the ABS6 here in Erlangen. 

:be 1 st Agent Based Simulation Workshop was held in Passau by Bernd Schmidt and repeated 

iVtice at the University of Passau. Then the ABS-workshop went to Montpellier and last year to 

::..isbon. 

�� conference like this needs a team of dedicated individuals to prepare logistics and execute the 

aecessary details to make the meeting possible. Therefore my special thanks go to Jan Willies. 

llis contribution was invaluable. All the members of the international Program Committee 

'l""orked hard to organize the review and select the best 10 Papers out of 16 submissions. 

�s proceeding shows the vitality of the multi-agent system modeling simulation community by 

me diversity of domain in which MAS is applied: 

Special thanks to our keynote speakers Mikhail Prokopenko and Richard Zobel. 

A scientific excursion is planned. SIEMENS Medical Solutions invited our participants to visit 

diem. 

We are grateful to our sponsors Incontrol Enterprise Dynamics GmbH and "Bavarian Graduate 

School in Computational Engineering", one of the new programs funded within the Elite Network 

ofBavaria. 

1 hope you will profit from the days here in Erlangen. I wish you all a frnitful and interesting 

conference with excellent scientists from all over the world. 

Rainer Rimane 

m. the name of the ABS-workshop organization team 
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Keynote 
Richard Zobel 
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Abstract 

Modelling and Simulation of Tsunami Waves 

for Improved Defence Provision in Phuket 

Richard N. Zobel 
Email: rzobel@phuket.psu.ac.th 

r.zobel@ntl,vorld.com 
Department of Computer Engineering 

Faculty of Engineering 
Prince of Songkla University, Phuket Campus 

80 Vichit Songkram Road, Kathu 
Phuket, 83210 

Thailand 

Tsunam.i sea wave simulation is both complex and difficult, generally requiring !arge parallel 
computing facilities. There are two scenarios: the first, represented by compressibJe water 
Navier-Stokes equations representation, used for both deep sea waves and shallow sea water 
waves, and the second, non-compressible water Navier-Stokes equations representation, used 
mainly for shallow water coastal situations. The latter requires less computing power. 
Prediction of earthquakes and tsunami and provision of waming systems is not the object of 
dt.is paper. Simulating the local effects of possible tsunami, is required to enable cost effective 
and efficient provision of local defences against future events and is the key concem 
discussed in this paper. 

Keywords: Water wave modelling and simulation, tsunami, Navier-Stokes equations, 26 
December 2004 disaster, future tsunami defences. 

1 Introduction 

Tue author was working in Phuket from three days after the tsunami for the following two 
and a half months, and was able to observe the local effects at the beaches around Phuket, the 
largest island in the Andaman Sea, off the South West coast of Thailand. 

lt is clear from still pictures and video taken at the time, that the situation at each location is 
nnique and relates to both Jocal factors and the magnitude, phase and direction of the sea 
>\o,·e in relation to the local geography of both the sea bed and the beach area. Some beaches 
were badly damaged and others less so, some were badly damaged at the ends of the beaches. 
Others suffered because the land behind the beach was very flat, a11d some areas were 
�ered by the mangrove forest. 

The author considers the photographic and video evidence acquired at the time and later, in 
relation to research required to establish the key factors responsible for the damage, loss of 
tife and injury for this specific tsunami. lt continues by considering the possible effects for 
furure tsunami with different characteristics, by using simulation to predict the consequences 
fm the affected areas. Possible defences which could be provided to minimise the effects of 
future tsunam.i are discussed, with conclusions aimed at those who may need to consider these 
c�fences. The emphasis of the tutorial is on how modelling and simulation can be used to 
smdy the possible effects of future tsunami with respect to affordabJe provision of defences at 
die sites likely to be affected. 



2 Tbe Eartbquake and Tsunami, 26 December 2004 

The seaquake and ensui.ng rsunami, which caused so much damage and loss of life in and 
around the lndian Ocean, was one of largest events of its type for some time. ln this paper, the 
author discusses the event and its effects in relation to the possibilities ofusing modeUi.ng and 
simulation to assist with understanding such phenomena and of attempting to rninimise the 
effects on human coastal populations and property for the füture. By a happy accident, the 
author a1Tived in Phuket just three days after the event and has been in a position to collect 
local infonnation on the affected areas and of the sequence of events, especially the 
earthquake felt in Thailand before tbe tsunami arrived, and opi.nions from other parts of South 
Thailand, particularly from Hat Yai and Songkhla in the eastem part of the peninsula of Kra. 

• Plate Tectonics 

Plate tectonics is weil researched and many publications exi.st on the subject, which attracts a 
wide audience ranging from the mildly curious to the serious scientific academic mind [ 1,2,3] 
The Indian Ocean has a complex of ocean ridges, mid-ocean areas where magma wells up 
from below the ocean flow, solidifies, and gives rise to ocean floor spreading in both 
directions from the ridge. In connection with the events of the December 26, 2004 earthquake 
and resulting tsunami, the ocean ridge concerned was the so-called 90-East Ridge, to be found 
in many atlas publications, in patticular that i llustrated in [ 4]. 

In the situation conceming the recent major event, the Australian-lndian plate is moving 
towards the Eurasian plate and has been in collision with it for millions of years. More 
specificaJly, the Indian plate has been pressing against the Burma (Myanmar) micro plate. 
The pressure has built up over a long period oftirne. How long is not known, but the pressure 
was eventua.Uy released on 26 December 2004 in a )arge movement, Richter scale 9.3, which 
saw the Indian Ocean floor move some l5m or more towards Jndonesia. The Nicobar and 
Andaman lslands are on the Bunna micro plate along \.Vith the Northern tip of Sumatra, which 
is Aceh. The interface, or collision, between these tectonic plates is called a subduction zone, 
which is where an ocean plate slides undemeath a continental plate. This gives rise to island 
arcs, in this case those including Nias Island, and the major island cbains, such as those 
fonni.ng the Indonesian islands of Sumatra and Java and the Nicobar and Andaman islands. 
These islands often include many active volcanoes, and some of which are a volcanic island, 
as is the beautiful island of Bali. 

• The 90 East Ridgc 

There are several ocean ridges in the Indian ocean. The 90 East Ridge, is an Indian ocean 
ridge, rurnung in a North/South direction, roughly along the 90° East line of longitude, all the 
way from Australia to India, a distance of some 5000km. Associated with the subduction zone 
to the East of the ridge, are several deep trenches, notably the Java Trench, depth around 7km, 
and the Sumatra Trench, depth around 6km [5]. lt is  a very ancient structure and is the site 
where the Indian Ocean floor slides under the Bunna Micro Plate. 

3 The Tsunami 

Tue seaquake occurred West of Aceh in Sumatra, Indonesia. This would seem to suggest a 
single ep.icentre or point of failure. However, this appeared to extend to a line of activity 
Stretching perhaps 1200km, an extraordinary distance, which affected the propagation of the 
tsunami. 

For the recent tsunami, it subsequentl.y became clear that the total inverted rupture 
duration was about 200s and the peak slip was about 20m. The rupture propagated from the 
original epicentre towards the northwest for nearly 400km with a speed of 2.0km/s, along the 
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subduction line east of the of the 90 East Ridge, producing a succession of earthquakes. This 
substantially changed the nature of the tsunami, especially in its effect on Phuket and the 
2djacent mainland areas of Phang Nga and Krabi. Following this development, part of the 
csunami wave front became a North/South line travelling East towards Sri Lanka and West 
wwards Phuket. This is distinctly different from that emanating from a single point epicentre. 

• The Tsunami in Phuket 

Phuket Island, and much of South and West Thailand suffered an earthquake at around 07.59 
mat moming, around one hour and forty six minutes before the tsunami anived. In Hat Yai, 
on the Eastern side of the Kra Peninsula, some pieces of masonry fell from some tall 
buildings. The Earthquake was also felt in Bangkok and Chiang Mai, causing some damage 
and not a little concem by the residents. 

The Tsunami arrived in Phuket and the nearby areas of Krabi and Phang Nga at 
approximately 09.45. The two waves destroyed many houses and businesses in just 10  
minutes, in  addition to killing and injuring many thousands of local people and tourists. The 
largest tourist beach in Phuket is Patong beach, along curved beach with beautiful whüe sand, 
gently shelving into the sea. This means that swimming is good and safe for children and non
swimmers. lt is also bad for tsunami, because of the shallow water. Normally, the sea is calm 
and safe. After the tsunami, the beach area has been swept clean, and most of the beach 
buildings, sun beds and other fragile facilities, have been destroyed, as seen in figure 1 .  

Figure 1:  Damaged, almost deserted, Patong beach, North side, 23/01/2005 

To the North of Patong beach, over the steep hill and down to the next beach, is Kamala 
beach, shown in figure 2. Kamala was almost \viped out, because it is so flat, all the way 
through the beach area, the village behind it and across the main road beyond. The figure 
shows a plot of land, which was perhaps a bar, but is now just a patch of tiled concrete, with 
its property boundaries defined. Some houses survived, others simply disappeared. Facing 
inJand, in the opposite direction, is the remains of a single storey restaurant complex, 
substantially damaged, but was already under repair and reconstruction four weeks after the 
event. 

1 1  



Figure 2: Kamala beach, showing a destroyed building, now just a plot of land. 

To the north, up and over the hill to the next beach is Surin Beach, another beach popular 
with tourists, but not usually so crowded as Patong Beach (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Steeply shelving Surin beach, with relatively little damage. 

This is a steeply shelving beach where swimming is good in January and Febrnary, but 
dangerous later in the year wheo the normal sea waves exhibit a significant undertow, which 
drags swimmers out to sea to drown, because the swimmer is so quickly out of their depth. A 
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consequence of the shelving is, however, that the tsunami wave was much smaller and 
conseguently, most of the beach facilities and restaurants survived. 

Figure 4: Nai Yang beach near the airport, showing a damaged long-tailed boat. 

In the North West of Phuket, near to the International Airport, is the beautiful Nai Yang 
'aeach. Traclitionally undeveloped, the beach facilities were desh·oyed but relatively quickly 
rebuilt. lllustrated in figure 4, is a badly damaged long-tailed boat. Nearby, several of these 
boats were being repaired in Februa1y, in addition to some new boats being constructed along 
.. ;th associated buildings and restaurants. 

-i Modelling of Sea Waves 

-;bis subject is complex and concems the general Navier-Stokes three-dimensional (3-D) 
panial differential equations for viscous, compressible flow as follows: 

11 Eulerian Conservation of Mass: 

':Vhere: U is the particle velocity, and p is the water density 

V = i30x i + � j + OOz k; where i, j, k are unit vectors 

2nd 

Conservation of mass is of fundamental importance to most systems. In this context the mass 
oalance must include all mass arriving in a given 3-D volume and all mass leaving that 
:-olnme during a computational time period, in addition to the mass already present in that 

volume prior to thar time period. 



• EuJerian Conservation of Momenrum: 

Where: P is the water pressure, g is the gravitational constant, and S,; are the total viscosity 
deviators (e.g. Sx = Qx - q), where q is the viscosity). 

Conservation of momentum is a second fundamental consideration in that the systems sum of 
the products of individual mass elements and their velocity must remain constant. 

• Eulerian Conservation of Energy: 

where: a : v' U =ap öU/8J0 

/ is the internal energy, and A is a real viscosity coefficient. 

Conservation of energy is a little more tricky. However, it must be remembered that energy is 
only transferred from one form to another and is consequently not lost. 

This set of equations may be simplified by assuming the flow is incompressible ( p = p0 )  

The equations may be further simplified by excluding viscosity. Viscosity terms may be 
included ifthe fluid is incompressible, with or without shearing forces. 

Further details and a füll discussion of these equations may found in Mader [6]. 

In computational terms, each of these equation sets must be converted into finite difference 
equations before solutions may be computed digitally. In order to do this, assumptions must 
be made in relation to the most appropriate form for the representation of differential tenns to 
achieve an acceptable accuracy of result. To represent such a !arge volume of water, it is 
necessary to carefuJly consider the spatial resolution, which needs to be adequate to represent 
tbe spatial frequencies, or wavelengths of the expected sea waves, but also needs to minirnise 
the computational cost. This is always an awkward compromise. The temporal aspects must 
also be considered in terms of minimum acceptable sample rate in this respect. lt is important 
to appreciate that for these systems, such as water wave systems, the consequences of having 
relatively low damping needs to be considered in relation to the convergence of the solutions. 
In relation to the shallow water simulations, these aspects also need to be carefully looked at, 
since in shallow water the wavelengtb becomes considerably shorter and tbe wave heigbt 
considerably !arger. In addition tbe volume under consideration becomes much smaller. 

5 Possible Defences against Tsunami 

Tsunami arise because of ea1thquakes, landslides, cavity collapses and other related sudden 
major movements of land above or below se.a or water surface level. A few can be foreseen 
and measures possibly taken to prevenl them. An example of tbis is the Lituya Bay mega 
tsunami (7). This type of landslide, perhaps on a smaller scale, m:ight be recognised as a 
hazard and steps taken to prevent it happening before it occurs. Several mudslides caused by 
removal of trees also fall into this category. 
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However, major earthquakes cannot currently be accurately predicted, and as yet, it is not 
possible to determine if a particular earthquake produces a tsunami. Hence it must be 
accepted that tsunami will occur in the future and could give rise to m�jor loss of life, injury 
and financial loss. Tsunami warning systems exist, or are planned for the near future, for 
possible affected areas, especially for the Indian Ocean. However, it seems that a number of 
possibilities exist to take affordable measures to limit their effect. 

,. Defence Possibilities 

lr was observed that in Krabi, villages which lay behind mangrove forests were far less 
affected that those here the forest had been removed to make way for fish farms or other 
commercial activities. Perhaps minimisation of the scale of mangrove forest removal could 
also minimise the damage caused by future tsunami. Altematively, man-made structures 
might be created which in some way mimic nature in this respect. 

Figure 5: Mangrove forest Phang Nga Bay 

Another possibility is for refuges to be constructed to provide escape to an upper story when 
stranded in a flat area, such as Khao Lak in Phang Nga Province to the North of Phuket Island 
and also for the centre of beach areas in Phuket, such as Patong and Kamala. Such structures 
\rOuld have on the first (ground level) floor only stairs and supports for the floors above, 
allowing the sea to flow through it. Changes in the shallow seas close to the beeches might 
also be effective in some circumstances, perhaps by dredging, or of clumping sand or rocks. 
�Iodification to the built environment might also help if the possibilities of tsunami attack are 
considered at the planning stages. Changes to the vehicle parking policy and provision could 
also help here. 

However, none of these can be seriously considered until predictions of possible tsunami 
5izes. rypes, directions, etc, can be made available by appropriate modelling and sirnulation. 
\""'>lien ihis is achjeve,4 the efficacy of the measures described above can also be assessed ancl 
costed. AlJ of this requires computer simulation to obtain typicaJ possible tsunarni data for the 



areas under threat. Further, simulation of the effeccs of such tsW1ami simulations on bttilcling 
structures and the built environment also require computer simulation, as does the parking 
arrangements. 

6 Modelling and Simulation of Possible Tsunami in the Indian Ocean 

The source of the tsunami in the northem part of the Indian Ocean, which would affect the 
western coasts of South Thailand, is most likely to be the subduction zone earthquakes of 
significant magnitl1de, associated with the fault line which includes the Sunda Trench, 
commencing from the centre of the west coast of Sumatra, right up to the A.ndaman and 
Nicobar islands in the north. Both single and multiple earthquakes (as for the recent events) 
need to be considered. Simulation of the effects of such earthquakes on possible tsunaini 
generation is needed, but not easy to model. 

Hydrological data is required to model the seafloor boundaries. However, the recent 
tsunami has caused changes to the sea floor, requiring new hydrological surveys to be carried 
out, especially in the Straits of Malacca an import sea route, and this aspect is also 
pa1ticularly relevant to the West coast of Thailand. The possible effects of reflections from 
islands and undersea rock formations also need to be considered. Such studies will provide 
samples of input data for shallow water studies in the coastal areas. Full Navier-Stokes 
compressible water wave simulations are required at least to validate any simpler models used 
to reduce the costs of simulation. This is true for both deep water and shallow water studies. 

The tsunami simulated for the Indian Ocean, and particularly for the Andaman Sea, are 
required as input to the shallow water simulation studies for the general and specific bays and 
beach areas of Phuket, Phang Nga and Krabi. There is, of course, the problem of change of 
scale and consequent spatial resolution, resolved perhaps by interpolation. However, there are 
also a number of potential problems in achieving a reasonably accurate representatjon of the 
resulting sea wave motion. 

• Tsunami Modelling Problems 

First, it is necessary to obtain recent or current data of the sea floor hydrological data, in 
relation to the type of deposits and exposed rock fonnations as evidenced for example, in the 
video footage showing the sea receded to the horizon at Patong beach, prior to the arrival of 
the tsunami wave. 
Second, it is important to obtain estimates of the sand and other materials picked up by the 
first wave. This affects the local water density, and also the way in which such mixtures of 
solid and liquid matter behave probably needs to be studied. 

Consequent upon the first tsunami sea wave arriving, debris will be collected from the 
beach area and carried out into the bay. Some of this will be floating wreckage, including sun 
beds, and umbrellas, other material will be heavier and sink, but will still be carried away by 
the force of the water. Some of this debris and the suspended sand will subsequently be 
deposited in the bay area, changing the sea bed data, which in turn will require changes to the 
model for the second sea wave. lt is not clear how serious this is for the modelling process. 
However, it is clear that some small islands, sand bars, sand spits and sand banks, together 
with some beach features, were modified by the recent tsunami. Indeed some small islands 
have disappeared; some new islands have appeared, and some beaches have been modified. 
This was very apparent from the air dw-ing the author's several flights over the area with local 
Thai colleagues after the event (Figure 6). lt was also clear that very significant disturbance of 
the sea bed in the coastal areas had occurred, as viewed from the aircraft when the author flew 
from South to North on the Western side of Phuket island when arriving from Bangkok on 29 
December, just three days after the tsunami. 
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Figure 6: Small island between Phuket and Krabi after the tsunami 

7 Application of Simulation Results to Affordable Defences 

The result of the simulation of possible tsunami scenarios at specific beaches requires 
interfaces with other simulations. Specifically, the effects of such tsunami need to be applied 
eo a variety of building stmctures with a view to determining their susceptibility to such sea 
waves. 1n this respect, i t  is  interesting to observe, that a two storey restaurant, dose to the 
beach at Patong, had its ground floor cleared, leaving just the supporting pillars holding up 
the restaurant above, which was apparently undamaged. Resulting from these observations, it 
is relevant to propose that some existing designs and proposals for designs of new buildings 
be considered to replace those destroyed. Specifically, it is already obvious that basement 
areas in department stores, whether for car parking, shopping or other human activities, 
should be avoided where these are in areas liab]e to flooding from tsunami attacks. Further, 
srudies of the tsunami on a variety of designs for the built environment in the vulnerable areas 
close the beaches can be made to determine favourable designs for reconstrnction. 

Perhaps of greater significance, is the provision of refuge buildings, specifically designed 
10 allow escape to higher level, above the invading sea. This is especially important in the flat 
areas of Phang Nga, such as Khao Lak and the central area of Patong beach. The parking of 
\·ehicles, whether for delivery in connection with business or for tourists visiting the beach on 
rncation is a problem everywhere, but especially difficult in Phuket, and getting worse. The 
consequences of a tsunami picking up vehicles and smashing them into shops and restaurants 
füll of staff and customers is clearly shown in photographs taken at the time of the disaster in 
Pbuket. A possible solution is to constrnct multi-storey car parks supported on columns, 
aJlowing the sea to pass safely underneath. Tilis would ease the parking problem, reduce the 
<langer and also provide refuge for people escaping from the arriving tsunami. Of course, such 
car parks must NOT have underground levels, unless they are ciearly above possible 
inw1dation. Such buildings with supporting columns are common in Thailand, providing 
storage and vehicle parking undemeath and reducing the risk of entry of snakes and other 
undesirable visitors to domestic apartments as may be seen in  the accommodation blocks at 
the Phuket Campus of the Prince of Songkla University, up in the hills of Kathu district, as 
illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Accommodation block, Phuket campus 

Many other aspects of where modelling and simulation might be useful must also be 
considered. For example, the design of the cross section of the pillar supports needs to be 
optimised to provide minimum resistance to sea waves, in order to maximise the possibility 
that upper storeys survive a tsunami attack. Examination of video footage of the tsunami at 
Patong Beach shows that, after the tsunami waves had initiaHy receded, the sea took 011 a 
violent chaotic appearance and that this was replaced by a !arge whirlpool. Perhaps these 
damaging activities could have been ameliorated by modifying the sea floor close to the 
beach by dredging or by dumping sand or rock to damp out this motion. Finally, the 
possibilities of creating moles out to sea to reduce access of !arge sea waves to the beach 
areas, as can be seen at Schevningen, in the Netherlands and at other places. 

8 Conclusions 

The tragic events of 26 December 2004 in the countries bordering the Indian Ocean have lead 
to a desirable initial response of creating a tsunami waming system to enable coastal areas 
likely to be affected to be evacuated. However, the flat, low lying areas of Khao Lak in Phang 
Nga, Thailand and Aceh, in Sumatra, lndonesia provide little in the way of possible escape to 
a higber level above the invading sea. This paper considers t11e possibilities of the use of 
computer modelling and simulation of sea waves to determine the feasibility of making 
economic defence provision for affected areas in Thailand, which may also be relevant tin 
other countries. 

The paper outlines the stages of the work required, and highlights some of the likely 
major technical difficulties in carrying out such a noveJ study. Perhaps the most impmtant of 
these difficulties lies in the problems of interfacing the deep sea model to the shallow sea 
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model and in tu.111 to the models required to detennine the effects of the tsunami on building 
structures and the built environment. 

The problems of determining the details and modelling of the effects of sand and debris 
following the arrival of the first tsunami wave are mentioned and seen to be formidable. 

Finally, possible economic solutions are proposed in relation to more robust and safer 
building practices for the affected areas and to the contribution of purpose built or dual 
purpose refüge buildings for escape from such damaging sea waves. 
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· �"'f\'ORDS 
::::odel validation, individual-based model.s, 

:x:erimental design 

::::sTRACT 
� paper analyses typical experimental set-ups 
=dividual-based models on a not-aggregated 

of model description in comparison to 
enrionally aggregated models. 

posh.ilates that for real-world-applications 
�al assumptions becorne necessary whicb 
� to the type and the parameters of the data 

!'onnarion between the aggregated and the non
-=-egated level. 

Ibe scructure of the problem is analysed and 
::::.:::!I scenarios for model usage and validation are 

General methodological deliberations for 
of these scenarios are made which offer a 

:::::...:ciioe for correct experimental design in orcler 
�te the corresponding models. 

lntroduction 

� object oriented modeling paradigma has 
- · hed during the last years and leads 

�ly for the application areas biology, 
:=:::i.:..ogy to its specialization in rhe form of so 

...individual-based" models. This paper will 
.:o into further discussions on the defi.nitions of 

ual-based" in contrary to "individual
-=:;zc.ed'' or even "agent-based" modelling. A 
::=::ehensive summary concerning this topic can 

.:nd in (Ortmann 1999). However, the paper 
:malyse the validation step during a simulation 
_ if an individual-based approach has been 

·nh regard to the main application areas of 
.rlual-based models, which mainly are appUed 

clcmal.llS without exact physically derived model 
.:;;;:s::;-i;poons. this important phase in a simulation 

_ arrracts special attention. 
T is typical for individual-based models to 

the reality, tbe objects under observation. 
::ierr behaviour in a very natural way by close 

� berween the real v.·orld objeccs and the 
or incfüiduals - used on ;:nodel 

�on level Tberefure. dris modcll.cg 

paradigm leads to a class of models which satisfy 
the criteria of adequate and easy understandable 
model struch.ire on a very high level. 

On the other hand, these models often are 
associated with the disadvantages caused by tbeir 
demands concerning processor time and memory. 
This problem is a direct consequence of the non
aggregated model description and seems to be the 
price the user bas to pay for comprehensibility and 
transparency on model specification level. This 
problem, too, shall not be discussed here. 

This paper will focus on a further problem field 
which seems to be neglected in the main discussioo 
of individual-based modcls: the problcm of model 
validation. The prctended simpleness in model 
description often implies the need for a bigbly 
sophisticated analyse of the model and its rcsults in 
the phase after the nms, in validation and 
interpretation of the results. In this Situation, this 
paper analyses typical dilemmas and tries to give 
hints for a proper determination of the range of 
validity for individual-based models. 

2. Simulation on local and on 
globa] level 

To understand tbe problems conceming 
validation, we start with a view on tbe general 
design of a modelling and simulation srudy based 
on the individual-based paradigma. Figure 1 depicrs 
the course of the argumentation in comparison to 
thc use of a ·'conventional", i.e. non-individual
based model. 

ALTERNATIVE A: 

Input ----
global 

para1neters 

ALTERNATIVE B: 

Input ----
lndivldual 

parameters 

GLOBAL-LEVEL 

SYSTEM o, MODEL 

LOCAL_LEVEL 
SYSTEM o, MODEL 

ou1put 

global 
lndlcotors 

output 

lndl vldu,ql 
lndlc:1tors 

Fig. 1 :  Comparison berween individual-based and 
non-indhidual-based modelling studies 



Both alrematives work according ro the same 
basic scheme: Alternative A shows the situation for 
a conventional model on global, which means here 
accumulated, level in model specification. The 
modeller and experimentator is interested in the 
effects of a change in a global parameter. This 
parameter is set for the simulation and after the run 
an other parameter on global leve!, a global 
indicator variable is observed. 

Example: global input parameter is the 
reproduction rate of a population, the model is a 
common differential equation model for the 
population dynamics, and the model result is thc 
population for a futUie point in time. Input, output, 
and model equatioos work on highly aggregated 
data for tbe population, which mirror tbe situation 
on individual level in statistical sense. 

On the other hand, alternative B describes the 
system dynamics on the individual level. Example:  
For the population dynamics, a possible input 
parameter would be the mean number of children a 
woman gets during her life, one would have to 
model the interactions of the individuals aod would 
be able to derive an individual curriculum vitae for 
each of the individuals. At the end, the actual 
oumber of children each individual has got would 
be the observation parameter on this level. 

Both alternatives are proper implementations of 
the same basic modelling and simulation approach. 
The experiment deals witb the objccts input 
variable, the model itself, and the output. 
Accordingly the three basic tasks are identified: 
system identification (input and output given), 
forecast (input and system model given), and 
control (system model and output given). 
Differences between the alternatives A and B can 
only be found on the level of model description: In 
the first case, the complete model is specified using 
the population number as a cumulated value. The 
second case specifies the behaviour of the 
individuals and produces the population number as 
a dependent variable of the set of interacting 
individuals. NaturaUy, both model approaches have 
to be parameterised and validated on their specific 
level of model dcscription. ln consequence, even 
the results can only be interpreted and exploited on 
the level of specification the model offers. 

3. Data transformation between 
the levels 

There is one observation which appears from the 
simple description of the experimental sct-up 
described so far: During the simulation run an 
individual-based model produces the curriculum 
vitae of the set of individuals under observation. If 
the experimenter is interested in more generaJ 
model quantities, a recalculation and evaluation of 
those raw data will be necessary. (In our very 
simple example this recalculation step is realized 
by a simple summation of the individuals Living at a 
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cenain point of time and could be realised as a 
dependent model quality as weil.) This 
argumentation implics a change of modelling level 
for data evaluation and interpretation (i.e. from 
level A to level B) conceming the two alternative 
scenarios introduced in figure 1 .  

Similar and much more complicated 
transfom1ations from one level to the other can be 
necessary in a number of sirnulation experiments 
which deal with individual-based models. 

ln general, the change of levels is usefully 
applied if missing information on the one level is 
replaced by or can be derived from weil known 
information on the other level. Such a level change 
can be done on the inpul-side as well as 011 the side 
of tbe outputs. 

So far there are no problems in the experimenlal 
set-up and the situation can be recapillllated 
graphically by figurc 2. Tbe difficulties, however, 
arise wben the modcl has to be validated and the 
situation escalates i f there is a Lack of 
comprehensive system data. 

ALTERNATNEA: 

input �--� 
global 

parameters 

Individual 
parameters 

Input 

AL TERNATNE 8: 

GLOBAL-LEVEL 

SYSTEM or MODEL 

LOCAL..LEVEL 
SYSTEM or MODEL 

OU1pUI 

global 
indlcators 

individual 

lndlcatora 

output 

Fig.2: possible transfonnations benveen the 
levels of model descriprion during experimentatioo 

Example: For the very simple population 
dynamics example the transfonnations Tl to T4 
introduced by the figurc shall be exemplified: 

l .  A known mean life expectancy is 
transfom1ed into determined ages for set 
of identical model individuals. 

2 .  In a statistical sample size and weight of 
persons are measured, the mean values are 
used as parameters for a model on global 
level. 

3. A certain mean value for energy 
consumption of a region has to be 
allocated to individual energy 
consumption values for eacb individual 
living in the region. 

4. The total population number is 
swnmarised by counting the model 
individuals at a certain point of time. 

Usually, the transformations from tbe individual 
level to the global level are evident and easily to 
execute. In this direction, there exist data on detail 
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� which have to be aggregated to a more 
� often statistical parameter value on the 
� level. 

Jc!Jlsfonnations in the other direction are not 
-le without at least hvo fürther assumptions: 
l. the type of distribution of the parameter 

transformed (e.g. uniform, nonnal, . . .  ) 
Z. parameters of the distiibution, such as 

mean value, variance, ... 
3:::t even the very simple transformation of type 

- =ilividual level to global level) can be more than 
s:::::::.,le smmnation and has to be considered with 

:::zrf:da(:'SS. An example: The individually 
..a:i..-,d voices during an election could be 
.__t;.:oo. Therefore an additional set of weight

--=:Jelers has to be specified för the model and 
=orresponding aggregation function has to be 

�ed for a correctly executed level change. 

- Tue problem 

TI::e argumentation so far explains the 
�I design of simulation experiments on the 

- levels introduced. However, in praxis and 
�ly in the praxis of the application domains 

- like to use individual based models of cause 
� easy and structure adequate model 

�on facilities, the missing data forces to a 
_ sophisticated, combi.ned experiment design 

==vg the levels. Therefore transformations 
==::Je necessary which imply additional 
��-

==..e systematic problem of these parameters is ::.:cir values cannot be acquired separately. If it 
- be possible to do so, the transformation and 

� cbange would not have been necessary. 
:::;; lhe other hand, proper parameter 

:..zr::-:5carion needs measurements on both levels to -: die transfonnation parameters first and to 
_....._.e::�'f' cheir values aftenvards. This is an inherent 

.5rtion of the experimental design. lt is 
:=i:: by the situation of system data and will not 

osolved by additional data acquisition in the 
��---:::-die modelling and simulation st11dy follows: 
,r.parate validation of the assumptions 

e „iog transformation parameters and tbeir 
is not possible. They bave to be an 

=:ral task within the global model validation 
o formulate constructively: The model 

:::a::::e: . ,eoiS bave to be designed in a manner that 
I_ tbe model results are independent of these 

l?aDSformation parameters. or 
there is a proper distinction between ehe 
Ün'lueoce and effecrs of che 
.ransfonnations and tbeir paramerers a:oo 
ehe eff ects of a change in tbe lllOldcl 

parameters which m fact are under 
observati.on to achieve the experiments 
objectives. 

Tn both cases the validation implies additional 
restncttons for the experimental design. The 
experiments have to assure that a statistical 
distinction between the effects of the 
transfonnations and those of the intended classical 
investigation according to tbe tasks identification, 
forecast, and control becomes possible. 

Naturally, this problem escalates because even 
in the model there are variations in parameters to 
test, which are caused by uncertainties conceming 
model parameter values ancl even model structure . 
Figure 3 conclucles these possibilities in 
argumentation for the different alternatives in 
experimental design. 

lt is obvious that the additional parameters 
make the study much more complex and the 
intended direct causality between the experimental 
parameters and their effects becomes more and 
more difficult to extract. 

model input•parameters 

lndivldu;)l•.b:1,ed glob:.il-level 
modcl qu <'lntlty model qui.'lntity 

free parameters for experimentation 

transformation ............... 
r (1) lypc oftransform3tlon 
;., (2) par.ametors of lransformati on 

individual-based 
model 

lndividual-based 
tcsult val1.-1c 

transformation 

gtobal-level 
rcsult va!uo 

modol output-parameters 

, ..... r (J) Systom Strllelurc 
;, (4) Syst;m pan,melers 

.......... ..... r (S) type of b.ack-transformation 
:, (6) parameters of back-transformation 

Fig.3: data-flow and free experimental 
parameters 

5. Possible experimental designs 
for validation 

So far, the need for sophisticated statistical 
methods for validation has been elaborated. 
Furthermore it is obvious that it will not be possible 
to validate the additional parameters separately, 
because there are no ( or at least: not enough) 
system data. 

In this sit11ation, four possible ancl typical 
experimental designs shall be analysed with regard 
on a feasible model validation. The objective is to 
demonstrate the general argumentation and to 
explain the logical consequences of the initially 
cbosen experimental design. 



.......... =-------- -

5.1 Individual 
observation 

behaviour under 

Tue most obvious motivatioo for building 
individual-oriented models is to investigate in the 
behaviour of tbe individuals itself. This is 
represented by alternative B from figurc l .  The 
experimental design is without any modification as 
it is usual in modelling and simulation because all 
operations take place on individual levcl. For the 
validation system data and model data have to be 
compared and the range of validity has to be 
determined from these deliberations. Conceming 
the structure of system and model equal assertions 
can be made, and the free paramcters (numbers ( 1  ), 
(2), (5) and (6)) from figure 3 are not relevant in 
this case. 

However, one sbould pay attention to tbe fornrnt 
of simulation results: To be accurate, only the life 
data for individuals are observed on the individual 
level. There is  no aggregation ofthe data at all. Any 
aggregation would be inte'1)reted as a cbange to the 
global level and would imply the necessity of a 
transfonnation of type T4 with tbe corrcsponding 
parameters and difficulties. 

These deliberarions lead to the next 
experimental scenario: 

5.2.1 Structural adequate models for 
global processes 

The motivation for this design variant comes 
from model description methodology: There exists 
the preswnption that a model code as well as a 
program code is easier to understand and more 
efficiently to maintain if its structure mirrors the 
real world structure of the modelled systcm. With 
tbis background, the individual-based model 
description seems to offer the optimal level of 
comprehensibility because tbis model specification 
paradigm propagates to be nearly completely 
adequate. 

For the validation context, one interesting 
observation must be made in connection with tllis 
approach: Even lhougb the interests of the 
experimentation lic on the global level, model 
description and Simulation work witb the non
aggregated !evel. Therefore the model holds a scale 
in detail, wbich is not necessary for tbc level of 
results the experimentation intends. If the 
information on the detail level can be provided, this 
approach is very self-explaining and the advantages 
of the evident model structure overweight the 
demands in run-time those models usually need. 

l f  there is a lack of infonnalion concerning 
parameters on the individual level, there are lots of 
additional bypothesis concerning type and 
parameter values of the transfonnations to calculate 
and validate, a task which has to be solved by data 
collected on the aggregated level solely. Thus, a 
serious validation for tbis kind of models succeeds 
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onJy with grear effons in statistical derermination 
of the missing parameters. In praxis the modeller 
will have to weight wbcther the adequate model 
structure will be worth tbese investments in 
statistical procedures. These deliberations show that 
the evaluation of tbis experimental design scenario 
has to be made for eacb application separately. The 
balance between investments and effort as 
described above shouJd be considered very 
carefully. 

5.3 Measurements are not possible 
on the desired level of model 
description 

Tltis scenario is very similar to the preceding 
one; however, in this case the experimenter has oo 
choice between the alternatives in level because a 
missing access to the data on tbe one level forces 
bim/her to substitutc the missing information by 
investigations on the other one. 

To be able to parameterise, validate, and work 
with the model al all, at least one of tbe 
transformations bas to be specified and 
parameterised. Here the efforts are the prize for 
capacity to act not only the prize for an adequate, a 
nice model structure . 

The limitati.oos conceming accuracy and 
validity of !he model have to be accepted. The 
experimental design bas to be very sophisticated 
but the way of additional transfom1ations is tbe 
onJy one, which provides access to a region of 
k:nowledge olherwise completely inaccessible. 

5.4 Investigations 
behaviour 

Oll emergent 

Highly interestiog is an application field for 
individual based models not yet menrioned in this 
paper so far: the so called "emergent bebaviour". In 
short, Ibis means a bebaviour of a group or 
mathematically spoken a set of identical individuals 
which is observed when these individuals interact, 
communjcate, and cooperate but which is no 
specificd explicitly within tbe bebaviour 
specification of the single individual (e.g. tbe 
organisation of tbe ants, swarms, .. ). 

lt is evident that the use of individual based 
models is inevitable in this case. Here, tbc 
experiment focuses on one of our transfom1ations: 
The pu'lJOSe of the model is to describe individual 
bebaviour locaUy, Jet the i.ndividuals interact, and 
to observe behaviour of the group of individuals 
wbich has not been specified explicitly on the local 
level. The change of level is the trick: input on 
local, measurement of output on global level. 

A further analysis touches the assumprion that 
has bcen the base for all tbe deliberatious before: 
tbe existence of well-defmed mJes for aggregation. 
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- - assumption is challenged by the assumption of 
�nt behaviour. 

There is no transfonnation specification in tbe 
- of mies or functions! ln contrary, the 
.:-.:::ervations on global level are generated by the 
.....::a,;our specification on local level exclusively. 

So far the theory. In real world applications the 
:--5tigations on emergent behaviour naturally are 
s-=;erposed by the problems in getting proper 
rs:an data. Therefore, very often level 
t:=:=sformations are necessary to avoid data Jacks. 
� rransformations have to be parameterised and 
;;:..:dared as described before. To prove real evident 
�our properly it is inevitable to separate the 
===sforrnation and its effects from the observations 

investigations made to prove the emergent 
�'iour. 

lf the parameters of the transformation are not 
=---n, complex additional experiments are 
'=""SSary to detem1ine their effects firnt, and Jet the 
�::mcntatio11 turn to the phenomena of emergent 
�es only if there are no more doubts 

':!::Cf'1'11ing "technical" transformation parameters. 
�ially for validation these interacting effects 

ro be differentiated and isolated to make real 
.:=salit:ies bet.veen local behaviour specification 
_. global level parameters evident. 

- Concluding example 

The weil k11ow11 predator -prey model shall 
� as a very simple example to illustrate the 

� and the argumentation for the different 
:::-;;erimental set-ups. 

.-iliemative A implements the model by the 
�own set of two differential equations for the 

populations. Alternative B specifies the same 
�n in an individual-based manner. The 
-::e..ion has to be discussed, how information on 

one level can be completed by data on the other 
� and how far the two levels provide support for 
�Oll. 

;-m,1 the (weil known) suppositions for the 
�tial equation model explicitly in advance: 

l. Tue equations are valid only for !arge 
population numbers N. 
Tue parameter values are based on equal 
distribution of the individuals on the field. 
(e.g. for the meeting probability) 

-o demonstrate the dilemma comparing 
�al-based and global model to each other, 

fullowing deliberations will be enough: 
L If the individual-based model is run with 

low population number „ there is a direct 
contradiction to the assumption 1 for the 
global model. 

--, If the individual-based model is rnn ...,iih 
large population numbcr X tha.>re will be i: 

contradiction with the assumption 2: If 
there are lots of individuals, the 
distribution over the area under 
observation will not be equal. Nom1ally, 
there are groups of hunting predators with 
no prey in between them in one block and 
in an other region other groups of prey 
with no predators in between. 

The consequence for the experimenter is now: 
Ts the group building process just a mistake in 
model description or should it be interpreted as 
emergent behaviour? Often the answer of this 
question draws upon the data produced by the 
model 011 the other level. As explained, such an 
argumentation breaks the assumptions. There is no 
other way out than to specify the transformations 
between the levels, determine their parameters and 
validate the hypothesis on this statistically detailed 
level. 

Conceming the validation of models by a 
second model of the same system but on an other 
level of detail the conflict is obvious as weil: The 
change of model specification level does not 
replace detailed validation based on additional 
experiments with the rnodel and normally even 
with the real world system. 

7. Resume 

Tbe paper tries to give a structure to discuss the 
validation of individual based models by 
mentioning the separate data transfonnation steps 
within the global and the local modelling level and 
between the levels themselves. 

lt empbasises that each transfonnation has 
additional parameters for its own that nonnally 
have to be determined by additional statistical 
experiments 

A comparison of result.s gained by models on 
the different levels may be interesting, however, its 
statistical value for validation and interpretation of 
possibly appearing effects is negligible. 

The proposed scheme does not provide an 
algorithm to solve the problems in u.sing individual
based models but it tries to make the typical 
structures of argumentation using sucli models 
transparent and tries to give a guide!ine for the 
discussion of critical aspects and common problems 
using these types of models. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper considers an approach to modeling and simulation 
of Distributecl Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks fulfilled by 
a group of malefactors. The approach is based on 
combination of "joint intentions" and "common plans'' 
theories as well as state machines. The formal frarnework for 
modeling and simulation of DDoS) attacks is presented. TI1e 
architecture and user interfaces of the Attack Simulator 
software prototype implemented and its evaluation results 
are depicted. The simulation-based exploration of the Attack 
Simulator prototype demonstrated its efficacy for 
accomplishing various DDoS attack scenarios. The 
framework and software prototype developed can be used 
for conducting experiments for evaluating computer network 
security and analyz.ing efficiency of security policy. 

l .  INTRODUCTION 

Vulnerabilities of computer systems, permanently 
magnifying complexity of cyber-attacks and gravity of their 
consequences highlight urgent necessity for new approaches 
to information assurance and survivability of computer 
systems. One of the most hannful classes of attacks aiming 
at destrnction of network resources availability is "Denial of 
Service" (DoS) (Mirkovic et al. 2002; Mirkovic et al. 2004). 
The purpose of DoS is isolation of a victim host. As a result 
of this attack the legitimate users can not access necessary 
network resources. Most of operating systems (OS), routers 
and network components are prone to DoS attacks that are 
hard to prevent. 
The new type of attack arrived in the beginning thic century. 
lt is called "Destributed Denial Of Service" (DDoS). To 
perform DDoS attacks malefactor needs to hack a set of 
computers ("zombies") at föst and to run on them DoS 
programs to att:ack next targets. This makes hard to detect 
DDoS attack and to defense from it. The DDoS domain is 
becoming more and more complex. We observe now the 
great variety of different DDoS attacks and the continuous 
appearance of new types tliat break the defense. 
The seriousness of the DDoS problem and the increased 
frequency of DDoS attacks have led to the development of 
numerous DDoS defensive mechanisms. Unfortwmtely, the 
existing theoretical basis timt should support implementation 
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of defensive mechanisms against such class of att: 
poor. 
According to our opinion, among many reasons, the 2: 

stipulated by weakness of fundamental researci 
consider defense against DDoS attacks as a a 
adversarial competition between security systerr. 
malefactors' attacking systerns, in paiticular, the fi 

intending development of an adequate formal framew· 
exploratory modeling and respective software archi 
for simulation of DDoS attacks and distributed de; 
software components of computer network (Kotenk:c 
2003). 
Modeling and sirnulation of DDoS attacks and pem 
their analysis are very important for discovering co. 
systems prone to DDoS, formulating <! 
recommendations and developing effective pro 
methods. 
The paper considers an approach to agent-based IIl( 

and simulation of DDoS attacks fulfilled by a ga 
malefactors. The goals of the paper are developu; 
agent-based formal framework for specification of 
attacks and implementation of a software tool mal 
possible to simulate DDoS attacks. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Set. 
outlines suggested common approach for modeli.i: 
simulation of DDoS attacks by imitating malef 
teamwork. Section 3 describes the ontology ofDDoS, 
and specifications of strncture aod common sehe 
operation of agents. Section 4 determi.nes architectu 
main user interfaces of the DDoS Attack siL 
elaborated and its evaluation issues. Conclusion outl.il 
results ofthe paper. 

2. DDOS COMPONENTS AS INTELLIGENT 
AGENTS. TEAMWORK-BASED FRAMEWORK 
FOR MODELING AND SIMULATION OF ATTA 

By the analysis of present DDoS attacks it is poss 
reveal the division of DDoS software components b 
mies. At first, there is a "master" program which aath 
initial infom1ation about hosts in the Internet and �bta 
access to their resources for starting "daemons" pro 
"Daemons" are the attack executors. They usually pr< 
füll access to compromised host for "master". "l\ 
coordinates "daemoos" actious: it cau exchaoge me 
with "daemons" and install on captured hosts new pr< 
for further "daemons" propagation. "Daemon" rep, 
"master" about its state. As soon as the DDoS net 1 
required siz.e, "master" sends the messages about attac 



(or simply an attack signal) to all 
:"5is of DDoS attacks we can see that each 

� ("master" or "daemon") is an autonomous 
==;,onent which has initial knowledge, can get 

.?ata from environment, has target and list of 
:;eacb this target, and can interact with other 

�::::::=. These properties are peculiar to intelligent 
u.JOS components form a team of agents as they 
cperacions for reaching the common long-time 

of Service attack) in a dynamic extemal 
tthe Internet) at presence of noise and 

•:::::::::::::::;. of opponents (components of security 
on teamwork is an area of steadfast 

CJlti-agent systems (Fan and Yen 2004). A sei of 
fonnalization and simulation of the agents' 

B l:nown. For the organization of teamwork of 
we have used the base ideas stated in works 

c::mtion theory, the shared plans theory and the 
--�--�"'·es of agents' teamwork. 

f1121flions theory (Cohen and Levesque 1991)  the 
::::s:h the agents act, are assumed to consist of 

� that can be associated with specific agent. 
- which the agent is convinced are called its 

of agent that are considered by it as the most 
�ed its goals. The mutual agents' beliefs are 
.:ieliefs of agent group. Agent team is said to 
mrention to complete an action if  and only if 

:=.:as have joint persistent goal to comp]ete this 
- plans theory (Grosz and Kraus 1996) the 

oelieved to be the plan of joint fulfillment of 
xtions by the group of agents. The main 

.!...:.ed plan are as follows: (1) the group plan 
.&fflIP (team) of agents should reach the consent 
�ctions, to which they will follow in group 
- the agents should take up the obligations not 

�al operations, but also 011 Operations ofthe 
...-hole (personal intentions how to make 

3 each agent should take up the obligations 011 
�r agents (approved i11te11tion); (4) the plan 

3:ll\ity can have as components the plans of the 
for the assigned operations, as well as plans 

-::=::::ll!rl meories (Jennings, N. 1995; Tambe 1 997; 
�i:h 2001) the notion of joint persistent 

k buildi11g tbe scheme of agents' actions 
� agents' communication protocols. The 
� conunitments is tbe basis for 

llt=:=::;;;;=::!:. 2;0d monitoring of team activity. This notion 
:b:cking the state of goal and conesponding 

� goal is achieved, not achieved, cannot be 
�·ant in view of breaking conditions). The 

c::.enrions is used to describe the agents ' team 
m:=s of particular operators. The main goal in 

113 �ide the activity of agents according to a 
c::-;-;;nio where eacb agent knows its place. The 

6ewy suppons required methods for solving 
- - fOilll of shared plan (füll or partial). This - _ me acrivity of whole team. ageai:s. groups 

� - - _
p 

� and also die oonszra.ims � 

agents' collaboration and communication. The joint 
intentions theory is used for structuring of shared plan, 
scenario of its execution and communication. 
Considering the "master" and ''daemons" specifics the most 
suitable approach to use is the combined theory. There must 
be a shared plan, because of need to provide agents work 
according to mentioned DDoS attack steps. Agents bave a 
joint goal - to perform DDoS attack. However, "master" and 
"daemons" act each in one's ov.'ll way. Individual actions 
and communications of agents will also be a part of shared 
plan. 
The conunon (group, individual) intention and commitment 
are associated with each node of a general hierarchical plan. 
These intention and commitment manage execution of a 
general plan, providing necessary flexibility. During 
functioning each agent should possess the group beliefs 
conceming other team-mates. For achievement of the 
common beliefs at formation and disbandment of the 
common intentions agents should communicate. All age11ts '  
communications are managed by means of common 
commitments built in the common intentions. Besides it is 
supposed, that agents communicate only when there can be 
an inconsistency of their actions. lt is important for reaction 
to uoexpected changes of environment, maintenance of 
redistribution of roles of the agents failed or unable to 
execute some part of a general plan, and also at occurrence 
not planned actions (Tambe 1 997). 
Tbe suggested technology for creation of the malefactors
agents' team (that is fair for other subject domains) consists 
in realization of the following chain of stages (Kotenko et al. 
2003): (!)  fonnation of the subject domain ontology; (2) 
determination of the agents' team structure; (3) definition of 
agent interaction-and-coordination mechanisms (including 
roles and Scenarios of an agents' roles exchange); (4) 
specifications of the agents' actions plans (generation of 
attacks); (5) assignment of roles and allocation of plans 
between the agents; (6) state-machine based realization of 
the teamwork. 
Formation of the subject domain ontology is an initial stage 
of the agents' team creation. Modeling in any subject 
domain assumes development of its conceptual model, i.e. 
set of basic concepts of a subject domain, relations between 
the concepts, and also data and algorithms interpreting these 
concepts and relations. 
The agents' team strncture is described in terms of a 
hierarchy of group and individual roles. Leaves of the 
hierarchy correspond to roles of individual agents, but 
intermediate nodes - to group roles. 
The plan hierarchy specification is carried out for each role. 
For group plans it is necessary to express joint activity 
obviously. The following elements are described for each 
plan: (a) entry conditions when the plan is offered for 
execution; (b) conditions at which the plan stops to be 
executed (the plan is executed, impracticable or irrelevant on 
conditions); (c) actions which are carried out at a team level 
as a part of a common plan. 
The assignment of roles and allocation of plans between the 
agents is canied out in n.vo stages: at fast the plan is 
disrributed in terms of roles, and then the agent is put in 
correspondence ro each role. One agent can execute a set of 
roles. Agems can exchange roles in dynamics of tbe plan 
execurion_ Requirements lO each role are formulated as 



union of requirements to those partS of the plan wbich are 
pur in correspondeoce eo the role. There are a1 o group and 
indiVIdual rotes. Leaves correspood to individual roles. 
Agents· functionalities are generated automatically 
according to t11c roles. 
For setting the agents' team operation in real-time a 
hierarchy of state machines is used. The state macbioes 
realize a choice of the plan which will be executed and a 
fulfillment of the established sub-plans in a cycle "agents' 
actions - responses of enviromnent". 
At joint performance of the scenario agents' coordination is 
carried out by message exchange. As the agents' tearn 
function in antagonistic environment agents can fail. 
Restoration of lost functionalities is carried out by means of 
redistribution of roles of the failed agent between otber 
agents and cloning of new agents. 

3. ONTOLOGY OF 000S ATTACKS. STRUCTURE 
AND OPERATION OF AGENTS 

The developed common onrology of DDoS attacks 
comprises a bierarchy of notions specifying activities of 
team of malefactors directed to impleroentation of attacks in 
different layers of detail. In this ontology, the hierarchy of 
nodes representing notions splits into two subsets ace-ording 
to the macro- and micro-layers of the domain specifications. 
All nodes of tbe ontology of DDoS attacks on the macro
and micro-levels of specification are divided into the 
intermediate and tenninal (Kotenko and Man'kov 2003). 
Tbe notions of tbe ootology of an upper layer can be 
intercoonected witb the corresponding notions of the lower 
layer through one of three kinds of relationships: "Part o.f' 
that is decompositioo relationship ("Who/e"-"Part"); "Kind 
of' that is specialization relationship ("Notio11"-"Particular 
kind of norion"); and "Seq of' that is relationship specifying 
sequence of operation ("Whole operation" - "Sub
operation"). 
High-layer notions corresponding to the intentions form the 
upper layers of the ontology. They are interconnected by the 
"Part of' relationship. Attack actions realizing malefactor's 
intentions (they preseoted at the lower layers as compared 
with tbe intentioos) are interconnected with the intentions by 
"Kind of' or "Seq of' relationship. 

classes of DoS-anacks are detailed, for example:: 
flood·· ( eoding a huge number of ne1work packecs wi 
paramerer). ·'Land'" attacks (sending an IP-packet witl 
fields of port and addrcss of the sender and the rec

�

· 
Source Address = Destination Address, Source Pon : 
= Destination Port Number), ''Smurf' (sending bro 
ICMP ECHO inquiries 011 behalf of a victim host. 
hosts accepted such broadcasting packages ans wer 1 
victim host, that results in essential capacity rcducn.j 
communication channel or in füll isolation of an 
network), etc. 
DDoS-attack includes three stagcs: ( l )  preliminary, (:. 
and (3) final. 
Main operations of the preliminary stage are inv 
(reconnaissance) and installation of agents-"zombies" 
The content of the basic stage is realization of DDo 
by joint actions of agents "master" and "daemons". 
Common formal plan of attacks implemented by 
malefactors-agents has three-level structure: 
( 1 )  Upper Jevel is a level of intention-based sce

9 malefactors' team specified in terms of seque 
intentions and negotiation acts; 
(2) Middle level is a level of intention-based sce 
each malefactor specified in terms of ordered sequ 
sub-goals; 
(3) Lower level is a leve! of malefactor's 
realization specified in terms of sequences of 
actions (commands). 
Algorithmic interpretation of the attack plan specifi.� 
family of state machines. l11e basic elements of eac 
machine are states, transit:ion arcs, and explanatory 
each transition. 
States of each state machine are divided into three · 
first (initial), intermediate, and final (marker is En:: 
initial and intennediate states are the following: 
( 1 )  non-terminal, those tbat initiate tbe work " 
corresponding nested state machines; 
(2) terminal, those that interact with the host model; 
(3) abstract (auxiliary) states. 
Example of one of realizations of the state machin<=' : 
represented in Figure 1 . Main parameters of this rea_:; 
of the state machine are defined in Table 1 .  

The "terminal" notions of tbe macro-level are further 
elaborated on the micro-level of attack specificatio11, and 
on this level they belong to the set of top-level notions 
detailed through tbe use of the three relationships 
introduced above. 

:]} OS., PF 0S1 (7•12) 

In micro specifications of the computer network attacks 
ontology, besides the three relations described ("Part 
of', "Kind of', "Seq of'), the relationship "Example of' 
is also used. lt serves to establish the "type of object
speci.fic sample of object" relationship. 
The developed ontology includes tbe detailed 
description of the DDoS domain in which the notions of 
the bottom layer ("terminals") are specified in terms of 
net\1/ork packets, OS calls, and audit data. 
Nodes specifying a set of software exploits for 
generatioo of DDoS attacks (Trinity V3, MSTREAM, 
SHAFT, TFN2K, Stacheldraht, Trin00) make up a top 
level of the ontology fragment. At lower levels di ffereot 

2) OS-> LA OS 1 (i'•12J L-

1) OS --> SF 0$\ (7•121 -

SF- -.... 

161 0S1 ·> End (7- 12)L 

9)os, .,, EM fM2) 

6) OS• > UFOS 

7) OS� FS IJS'J 

t4) 0S1 � Eno 

12) 0$1.->En:: 

11) OSI-> Eno 

----, 
Figure 1 :  Diagram of State Machine OS (DoS attack) 
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,. ,. work 
10del; 

ttack) 

Parameters of State Machine DS 
DS 
DS 1 ,  SF (SYN flood), LA (Land attack), PF (Ping flooding), SA (Smurf), PD (Ping of Death), UF (UDP flooding), IFS (Storni ofinquiries to FTP-server), End 
DSI 
SF, LA, PF, SA, PD, UF, IFS 

DSI 
rt:c.:n of agents by two-level strncture. The team 

.::.::::s:stS of "master" and "daemons". Each master 
:§Oup of "demons". "Demons" execute 

_____ ..,. actions against victim hosts. 
..... -clopment depends on the malefactor's "skill", 
�ing network characteristics, which he/she 

--... other malefactor's attributes. An attack is 
� as interactive process, in which the network 
- .!ll artack action. Computer network plays the 
e:;-ironment for DDoS agents, and therefore its 
�a part ofthe attack simulation tool. 
� need in one more agent - agent-- simulates an attack environment - Internet. 

--- �:S considered as a set of connected hosts. Every 
_=:::::!:1 characteristics, for example, ip-address and 

-·-� tn>IS. All DDoS agent requests to outer world 
-·- -�..._ hy ·'simulator". 

:epresented as follows: aN = <K, B, R, P, G, 
- agent identifier; K - agent knowledge; B -
_1, - agent intentions; P - a set of parameters 

1m::=::=1� agent activity; G = { LR, /R } - a set of goals -�-:.. -=� - hierarchy of possible goals and actions 
c::.miences),/R - of choosing the goal or action 

:::::t::i5ng current sets K, B, R, P and C; C -
:o other agents. 
"::e (K) of the agent-"simulator" is the 

...;;:um hosts (active or not; ip-address; e-mails 
::::-a. ports; OS type; ip-address of router for this 

e- mail client, etc.) stored in the notion 
� ihe infonnation about nenvork topology (as a 

represented in the notion "poIP _Links" 

iroHosts 
« plivale » 

polP_Links 
<< privci:te >> 

0 .,_addrl - 111 

o .,_adck2, 111 

_:_ Frn.gmem of Agenr "Simulator� Onrology 

Tbe agent-"simulator" beliefs (B) represent the inforrnation 
about agent deployed on the current host. lt is stored in the 
notion "poHosts" (agent name). 
The "simulator" parameters are the network topology and its 
hosts properties. 
The agent set of goals and activities (L) consists of responses 
to other agents requests (they function according to 
protocols). The requests are: request for determining if the 
host active is (ActiveHostQuery); request for scanning the 
hosts ports (OpenPortQuery); request for host capturing 
(HostCapturing); DoS attack execution (DosExecution). 
The commitments (C) to other agents are specified and 
fulfilled according to the protocols of interaction between 
the agents with defined roles (Figure 3) . 

1 i �Sjm!;:&f�I-.1 
---•·--·--·--·-----· · · � ·--·--· --·--·--·--·+ ·- -·-- . --·-

· · s,mli111.1°. ----- --·-- __ --+- --·--·-- ·-- ·--·-- ·+· --·-- --·-. . . . . . . . . . 
__ A_c_1iv-eH_o_s_1o_ue_ry_..,..1r·-·- -·+·-·- -·-·-·-·-·-�-·- -·- -

.__0..,p,..en""P'"'ort„0..,ue_ry_,_J·-·-·- ·+------·--- -·---�- - ---· -

L HoslCapturi ng t·-·-
-·+·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-�-·-·----

,--Ac-,1iv-a-le-,N-ev,O-=-ae-m-o-n--,i- - -·- -t -·-·- - - -----�--- - -·-
"===o_o_s_Ex_e_ci_,1,o=n_......,t -·-·-·+-·-·- -·- - -·- -�- - -·-·-

Figure 3 :  Agents, Their Roles and Protocols 
The knowledge (K) of the agents "master" and "daemon" 
consists of infonnation about compromised hosts and itself 
(one instance of the notion "poHost" and one 
"poAgentProps") (Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Fragment of Agent "Master" ("Daemon") 
Ontology 

The agents "master" and "daemon" beliefs (B) are the 
infonnation about environment (network topology, hosts 
pararneters) and about other agents activity. They use the 
notions ''poHosts" ("agent" attribute) and "poAgentProps" 
(host ip-address; ip-address range to scan; workable or not; 
victims ip -address; time to start attack). While acquiring new 
beljefs these agents build '·the map of the world" step by 
step. 



Tue agents parameters (P) are their 
activation parameters stored in lhe notion 
··AgentProps··. 

1 O<>emo� 

1 ���J'---��-'___,�---� 
lf rbe range of ip-addresses to scan is empty 
then tbe agenr plays the ··daemon" role. lt 
executes tbe attack only. lf the range is not 
null then the agent plays the "masters" role. 
lt gathers the information about hosts from 
mentioned range, tries to capture them and 
also executes the at1ack. 
The set of goals and activities (G) and their 
hierarchy (l) arc represented by state 
machine representatjon (Figure 5). 
Main goals and activities of "master" are as 
follows: Starting on accessible host 
("DaemonActivation"); Gathering 
infonnation about other hosts 
(''lnformationGathcring"), including Host 
activity detemlination (''GetActivelnfo") 

Envi1onment 
EvenlS 

Input 
Protocots 

Pto·octiv" 
Model 

HostCt1pturing 
« regula1 » 

�kExacul�· crog<JI.,» 

GetOpenPortlnfo 
«rw�» 

Shnred Resourtes 
<< 1e9Lkr » 

and Open ports deternünation 
("GetüpenPortlnfo "); Propagation by host 
capturing ("HostCapturing"), includmg 

Figure 5: Fragment of"Master" ("Daemon'') Goals and Activities 

Acquirmg the hosts resources using the "shared resources" 
vulnerability ("'Shared_Resources'); DoS attack execution 
("AttackExecution"), for example using "Ping Of Death", 
"Syn overflow", "Smurf', etc. Main goals and activities of 
"daemon" are starting on accessible host and DoS attack 
execution. 
The com.mitments (C) to other agents are specified and 
fulfilled according to the protocols of interaction between 
the ageuts with defined roles. 

4. ATTACK SIMULATOR PROTOTYPE AND ITS 
EVALUATION 

Tue software prototype of Attack Simulator has been 
implemented. Now it is used for validation of the accepted 
basic ideas, fonnal framework and implemeotation issues. 
The developed architecture of the attack sünulator 
implementing the above described attack model was built as 
an agent of multi-agent system (MAS). Tbe design and 
implementation of the attack simulator is being carried out 
on the basis of MAS OK - Multi-Agent System 
Development Kit (Gorodetski et al. 2002). 
The MAS agents generated by MASDK have the same state
machine based architecture. Di.fferences are reflected in the 
content of particular agents data and knowledge bases. Each 
agent interacts with other agents, environment which is 
perceived, and, possibly, modified by agents, and user 
communicating with agents through his interface. 
Tbe main objective of the experiments with the Attack 
Simulator prototype is to evaluate the tool's efficiency for 
different variants of attacks and attacked network 
configuratioos. These experiments were carried out for 
various parameters of the attack task specification and au 
attacked computer network configuration. Thc influence of 
tbe following inpul parameters on attacks efficacy was 
explored: a malefactor's intention, a degree of protection 
afforded by the network and personal firewall, a degree of 
security of attacked host, and the degree of malefactor's 
.knowledge about a network. To investigate the Attack 
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Simulator capabilities, the following parameters of 
reali2-ation outcome have been selected: number oft 
level attack actions, percentage of the malefactor's in 
that are successful, percentage of "effective·· a. 
responses on attack actions, percentage of attack 
blockage by firewall, and percentage of "ineffective� 
of attack actions. 
Let us considcr a small example of simulation of 
attacks. The network frngment including 7 hosts de 
the environment for DDoS is represented in Figure 
Table 2. 

s 

Figure 6: Graphie user interface for DDoS simula 

Table 2: Initial conditions for sünulation 

J{Q IP Router Active Open OS 
address IP- ports type 

address 
3 es 80 Win 

2 2 3 es 80,139 Win 
3 3 es 80 Win 
4 4 es 80,139 Win 
5 5 4 es 80 Win 
6 6 4 es 139 Win 
7 7 4 es 80 Win 



vities 

-

pe 

m 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 

� was deployed in the initial moment on the 
,.-amt:ters (P) were as fotlows: target of attack -

;o compromise - 2-6; time to attack - 30 
-- die start of simulation. Based on this data it 

to create one instance of "simulator'', one 
er" and six instances of"daemons". 

:ogs its actions to the text file to trace the DDoS 
.-.i)clrt ofDoS agent log is detennined below: 

-_D{)oS_Agenl Master- Info gaihering 
:>Do-S_Agent Master - SendMsg Ping (Aciive Query) ip=6 
DDoS_ Agent Master - ReceiveMsg Re_Ping (Active 

y=6, active=l 
DOoS_Agent Master - SendMsg PortScan (Open Ports 

.:JlloS _Agent Master - RecciveMsg Re_ lsPortOpen (Open 
=.:;:iy) ip=6, open ports: 139 

DOoS_Agent Master - Capturing 
...::.:::x>os _Agent Master - Captur ing: Shared Resources ip = 6 

DDoS_Agent Daemon4 - ReceiveMsg Activatelt 
-=6time dos=I 101135734.000000 

- ::>oos_A.gent Daemon2 - Attack Execution method= Ping 

- :JDoS_Agcnt Daemon3 - Attack Execution method= Smurf 
- !JDoS_Agent Daemon4 - Attack Executiou method= Syn 

'ülOment ( 1 8:01 :44) the "simulator" (see data 
: :md "master" (see (P) above) were i.nitialized. 

-began to gather information. l t  try to find if 
--=- active and if they have the open ports. He 

� tbese hosts and to deploy "daemons" on 
!Jave waited until given time for attack 
z result, "master" could capture the hosts with 

_ �. 6 because they were active and had open 
only 4 agents (3 "daemons" and "master") 

.:!li! attack on victim host (ip-address 7). The 
JDoS method and attacked the host #7. 

sed exploration of the developed Attack 
i:ype has demonstrated its efficacy for 
-arious attack scenarios against networks 
crures and security policies implemented. 

� developed basic ideas of the modeling and 
� DDoS attacks by teamwork approach. W e 

----- ;;.rocrure of a team of agents, agent interaction
::::::xi rnechanisms, and specifications of 

���t plans. The technology for creation ofthe 
- team was suggested and described. W e 

f::e approach to be used for conducting 
_ __,,_ äodi evaluate computer network security and 

dciency and effectiveness of security policy 
- attacks. Software prototype of Attack 

� developed. The attack sirnulator allows 
ri:de spectrum of real life DDoS attacks. lts 

::::J! is written in temlS of Visual C++ and 
·E%;;;:ie.i:iJ,[Jlnenrs with the Attack Simulator have been 

-�=·=ug the investigation of attack scenarios 
ith differem security policies_ 

_ menr of ehe Aaack Simulator tool v.ill 
-• gemcnt of its capabifüies in specificarion of 
� expansion of the DDoS aire::s: c� 
_ QO;e sophisticated atrack � ec:.. 
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Agent-based Artificial Consumer Market and Optimization of 

Defensive Strategies 

Jüroen Wöckl"t 
0 

Abstract 

This paper deals with a simulation approach to explore 
optimal defensive strategies concerning an entrance of a 
new fi1111 in a gradually saturated consumer market. The 
queslion is how to react on a new entrance from the view 
of the incumbents and also how to succeeds entering the 
market from the view of the new entrant. 
A agent-based artificial consumer market (AB-ACM) 
has been designed to provide an experimental environ
ment for the optimization task. The AB-ACM has been 
formulated very generally to make sure all interestecl 
marketing und management related strategies can be 
considered. Optimization methods are applied to the 
artificial market to derive optimal strntegies obtaining 
maximal profits to keep competitive and to find optimal 
reactions for both - the entrant and the incumbents in 
the market. In the concluding simulation study there 
is one questions of interest conceming the adaptation 
of the strategy to obtain maximal profits - the effect 
of varying heterogeneity of the considered consumer 
aspiration points. The resulting optimal price-budget 
combinations remain stable up to a certain degree of 
heterogeneity. Then a threshold is reached from which 
futther disaggregating the market will lead to boundary 
solutions. 

1 lntroduction to the AB-ACM 

The artificial market is made up of a constant number 
of consumers whicb are represented by artificiaJ agents 
creating a agent-based framework. Each consumer has 
an individual aspiration point of attributes whicb the 
preferred product should possess. The cboice process 
of the artificial consumer depends on the knowledge 
of the products offered at the market and the attitude 
the consumer gained by comparing his aspiration 
point to the perceived attributes of the product (see 
[Buchta and Mazanec(2001 )]). in the environment it is 
assumed that each finn just provides one product and 
therefore the profit of the firm equals the price times sales 

• Adaptive Methodology and Corporate Leamiag: WU-Wien; 
juergen.woeckl@wu-wien.ac.at 

t ARGES IM; TU Wien: jwoeckl@osiris.tuwien.ac.at 
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of its product reduced by the budgel spent for advertisinf; 
Additionally the variables price and budget are releva;:;: 
for the attitude of a consumer regarding to the product 
The attitude depends to the advertising budget of a fin::. 

weighted by tbe price of the product. At the initial ti.m:: 
(to = 0) no consumer agent knows anything about th:, 
products and the fim1s on the market, and their choic.er 
cannot be made rationally - in the context of choosin; 
a product best fullfilling their aspirations. Primai: 
througb thc advettising of the firms the consumers ge 
infonnation about the products and their attributes an:.. 
so they are able to choose the best fitting product. Th: 
success of each firm/product depends on the price. th: 
artributes and the invested advertising budget. These
variables has to be optimized by all firms in the marka., 
especially at tbe time of entry of a new finn attacking _ 
segment allready covered by an incumbent. 

2 Functionality of the AB-ACM 

The following equation ( 1) shows the evolvement of th: 
attitudes attijk of a consumer i regarding to the acuibtll= 
k of product j. This differential equation consists of tw:: 
parts where the first describes the growth of the attitudei: 
of the advertised allributes starting at O up to I depende.: 
on the actual relative advertising budget. The second pa::
describes the decay due to the forgetting of the product a.
tributes by the consumers. The appropriate function b( 
is defined in equation (2) and (3). 
ln the following the indices i denote the aspiratia;; 
groups, .i the brands, k t.be product attributes and t tb= 
time. 
The differential equation responsible for the temporz.. 
modification of the attitudes p of those attributes whicr. 
are advertised is the following: 

datti1J.:(t) 
dl 

1 = -- · · · 
price; 

· [aif(budgetj )(l - attijk (t)) 
-b( t, budgelj )attijk ( t)] (l 

where ai f ( budget1) indicates the advettising impacr 
function depcnding to the advertising budget of producr J 
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�j) characterize the forgetting rate of the con
::l:ld pricej refer the relative price of product j: 

aif(budgetj) = /-� 
pricej pricej = - -- - � --

j' 'E,f=l (pricej) 
�tion the oblivion rate is described by: 

oon-adve1tised attribute: 
b(t, budgetj) = bo 

?dvertised attribute: 
1 b(t, budget3·) = :F( b d ) 1 + t, ·u getj 

.r(· · · ) = budget.i (t) • • • 
rt budgetj ( T) 

./0 L.j (budgetj(T)) 
. e-bo (t-T)dT 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
3) describes the advertising effect of budget 

::Je past. The amount of all advertising bud
� the present consumers' attitude. The factor 

_ j) in the ODE (equ. 1)  regulates the latency 
::-::::szng effects - in other words the oblivion of 

====:::::Jliie::rr. So alternating advertising strategies are 
_::_ because of the nonlinear continuation of the 

advertising budgets. If the advertising is 
some time the effect vanishes and the obliv

• dre consumers regarding the specific product 
51d the attitude decreases continuously. The 
:::::e consumer i with respect to each product j 

=z::!Stlred using the propo1tional distance between 
� aspiration point and the attitude corre

-� brand j and is calculated as 
. _ max( distanceij) 

U[li · = 1 distanceij 
(5) 

:-es1, ,9,n of the Agent-based 

� --i:\Tl,rronment 

� environment has been implemented us
zad Matlab and the object oriented structure 

_ _, ...... is sbown in fig. ( 1 ). The number of agents and 
_ __ ...... � and for the experiments we use.d 300 

consumer agents and 4 firm agents. The consumers are di
vided into three equal segments, each containing 100 con
sumers. The three segments are welJ separated and all the 
consumer aspiration points of a segment are normally dis
tributed around a segment specific common ideal point. 
At initial time t0 = 0 three of the firm agents are in the 
market and after some time the steady state of each firm 
serves one segment has arose. This follows because in 
this state each firm eams sufficient money from the 100 
consumers they are serving exclusively and beetween the 
firms there is no competition necessary. After the market 
is in this stable but still partly saturated state, the fourth 
firm enters the market and attacks the segment of one of 
the incumbents. The market is fully saturated if all con
sumers have perfect information about all firms/products. 
The satmation of the market is one of the design factors 
of this study. In the next section the design and the hy
pothesis of the study are presented in more detail. 

Consumer 

+per-ceived_pr.ice: (J-dim) 

+pe:rce1ced_b\1dget: (J-clirn) 
+percei ved_at t.r-ibutes: (JxK-diml 

-atc.ic.ude: (JxK-di.m) 

- utility: {,J-dim) 

-stacked _ fo:rni er_ bud-gets ; (J - dim) 

.-choose _prod,uct ( 1 

- ca l culate_ u tilities ( ) 

+pr ice 
+budget 

Firm 

+prodi.:.ct._at.Lr ibutes: (K-ctim) 

-! orrr1e r-_ rr,a.rke t_ data 

+make_d.ecl:,i-on ( ) 

-get_rnarket_ data ( ) 
-calcu lat:.e_ cptirnlz� d _st�ategy ( }  

-forecast_per forman:::e ( ) 

Figure 1: Class Diagrams of the agents 'Consumer' and 'Firm' 

4 Experiments and Results 

The market which in this study is assumed as an ex
emplary application for the optimization task consists of 
th.ree well separated consumer segments each of them 
treated by a single fi1111. To optimize their individual prof
its the brands are able to set the price of the product and 
the advenising budget to evoke higher consumer prefer
ences and thus higher market shares. After a period of 
increasing mru-ket saturation a new firm enters the mar
kel in a specific segment and thus attacks the position of 



Figure 2: Surface plots of the profits of the 
incumbent for several p1ice-budget combi
nations under a fixed entrance strategy i.n a 
homogeneous market (a-2 = 0) 

one incumbent. The emphasis in this study is to de1ive 
the optimal reaction of the incumbent as well as the op
timal entrance strategy conceming p1ices and advertising 
expenditures. The diversification of those optimal strate
gies varying a certain experimental factor is presented. 
Here the factor of interest is the heterogeneity of the con
sidered consumer aspiration points. lt is expected that the 
results of the experiment will become more fuzzy with 
increasing heterogeneity. The finns' target is to optimize 
their profit, especially after the new entrant paiticipates 
the market the achievement of an equilibrium is very am
bitious. The following figure shows a exemplary plot of 
the target function for the optimization routines. More re
sults and their interpretation are discussed in the article. 

4.1 Optimization of the incumbent 
varying the "Heterogeneity of the 
consumers' aspirations" 

The experimental factor considered concems the degree 
of heterogeneity in each consumer segment. There can 
either be a single ideal point per segment (homogeneous 
case) or a more or less diverging pall of individual con
sumer ideal points (heterogeneous case). 

As a first assumption the market segrnents are hornoge
neous. That means though each consumer segment con
sists of 100 consumers, they are assumed to have the 
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Figure 3: Surface plots of the profits of the 
incumbent for several price-budget combi
nations under a fixed entrance strategy in a 
heterogeneous market (a-2 = 0.04) 

same aspiration point. This common aspiration level ce 
be interpreted as the segment ideal point (a-2 = 0). fu; 
ther the incumbents' reaction in case of a fixed entraic. 
strategy is investigated under the assumption that tbe i: 
dividual ideal points of the consurners are normally de 
tributed with the segment ideal point as rnean and a rel! 
tively small variance (a-2 = 0.04 and a-2 = 0.08) in ea::., 
segment respectively (fig. 3 and 4). The Sllrface plots a;;; 
served for all three cases to present the resulting profi:' 
for the incumbent under a fixed entrance strategy. 

As it can be seen in Figure 2 there is no unique optimuc.. 
There exist different price-budget combinations resultic.:. 
in the sarne optimal profit for the incumbent. But at Iea: 
a general tendency concerning price and budget reactio� 
can be read off. More precise the incumbent should IT: 

duce its price (down to a value between 2 and 2.5 units} 
well as its advertising budget (down to a value in the infdo 
val [50, 100]) when it is facing a new brand which is ez; 
tering the market and directly jeopardizing its monopcr 
in this special market segment. 

For the case of distributed ideal points (fig. 3 ar.;: 
4) the tendency of the prices to stay constant au. 
the budgets to decrease still holds. Prices should Ir 
selected frorn the interval [2, 2.5] and budgets out 
[40, 60]. Another interesting result the tendency towaoc., 
a boundary solution. Boundaiy values like stop spend� 

.. 
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:?.;tue 4: Surface plots of the profits of the 
.::::!%!lnbent for several price-budget combi
�ns under a fixed entrance strategy in a 
[:::erogeneous market (!72 = 0.08) 

___ ........,5 expenditures at all and set the highest price 
�me more ancl more attractive. For further 

srudies and a more detail discussion of the 
=- �estions see [Schuster ancl Wöckl(2005)] 

,-..-ockl ancl Schuster(2004)]. Further liter-agent-basecl implementations ancl 
approach to tbe usecl model can 
in [Buchta ancl Mazanec(2001)] and 

�and Stahmer(2003)]. 
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ABSTRACT 

Autonomous agents generate plans towarcls the achievement 
of their goals and, over time, situations arise in which their 
plans contlict with the plans of other agents. Negotiation is the 
predominant process for resolving conflicts. This paper 
presents the key features of a negotiation model for 
aut.onomous agent.s that handles multi-party, multi-issue and 
repeated rounds. The model acknowledges the role of conflict 
as a driving force of negotiation, formalizes a set of human 
negotiation procedures, allows the dynamic addition and 
removal of issues, and accounts for a tight integration of the 
individual capability of planning ancl the social capability of 
negotiation. This paper also describes an experiment 
conducted to evaJuate a version of the model that handles two
patty, multi-issue negotiation. The results confirmed a number 
of conc!usions about human negotiation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Autonomous agents generate plans towards the 
achievement of their goals. The agents operate in 
complex environments and situations often arise in 
which their plans conflict with the pi ans of other agents. 
The predominant process for resolving confücts is 
negotiation. Recent growing interest in electronk 
commerce ancl supply chain management has given 
increased importance to negotiation. 
This paper presents the key features of a generic model 
of negotiation that handles multi-party, multi-issue and 
repeated rounds. The main components of the model 
are: (i) a prenegotiation model, (ii) a multilateral 
negotiation protocol, (iii) an individual model of the 
negotiation process, (iv) a set of negotiation strategies, 
and (v) a set of negotiation tactics. The model accounts 
for a tight integration of individual and social behavior. 
Also, the moclel acknowledges the role of conflict as a 
driving force of negotiation, formalizes a set of human 
negotiation procedures, and allows the dynamic addition 
and removal of issues. 
The model is currently being evaluated. This paper 
describes an experiment conducted to: (i) assess the 
feasibility of building autonomous negotiating agents 
equipped with a version of the model that hanclles 
two-party, multi-issue negot1at1on (integrative 
negotiation), (ii) investigate the behavior of integrative 
strategies and their associated tactics, and (iii) evaluate 
the effect of these strategies and tactics both on the 
process and on the outcome of negotiation. 
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This paper builds on our previous work in the area 
negotiation (Lopes et al. 2002; Lopes et al. 2004). fu 
remainder of the paper is structured as follows. .: 
generic model of inruvidual behavior for autonom 
agents is presented first, followed by the key features 
a generic model of negotiation. Next, the experin1e11::.. 
work is reported. Finally, related work and conclud� 
remarks are presented in the last two sections. 
AUTONOMOUS AGENTS 

This section presents a model of individual behavior th!.. 
captures some important features of a wide range 
autonomous agents. Let Agents be a set of agents . •  -brief description of the key features of every agt:%: 
ag;EAgents follows (see also Lopes et al. 2002). 
Tbe agent agi has a set B;={b;! ' · · · } of beliefs, a se. 
Gi={gil , . . .  } of goals, and a library PLi={pt,y- -} 
plan templates. Beliejr represent information about 
world and the agent himself, goals represent wo 
states to be achieved, and plan templates are procedure 
for achieving goals. Every plan template pt„E PL. is . 

'} 1 6 -tuple that includes a header, a type, a list 
conditions, a body, a list a constraints, and a !ist 
Statements. The library PL; has composite p� 
templates specifying the decomposition of goals io::. 
more detailed subgoals, and primitive plan templae specifying actions directly executable by agi. 
The agent ag; is able to generate complex plans from thc 
simpler plan templates storecl in the library. A plan p 
for achieving a goal gik is a 3-tuple that includes a 
PTikr:;;J>L; of plan templates, a binary relation tb:. 
establishes a hierarchy on PTik' and another bina:,
relation that establishes a temporal order on PTik' Th 
plan P;k is represented as a hierarchical and temporal: 
constrained And-tree denoted by Pstructik' 
At any instant, the agent agi has a number of plans fu
execution. These plans are the plans adoptecl by ag i aa.. 
are stored in the intention structure IS;=[p;1 , . . .  ]. Fc:;-
each plan P;-E /Si' the header of every plan template pt
in p

ij, is re(erred as intention intu,,,· The agent ag; ofut 
has mfo1mation about the other agents in Agents. Tb:. 
info1mation is stored in the social descriptiJr 
SD;={SD/ag1 ), • • •  }. 
The agent agi checks regularly its adopted plans in orde
to detect any potential conflict of interests. To this en::. 
agi has a library of conjlict detection axio 
CL;= { aX;p · . .  } . The axioms 
cannot be satisfied together. 
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:ripli. . 

axioz:-: c:ntic!:.... 

:..:... l\EGOTIATION MODEL 

.-ig={ag1 , . • •  ,ag,J, Ag�gents, be a set of 
_.:::;:=:nous agents. Let PAr:={p 1k, . . .  ,p11k} be a set of 

of the agents in ' Ag including intentions 
= ::u lk/' . . .  ,intnkl}, respectively for agents 

.Ag11• Let the intentions in /Ag represent 
----ilUllents to achieve exclusive world states. In this 
�--... i.here is a conflict ConfAg among the agents in 

� section presents the key features of a 
�-· �·.�n model (see our earlier work for an in-depth 
---�·..,n (Lopes et al. 2002; Lopes et al. 2004)). 

' ;ing and Plam1ing for Negotiation 

�gotiation model defines the main tasks that 
�r ag;EAg must attend to in order to prepare for 

-=oon. A description of these tasks follows. 
--===::uo· n of the Negotiation Problem Structure. A 

..:sion problem NP;k from the perspective of agi is � lhat includes a goal gik' a plan Pik for achieving 
l!Il intention intikl of Pik• the set 

-�ag;} of agents negotiating with ag;, and the set 
.::::z:;rions IA"=IA ,-{intikl}. The problem NP;k has a 

NPstn�ct;/consisting of a hierarchical And-Or 
� nodes of the And-Or tree are plan templates. 
f:rzder of the root node describes the negotiation 
.?.· The structure NPstructik defines all the 

-�-= of NP;k currently known by ag;. A solution is a 
:;;:::i can achieve the negotiation goal g ik. 

I:.:.nui.fication and Prioritization. The negotiation 
.... ag; are obtained from the leaves of NPstruct;k• 

_...=fp1ika' . . .  ] be lhe collection of plan templates 
.::::::::ing the leaves of NPstruct;k· The header of 

� 1emplate ptikJ
E Lik is called afact and denoted 

:onnally, a fact f;kJ 
is as 3-tuple that includes a 

::-.:=::::·:on issu.e is;kj and a value v[isik) of isik/ Let 
• ... , f;k,} be the set of facts of NPstructik· The 

-........ -· g agenda of ag; is the set of issues lik={isika' � associated with the facts in Fik. The interval of 
�aes for each issue isikjE lik is represented by 
· i.t]..nw.-\k• ]. The priority of isikJ is a number that 

-,...� 1cs ordii· of preference. The weight of isikj is a 
ma.1 represents its relative importance. The sets 

-=:ries and normalized weights of the issues in lik �nted by PR;k= {prika' · · · ,Pr;kz
} and 

•.... wikz
}, respectively. 

ard Aspirations Fo1mulation. The limit or -===� value is i.he value beyond which a bargainer 
=��:g� LO concede. The aspiration is the value 

� any particu]ar time. The limit for each issue 
Ia: is represented by limik' and the initial 

-.............. . 11 J D'J aspikj . 
Constraims Definirion. 1egotiarion 

_:=:=r:::;;:rs bound tbe possible values for the issues in 
constrainis are linear consrraints that specify 
,"3.htes for the issues. Soft a>1lllTCli,m are 

OXJStraints tb.at specif�l oöaioo.110 ;acreprahle 
irmeissues. 

Negotiation Strategy Selection. The agent ag; has a 
library SLi={str;1 , . . .  } of negotiation strategies and a 
library TL;={tact;1 , . . .  } of negotiation tactics. The 
selection of a strategy is an important task and must be 
carefully planned (Pruitt and Kirn 2004). In this paper, 
we just assume that ag; selects a strategy strikE SL; that it 
considers appropriate according to its experience. 
The Multilateral Negotiation Protocol 

The protocol specifies the set of possible tasks that the 
agents in Ag can perform during the negotiation process. 
A global description of this process follows. 
The negotiation process starts with an agent, say ag;, 
communicating a negotiation proposal prop;lm to all the 
agents in A;. A negotiation proposal is a set of facts (see . 

A 
. II next subsection). Each ag_ent agi

E i rece1v�s pr�pi/011 and may decide either: (1) to accept propikm , (11) to 
reject prop'l without making a critique, or 
(iii) to reject 

1 

;

1ropi}111 and making a critique. A critique 
is a cornment on which parts of a proposal are 
acceptable and unacceptable or a statement about 
relevant aspects of the negotiation process . 
The process conti.nues with agi receiving the responses 
of all the agents in A;. Next, ag; checks whether a 
negotiation agreement was reached. ff the proposal 
pro/1 was accepted by all the agents in A;, the 

nego{i;tion process ends successfully. In this case, ag; 
just informs the agents in A; that an agreement was 
reached. Otherwise, ag; can act either: (i) by 
communicating a new proposal prop;J,, , or (ii) by 
acknowledging the receipt of all the responses . 
The process proceeds with the agents in A; receiving the 
response of ag .. If ag. decides to communicate a new 

� 1 proposal prop;k1 1 ,  each agent ag
J 

in A; may agam 
perform the tasks just specified. If ag; decides to 
acknowledge the receipt of all the responses, the process 
proceeds to a new round in which another agent agkEAg communicates a proposal to all the agents in Ak=Ag
{agk}. Thjs is repeated for other agents in Ag. 
The Negotiation Process: Individual Perspective 

The individual model of the negotiation process defines 
the tasks that each agent agiEAg can perform during the 
negotiation process. A brief description of these tasks 
fol lows (for simplicity, we omit the time) . 
Negotiation Proposal Generation. This process 
generates the set of initial proposals NPSik satisfying the 
requirements imposed by NPstructik' The generation of 
NPS is performed through an iterative procedure tk . c· · )  1 involving: (i) problem interpretatJOn, u proposa 
preparation, and (iii) proposal addition. Problem 
interpretation consists of searching NPstructik for any 
solution solikm of NP;k and selecting the primitive plan 
templates P PTikm={ptika' . . .  ,ptikp

}. of so!iknr Pro_po_sal 
preparation consists of detenrumng a negotrat1on 
proposa/ propikm={f;ka• · · ·l;kp

}, i.e., a se� of facts 
corresponding to lhe beaders of the pi ans m P PT;km· ProposaI addition consists of adding propibn to NPS;k· 



Feasible and Acceptable Proposal Preparatio11. Th.is 
process generates the set of feasible proposals FPSik' 
FPS;kDVPSik' and the set of acceptable proposals APSik' 
APS;k';;,FPS;k· Let lpropikm= (isika•· --,isikp

} be the 
issues associated with the facts in propilm,= 
U;k0

, . . .  1f;kp}. Also, let HCprop,k111={hcika•· . .  ,hcikp
} and 

SCpropikm={scika' . . .  ,scikp
} be the sets of hard and soft 

constraints for the issues in lpropikm' respeclively. A 
negotiation proposal propikm is feasible if the issues in 
lprop ikm satisfy the set HCprop /km of hard constraints. A 
feasible proposal. /H0/Jikm is acceptable if the issues ü1 
lpropikm satisfy tbe set SCpropikm of soft consrraints. 

Feasible Proposa/ Evaluation. This process computes a 
score for each proposal in FPS1k. In this paper, we 
consider that the score of propikm is given by an additive 
scori11gfimctio11 (Raiffa 1982). 

Feasible Proposal Se/ection. This process selects a 
feasible proposal propikmE FPSik' The strategy strik of 
ag; defines a tactic ract1kE TL; to use. The tactic tactik 
specifies a particular proposal propikm (see the next two 
subsections). 

Feasible Proposal Modification. This process computes 
a new proposal from a rejected proposal propiknf The 
strategy srrik defines one or more tactics to use. The 
tactics modify pl'OJJ;t711 to make it more acceptable. Tue 
modification can be done either: (i) by making a 
concession, or (ü) without making a concession (see 
again the next two subsections). 

Negotiaäon Strategies 

Negoriation strategies are functions that define the 
tactics to be used at the beginning and during the course 
of negotiation. This subsection describes two classes of 
strategies, called concession and problem solving (or 
integrative) strategies. 

Concession strategies. These strategies are functions 
that model well-known concession patterns (Lewicki et 
aI 2003; Camevale and Pruitt 1992). In this paper, we 
consider the foUowing three sub-classes of strategies: 
1 .  sfClrting high and conceding slowly - model an 

optimistic opening attitude and successive small 
concessions: 

2. starling reaso11able and co11ceding moderately -
model a realistic opening attitude and successive 
moderate concessions; 

3. starting low and conceding rapidly - model a 
pessimistic opening attitude and successive !arge 
concessions. 

The "struting high and conceding slowly" strategies are 
fonnaJized by si.milar functions. For instance, a strategy 
shslw_0I is formalized by tbe following function: 

shslw_0l(TL;) = (class, tact„k) 1 
if: state = "initial" then: 

eise: 

class = "openi11g_11egotiatio11" /\ 
ractik = "starting_optimistic" 

class = "constant_concessionJactor" /\ 
tactik = "tough" 
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wbere srare is the cun-ent state of the negotiation, class 
denotes the class of the tactic /act;k specifiecl by tlle 
strategy, and starti11g_optimistic and tough are tactics 
(see nexr subsection). The Strategie.,; in the othe:
two-subclasses are formalized by similar functions. 

Problem solving or integrative strategies. Thes.:: 
strategies are functions that model negotiatior. 
procedures leading to integrative agreements.. 
Integrative or win-win agreeme111s are agreements th2: 
provide high joint benefü (Pruitt and Kim, 200&_ 
Lewicki et al 2003). l.n this paper, we consider � 
following two sub-classes of strategies: 
l .  low priority concession making - model smar 

concessions on issues of lligh p1iority ancl large 
concessions on issues of low priority; 

2. modified logrolling - model !arge concessions brnt 
on issues of low priority for ag1 and on issues of hig:. 
priority for the other agents; 

The strategies in these sub-classes partition a set o; 
issues, say lpropikm' into: (i) subset lprop;_ 
corresponding to higher priority issues, (ii) sub � 
lprop,;,1 1 ,  corresponding to lower priority issues, and (iü 

+ 
subset lprop;-;111 , coJTesponding to remaining issues. 

The ·•tow priority concession making" strategies are 
similar. For instance, a strategy srmlp_0l that specifies _ 
realistic open.ing attitude, small concessions on issues o; 
high priority, large concessions on issues of Iow priorit; 
and moderate concessions on the remaining issues. 
formaJized by the following function: 

snnlp_0 1 (lpropikm' PRik' Tl) = (class, tactik' Iprop'!i:,,,. 
tact

i
k+ 1 , lprop;;,,, , tactik+2' Iprop1km ) 

if: state = "initial"' then: 
class = "opening_negotiation" I\ 

tac11k="starting_realistic" Mactik+ 1 =:.tactik+2= "nir 
eise: 

class = "consta11t_concessio11Jactor" I\ 

lpropikm = lprop;,,, + lprop;f,,, + l/JrOfJ;"i,,, /\ 
Visikj E lprop;,., , tactik = "tough" /\ 
...,. lp o ± " d t " v IS;kj E r Pikm , tactik+ 1 = mo era e /\ 
\lisikj E lprop,km , tactik+2 = "soft" 

where tCtcl;k• tactik+ 1 and tactik+2 denote the tactic:s 
specified by the su·ategy, and starting_realis� 
moderate and soft are tactics (see subsectia:; 
"Negotiation Tactics"). 

The "modified_ logrolling" strategies are also similar.. 
Lopes et al. (2004) present a formal description of _ 
strategy srsml_ 0 l  that specifies an optimistic ope� 
attitude, small concessions on issues of high priori[! 
)arge concessions on issues of low priority, 1� 
concession on issues of moderate priority for ag; (� 
high priority for the other agents), and small concessio.::: 
on the remaining issues of moderate priority. 
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�on Tactics 

�on tactics are functions that define the moves 
;;;;rade at each point of the negotiation process. 
-g negotiation tactics. These tactics are functions 

�ify a proposal to submit at the beginning of 
·on. Let FPS;k={propikJ •·· ·,Prop;bt,•) and APS;k= 

1 .. . .  ,propikh) be the ordered sets of feasible and 
_�le proposals of ag;, respectively. Let 
- =FPS;cAPSik· In this paper, we consider three 

for simplicity, we omit the time): 

f.Z:Tling optimistic - specifies the proposal fHOfJ;kJ 
r.::=i the highest score Vpropikl; 
.s.::ning realistic - specifies either: (i) proposal 

iJ:hEAPS;k with the lowest score, or (ii) proposal 
ilh+ 1 E NAPS,k with the highest score; 

�g pessimistic - specifies the proposal propikw 
� ihe lowest score Vpropikw-

are functions that 
- new values for each issue during the 
.:!rion process. Let is;k/Elik be an issue at stake in 

·oo. In this paper, we consider a constant 
· n factor sub-class of tactics. ln this sub-class, 

.::::.sic!er five tactics: 

�te - models a null concession on isikl; 
h - models a small concession on isikt; 

raie - models a moderate concession on isikt; 
--models a /arge concession on isikl; 

romise -models a total concession on isik/· 

,. :n.·\1ENTAL ANALYSIS 

S:'Ction desc,ibes an experiment a1mmg at: 
�g the feasibility of building autonomous 

.:quipped with a version of the negotiation model 
.:::=rlles two-paiiy, multi-issue negotiation, and 
�.Jnating the integrative strategies and tbeir 

� ractics by confirming a nwnber of basic 
� about human negotiation. 

� Research on Human Negotiation 

are 
-====v_ experiments on bilateral negotiation about 

more issues of different priority (integrative 
=::::::tion). Experimental evidence supports the 

-= rwo conclusions (Lewicki et al 2003; 
� and Pruitt 1992): 

�c nial and e1TOr, in which one or botb 
� frequently make new proposals, or concede 
::::-=.:::iarically (i.e., explore various options at each 

- level before proceeding to a lower level), or 
,--:, large concessions on low priority issues, 

:;:=:::otes the development of integrati,·e agreements: 
:::::=::::,;,rion excbange. in which one or boih parties 
:-:--=-ide information aboUi iheir priorities or the 

:=esis underlying rheir positions. pnmot:::s tbe 
�t of iruegrative � 

The Experimental System 

The experimental systern consists of two autonomous 
agents and an environment. Let Ag={ags, agh} be the set 
of agents. The agent ags plays the role of a seller and the 
agent agh the role of a buyer. The agents negotiate the 
price, down payment, financing terms and delivery date 
of a commodity denoted by prodx- A description of the 
agents and the environment follows. 

Autonomous negotiating agents. Every agent agiEAg is 
equipped with the model of individual behavior 
described 111 section "Autonomous Agents". We 
consider the following (for simplicity, we drop the 
subscripts k andj): 

• the set Ci of every agent ag;E Ag contains the goal gi 
of selling (or buying) prodx; 

• the library PLi contains thirteen plan templates; 
• the intention structure IS; contains the plan P; for 

achieving the goal gi; 
• the library CL; contains one axiom. 

Every agent ag; is also equipped with a simplified 
version of the negotiation model described in the section 
"The Negotiation Model". The process of preparing and 
planning for negotiation involves the tasks just 
specified, except the task "negotiation strategy 
selection'". This task is performed directly by the 
experimenter. The protocol is a bilateral negotiation 
protocol. The negotiation process also involves the five 
tasks just specified. We consider the following: 
• the first agent to submit a proposal is decided by 

coin-tossing; 
• the acceptability of a proposal is determined by a 

negotiation threshold - a.gjEAg accepts a proposal 
/Hop;" , submitted by ag; at an instant 111, when the 
difference between the benefit provided by the 
proposal prop�•+1 that ag

j 
is ready to send at 111 ... 1 is 

lower than or equal to the negotiation threshold of 
ag

j
; 

• the agents are allowed to exchange only a maximum 
number of proposals max

prop 
- failure to reach 

agreement after maxprop proposals results in a 
deadlock. 

The strategies and tactics are shown in Fig. l .  The first 
pait of the figure presents the three strategies used by 
both the seller and the buyer. The last part of the figure 
shows the five strategies used only by the buyer. 

The Environment. The environment contains 
infonnation about. prior negotiations and market 
characteristics. This infonnation is grouped into four 
parameters: bfprx (base fair market value for price), 
bfdpx (base fair market value for down payment), bfßx 
(base fair market value for financing terms), and bfddx 
(base fair market value for delivery date). We consider 
the following: (i) the base fair market values are used to 
compute perceived market values, and (ii) the values to 
offer in the opening proposal are computed from the 
perceived market values. 



tr.ll�\ traleg_v 
Openine 

Concession Agent :-.egotiation 
Class Key Tactic Tactics 

Starting rcasonable Starting 
and conceding SRMDT Moderate 

modcrntcly 
reafüttc 

Seiler Low priority Starting Tough; 
and conccss,on SRMl.P Moderntc: 

Buycr makmg 
rcalistic Soft 

Mod11icd SRMML Starting Moderntc: 
logrolling realistic Soft 

Starting rcasonable Sr.aning SRSLW Tough 
and conccding realistic 

slowly 

Starling rcasonoble S1aning 
and conccding SRRPD Soft 

rapidly 
realis1ic 

ßuycr Low priori1y Starting Tough: 
(ooly) SRSLP 

conccss1on realis1ic Soft 
making 

Low prion1y Starting Tough; SRRLP 
conccssion realistic Soft 

making 

Modified SRSML Staning Tough: 
logrolling realistic Sofl 

Figure 1. Negotiation strategies and tactics. 

Experimental Hypotheses 

Tbe first two hypolheses are based on the conclusions 
just prescnted. The last hypothesis is related to the 
proces of negotiation. Tue hypotheses are stated as 
follows: 

Hypothesis l :  The strategy SRMLP leads, on average. to 
agreements than provide higher joint 
benefit than the strategy SRMDT; 

Hypothesis 2: The strategy SRMML leads, on average, 
to agreements than provide highcr joint 
benefit than the strategy SRMDT; 

Hypothesis 3: The slrategy SRMLP leads, on average, to 
slower agreements than the strategy 
SRMDT. 

The Experimental Method 

Tbe experimemal mcthod is controlled experimentation. 
A description of the experimental parameters, the 
iodependent variable, the dependent variables, and the 
experimental proccdure follows. 

Experimental Parameters. The base fair market values 
for price, down payment, financing terms and delivery 
date are set to 500, 125, 180 and 90, respectively. The 
perceived market values a.re generated by randornly 
choosing a value within 10% of the bases. The values to 
offer in the opening proposal are computed from the 
percei ved market values. Tbe negotiation threshold is 
set to 0.0 and the maximum number of proposals to .10. 
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The lndepen,üm \'ariabk. lbe independeot variable 
the rrategy of tbe --eller. Thh ,anable has three level 
namely tbe three fir. t u-a1eg1e presemed in Fig. 1 .  

The Dependent Variables. The füst dependent vana.:; 
is the joint benefit provided by the final agreemenL 
the sum of the two agents' benefils in the f. 
agreernent. Consider that the agents agree on a propo: 
prop (specifying price pr, down payment pa, financ, 
terms /11 and delivery date dt). The benefit of eacb agc
ag; for price pr is given by the following function: 

Vpr. = 1 pr- /im; 
1 lim,-lim; 

where liln; and lim1 are the limits of ag; and ag. t 
price, respectively. The benefits for pa, fn and d1 
given by similar functions. The benefit for prop is g.i, 
by an additive scoring function (Raiffa 1982). 

The second dependent variable is the time spent 
negociation. This variable is measured in terms of 
total number of offers exchanged by the agents w: 
either they found an agreement or reach a deadlock. 
no deal is made in a particular negotiation, then 1.::. 
variable is set to maxprop· 

The Experimental Proced11re. The experiment invol � 
three groups of trials. For cach group of trials. u 
experirnenter manipulates thc independent variable. 1.t 
assigns a strategy to the sellcr agent. For each trial 
each group, the experimenter: (i) raodomly determm.. 
the agent that Starts the bidding process, and 
randomly determines a strategy for the buyer agent. T 
experimenter then allows the agents to negotiate usit; 
tbe strategies and measures the dependent variable . 

Experimental Results 

The experiment was conducted on a personal compu· 
using Visual c++. For each of the 3 groups. 
conducted 30 trials. A pretest was performed to estabh 
how many trials were needed to obtain signific 
averages on the measures takcn. The results are sho 
in Fig. 2. 

The main response measure was the sum of the t 
negotiator's benefits in the final agreement. lt 11. 

predicted that the strategies SRMLP and SRMML 

SelJer's 
Seller's Buyer's Joint Numberof 

Group Strategy Benefit Beneflt Beoefit Proposals 
(mean) (mcan) (mean) (meao) 

group
1 

SRMDT 0.536 0.462 0.999''t 7.366 •• 

group2 
SRMLP 0.615 0.449 1.064" 8.200„ 

group3 
SRMML 0.5 1 1  0.561 J.073

1 

6.533 

•(F•l996.07.p<O.OI 1: 1(F=l844.40. p<0.011: 00CF=5.7I. p<0.02.5) 

Figure 2. Experimental results. 
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� superior outcomes. The expelimental results 
� that the strategy SRMLP resulted in 
-=::::::::antly higher joint benefits when compared to the 

benefits resulting from the strategy SRMDT 
-;96.07, p<0.01). The same is true for the strategies 

.::M.. and SRMDT (F=l 844.40, p<0.01 ). Hypothesis 
hypothesis 2 are supported. 

=mber of proposals exchanged by the agents was 
.recorded. The prediction was that the strategy 

.=::!l.P produced slower agreements. The results 
� that this prediction was confirmed. The strategy 

_=:u> resulted in significantly more proposals than the 
� SRMDT (F=5.71, p<0.025). Hypothesis 3 is 

::pported. 
- TED WORK 

design of autonomous agents with negotiation 
.:.:=aence has been investigatecl frorn both a 
===ücal ancl a practical perspective. 
:::=zchers following the theoretical perspective 

mainly to clevelop fonnal models. Some 
==mers define the modalities of the mental state of 

�nts, develop a logical model of individual 
�r. and then use the model as a basis for the 
�ment of a formal model of negotiation or 

:--:::rmation (e.g. Kraus et al. 1 998). However, most 
..::rcilers are neutral with respect to the modalities of 

::::?ental state and just develop formal models of 
=:mion. These models are often based on game

·c techniques (e.g. Fatima et al. 2004; Kraus 
� Generally speaking, most theoretical models are 

.;;.ir restrictive. They make assumptions that severely 
iheir applicability to solve real problems. 

�hers following the practical perspective attempt 
.!y to develop computational models, i.e., models 

� the key data structures of the agents and the 
�s operating on these structures. Some 

::rrbers start with a model of individual behavior, 
� or adopt a negotiation model, and then integrate 

models (e.g., Muller 1996). Again, most 
�hers prefer to be neutral about the rnodel of 

:-rlual behavior and just develop negotiation models 
=- Faratin et al. 2002). Broadly speaking, most 

:::::=rmational models are rich but basecl on ad hoc 
-=ples. They Jack a 1igorous theoretical grounding. 

� these weaknesses, some researchers, including 
.:.mhors, believe that it is necessary to develop 

�tional moclels in order to successfully use agents 
:":!31-world applications. Accordingly, this paper 

ted a computational rnodel of negotiation. 
;::o(ed, most researchers have paid little attention to 
::;;roblem of integrating models of individual behavior 

...:. negotiation models. However, it is one of the 
est lessons of computer science that independently 

--eloped components resist subsequent i.ntegration in a 
-=mly functioning whole. Components need to be 
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designed for integration right from the start. 
Accordingly, this paper presented the key features of a 
model that accounts for a tight integration of the 
individual capability of planning and the social 
capability of negotiation. 
CONCLUSJON 

This paper presentecl the key features of a negotiation 
model for autonomous agents. The model handles 
multi-party ancl multi-issue negotiation, acknowledges 
the role of contlict as a driving force of negotiation, 
fonnalizes a set of human negotiation procedures from 
management ancl social psychology and combines them 
witb AJ techniques, ancl accounts for a tight integration 
of individual and social behavior. 
This paper also described an experiment perfonned to 
ernpilically evaluate a version of the model that handles 
two-party, multi-issue negotiation. The experimental 
results showed that: (i) the ''low priority concession 
making" and "modified logrolling" strategies Iead, on 
average, to superior outcomes, and (ii) the "low priolity 
concession making" strategies lead, on average, to 
slower agreements. The results confirmed two 
conclusions about human negotiation. Our aim for the 
future is: (i) to extend the negotiation model, ancl (ii) to 
continue the experimental validation of the model. 
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ABSTRACT 
The monitoring and coordination of planning proc

esses requires a very flex.ible support wilh inforrnation 
systems. Due to lhe high amount of activities conducted 
in parallel as weil as nurnerous interdependencies be
tween inpuls and outputs of every process step, present 
coordination concepts result in information dcficils 
during process execution. ln cooperatioo with an indus
try pai1ner an agent-based info1mation logistics concept 
is developed to reduce these deficits. The approach 
builds upon event management paradigms which have 
shown significant improvements in supply chain man
agemenr. A prototype is realized and serves as the basis 
for evaluation. 

PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVE 

Sales planning processes in !arge companies encom
pass development of Strategie guidelines, operational 
planning of salcs quantity, tumover to be achieved, and 
future sales activities. All plamü.ng results bave to be 
agreed upon by different organizational units and must 
then be aggregated before being approved by top man
agement. 

Further analysis considers speci.fic sales planning 
processcs of an industry pru1ner. Tbese processes are 
conducted according to a predefined process model by 
multiple actors in many different countries. The main 
problem is coordination of lhese activities which are 
often dependent upon each othcr but are not well syn
chronized. In many cases results of a preceding activity 
are required as a precondition for some succeeding 
activity. These results arrive too late and infom1at:ion on 
available results is not co,mnunicated. Thus, an infonna
tion deficit exists arnong the actors wbo are responsible 
for the plan.ning processes. A high degree of complexity 
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of the coordination problem results frorn the fundamer 
tal cl1ai·acteristics of the processes: 

• A variety of dependencies exists bctween individ 
activities and activity results. To initiate a single � 
tivity a sei of inputs such as e.g. \ocal sales quantili: 
are required. These figures in turn are the outpuc 
preceding process steps. 

Outputs (and partial results) of certain activilie 
wilhin lhe planning process differ considerab:_ 
ranging from only slightly structured (e.g. texis 
guidelines) to high1y structured Outputs (e.g. tab� 
or spreadsheets). 

• Tbe planning process frequently consists of decis· 
mak.ing activities rather than purely administrati-'. 
functions. Employees have to make decisions basa. 
on results of previous process steps as weil as adl!. 
tional information available to them. Resulting pi� 
ning values are communicated to other actors. 

• Tempora! dependencies between sub-processe a:: 
of considerable significance. Changes to the tiID!' 
schedule are common during the course of the pla:.: 
ning process. 

Shortcomings in thc Area of Information Logistics 

Current process management at the industry partner -
restricted to modelling processes and a !arge number 
the resulting documents with a graphical notation. 1k 
process models represent the process steps in a cleart 
structured manner and are available for reference pu::
poses to all actors involved in sales planning. Howeve;, 
from an information logistics perspective, no coordi� 
tion support is provided and the identified informali 
deficit is not tackJed. Some characteristic shortcoming,. 
are: 

• Existing enterprise applications are characterized b:' 
low levels of data and functional integration. 
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:::. global data model as weil as managernent of 
..::::ess rights and different document versions has not 
::a) been implemented with respect to relevant 

�ng documents. 
.2:risting coordination rnechanisms take insufficient 
---=:rount of temporal changes and dependencies dur
� the planning process. 
.c.:::tomared feedback arnong actors in the planning 

fmreSS is not possible. All communication regarding 
.-:.oc.ess results has to be initiated manually. 

.u-asequently, it is assumed that parties invo!ved in 
�ng process do not have all information rele
:o them and known to the enterprise at the time of 
__ecision. Obtaining this information is associated 

higher costs than necessary. Finally, effects of 
• -ons (e.g. delays) on subsequent process steps are 

�nt to affected actors. 
�ments and Objectives 

overall objective of the suggested concept is to 
� lhe gap between simple process models and 

_:::::::nted support of decentralized execution of the 
-::::=:sres in question. As described above, process 

- are usually generated during the first phase of 
management using fully developed modelling 

To support the transition from process models to a 
- ted support system with a focus on the require

of a flexible information logistics architecture, 
rechnology is employed. 
relieve actors of the burden of obtaining relevant 

-::::Jation as weil as getting the current status of 
� process steps from other actors, software agents 

::;noduced which are able to act autonornously. 
�g to the different needs of actors in the process 

software agents proactively request information 
- \'llrious resources and communicate their status to 

"genrs of all related activities. Users are notified 
_ time the status of related process activities has 

-oo (e.g. all input data is available) or certain 
�es during the course of the process are being 
�d. 
-_ ensure usability of lhe agent-based system the ap-::rlt bas to cope with the various restrictions regard

- :::ie highly distributed execution of the planning 
.i:r.ss. Synchronization of tasks realized in parallel, 

=-::::ciation exchange using different rneans of represen-as weil as access to heterogeneous info1mation 
::.::rces such as business applications or database 

::;:..:cns are just a few examples of fu11her requirements 
.:e process rnonitoring system. 
E:Jally, changes in the planning process model (e.g. as 
,::soJr of business process reengineering) shall be 

..:a:ted in the agent- based information logistics system 
_:__.:::.iatically to support integrated process monitoring. 
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Therefore, all participating software agents implement a 
configuration component which allows them to adapt 
easily to changes concerning the process flow or the 
access to different infonnation resources. 
RELATED WORK 

Common standard software products for the- ex.ecution 
of business processes are Workflow Management Sys
tems (WfMS). These systems are used to coordinate 
business processes. The integration of process modeling 
and workflow instantiai-ion through translation of proc
ess models into workflow configurations is realized by 
Business Process Management Systems (BPMS). How
ever, WfMS and BPMS are primarily applied to highly 
structured and frequently executed processes. In general, 
neilher of these systems provides decision relevant 
infonnation to the user in a proactive manner. This 
cle:ficit is especially evident, if in:formation is clistributed 
among multiple applications ancl has to be collected and 
evaluated individually. 

Service oriented support systems based on web ser
vices are increasingly irnportant (e.g. BEXEE, http:// 
bexee.sourceforge.net/). In particular, Service-oriented 
Architectures (SoA) offer flexible. integration of differ
ent information sources as weil as Orchestration of web 
services which is for instance basecl on BPELAWS or 
WS-BPEL. However, web services still lack the proac
tivity and autonomy necessary to provide information 
logistics services in processes that are not highly struc
tured. 

Software agents offer lhe ability to imitate human co
ordination and cooperation mechanisms due to their 
properties such as autonomy, reactivity, proactivity and 
social behavior (Jennings et al. 1998). Hence, software 
agents can offer information logistics support sim.ilar to 
that which human actors can provide. 

Agent software has reached a level of sophistication 
that allows it to be used to design and implement indus
trial strength applications. Within a prototype at Daim
ler-Chrysler procluction of cylinders is coordinated with 
the aid of agent-based negotiation mechanisms (Buss
mann and Schild 2000). Agents are used in electronic 
market places where they buy and seil goods. One 
provider of such solutions is e.g. Whitestein Technolo
gies (http://www.whitestein.com). Further applications 
in particular for C2C markets are presented e.g. by 
Eymann (Eymann 2003). 

Information logistics solutions are provided within the 
scope of Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM). 
Well-engineered concepts exist for inter-organizational 
rnonitoring of orders (Bodendorf and Zimmermann 
2005, Zimmermann et al. 2004). To improve acceptance 
of agent based applications in the industrial context, 
different approaches for adjustable autonomy are dis
cussed by e.g. Hexmoore (Hexmoore et al. 2003). Fur-



1her resea.rch relevam 10 the information Jogi tics prob
lern has been conducted in the fields of robustne s of 
agent sy. tem as weil as security and cryptography. 

AGENT-BASED CONCEPT 

Suitabillty 

In general agent systems are particuJarly suitable for 
complex, decentralized systems because thcy effectively 
support the pr:inciples of decomposition, abstraction and 
flexible organization which arc required for such a 
system (Jenn.ings 2004). 

The advantages of using agent technology as opposed 
to other Options in rhe contcxt of the process manage
ment task are due to agent characteristics: 

• ProacTiviry: Agents activeJy request information 
from other agents on demand and communicate with 
their human users. 

• Reactivity: Status inqumes are answered immedi
ately whereas new Status infonnation is selectively 
broadcasted. 

• Social ability: Agents are able to corrununicate with 
other agents and human users. 

• Autonomy: Warnings are autonomously escalated to 
the responsible agenlS or users, if  an input factor 
reaches a critical vaJue. 

The agent based approach adopted here supports a 
decentralized coordination. Agenes are (partly) autono
mous software components that represent autonomous 
un.its such as dec.ision rnakers or pa1ts of an organization 
responsible for decision making. 

Agent Types 

In the context of process monitoring agents support 
process activities as weil as business roles. The system 
desig11 is based on the assumption ehat there can be 
several decisions for each role (n: 1 -Relationship). But 
tl1ere should be only one person who is responsible for 
the decision ( 1 : 1-Relationship). This restriction also 
reflects the target state of the process. Hierarchical 
relationships between decisions ("aggregating deci
sions") are possible as welJ. This aUows the system 10 

support multiple process levels in hierarchical process 
models. 

A so called activity agent is assigned eo every activity 
which is relevant for a decision. This agene permanently 
monitors the state of the activity. Tbe user (role) ac
cesses ehe activity agents using another type of agent, 
the so called visualization agent. Possible access meth
ods are status requeses or the input of parameter values. 
The visualization agent is responsible for the representa
tion of severaJ decisions of a specific role. Jf necessary 
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the representation is customized according to the role 
the cu1Tent u er. The configuratioo i shown in Figure 

Activity Agent 1 � 

Visualization· Agent � 

� (Ro•J 

Figure 1 :  Agent society 

Due to the characteristics of activity agents and vis:. 
alization agenls, both types can be easily adapted 10 

certain process model. To reduce irnplementation a::.:. 
maintenance of the activity agents their functionalilJ 
lim.ited to support only one decision. Moreover, cent:r!.. 
management of all activity agenrs for one ro.le is ea 
to handle and ensures a higher dcgrec of availability. 

The drawback of the use of different types of agems 
the increasing compJexity of the overall systcm whr-· 
result.s from the extensive agent communicalion. Fc:
thermore, companywide use would require an authonzz 
tion management which accomplishes mapping betwcc; 
roles and associated activities. 

Agent Behavi.or 

The individual parties involved largely decide in<b 
pendently a.nd with the aid of highJy heterogen 
application systems (e.g. MS-Office produces, dl!'.... 
bases). ResuJts of a decision are communicated an.. 
visualized by agents. Consequently, the level and quali:: 
of information avai.lable to all actors involved in • 
decision are improved. 

Proactlve 
Agenl 1 Information Oellvery Agent 2 

f:"s::[·,.,� � � --=:!'""--,. ; ;!.

"" 

"f't� �-lnl)\lll 
· 

: · , Inputs . Jo Outpµt =t' 
-r- -- -

ffist of lhput --Agent t Resull Type 
Fac\O<S lllalAQentA ➔ Agem X  

! --AgentB· �gemY 
u...� � 

6 ... Oeciston \ Aulomatic warning message is sen1, ir 
1. urgoncy motrics exceed lhreshold or 
2. input has not reached rmal status at tlme of ruial (leciSl()I> 

Figure 2: Agent-based informalion logistics 

The basic principle of the infonnation logistics CCM
cept used is thc proactive delivery of information to m! 
from the software ageots. Changes in status aud inten= 
rcsuJts are communicated by the responsible agent to t... 
agents who are defined as parties interested in the resm.. 
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' in turn send warning messages if temporal or 
� restr.ictions are violated (see Figure 2). The user 

� is continuously updated with the CUITent status 
-:3.xision. 

:::nalization uses a traffic light metaphor. If all re
:aiuired as a precondition for an activity are avail
::J time, the traffic light is set to green. 1f the due 
of an activity is reached and e.g. a single input is 
=issing, the traffic light is set to yellow. Finally, a 
.;raffic light notifies the user that a given deadline 
.=oen exceeded and necessary results of an activity 

�ed Communication 

agent system communicates with two different 
of recipients according to a set of co,mnun.ication 
On the one hand, there are agents and other soft

rornponents. On the other band, agents are able to 
-==:::::::::m· cate with human actors, the users. Hence, two 
=:::-;:ries of communication mies are supported: 

:I:.::ununication rules between agents: These rules 
� when an agent A has to send a waming or a 
�e to an agent B. Furthermore, the type of the 
-.:zssage is determ.ined. 

::&:jicmion rules between agent and user: The 
:.::::fication rules are used by an agent A to decide 
� which circumstances the user has to be noti
� 

� case of communication between agents the cur
� of the result is exchanged after acknowledge-
-_ ehe user. N otification of a user is triggered by 

of different variables. The s1ate of a result type 
�-"""' its condition for a given user at the current 

� urgency is a numeric value !hat shows how 
2n input for a given decision needs to be deliv-

"?::::lally the time represents the system time of the 
�ern. In relation to a deadline for an activity, 

- � comrnunication level between software agents 
.::.::i::xm users notification rules determine the proac

=:lin'ior of the agent system. According to these 
t:e agents continuously evaluate the variables as 

�--::erl.._..., above and infonn the user if e.g. a given 
�a::izt is exceeded. A configuration interface allows 

lO adjust both types of communication mies. 

-� Approach 
�lementation approach is based on the Presen
l!.bsiracrion Contra! pattern (PAC pattem, see 

? •: a 2002). With respect to the requirements of 
�nitoring and given standards (e.g. FIPA -

·-=::::;:::::IJID for Intelligent Phy ical Agents. httpJ/www. 
=- öe architecture will be adapted as appropriate. 

Two distinct types of agents and a layered agent 
model (PAC-Model) result hereby. Decisions which are 
subordinated in terms of hierarchy are represented as a 
specific input type and do not require a separate agent 
type. This serves to reduce the complexity of lhe system. 

The separation of concems (Dijkstra 1976) inside the 
syslem occurs between the activity agents ancl the visu
alization agents (see Agent Types). Each activity agent 
refers to exactly one decision making activity and exam
ines its status. A visualization agent by contrast refers to 
a certain role and shows the user interfaces of several 
activity agents. Agents are divided into three separate 
layers respectively (see Figure 3): 

The presentation layer rnanages the user interaction. 

The control layer encapsulates the communication 
and busiJ1ess logic. 

The abstraction layer separates the data access. 

Agent Layer 1 

Ageni Layer 2 
(Aclivity Agent) !'=== = === 

Data Layer 

Figure 3:  Agent layer model 

Agent Interactions 

The FIPA reference model specifies interaction pat 
terns which for example enable FIPA-compliant agents 
to negotiate (see FIPA "contract net" as an example). In 
addition to such complex and predefined structures new 
interaction protocols can be defined on the basis of a 
request-inform-mechanism or other sub-protocols. 

Acii,ity Agent A I Actiyjty Agen, B 1 

reques1 resulttype � - Age-nt can supplJ 
i--- - - - - -- ....,.,..,1 <resulttype� infom1ation 

agrei; 

not-understooc 
��

-
_ _ _ 

Agenl does not suppt} 
, < resulttype;> information 

refu� • - - - r- (t:: !: no access right!} 

inforrr - - -- - -

reques· update (Version) ..., 

: Con1ains me1ada1a a11c 
� value ot "'resulttype::: 

_ Update for ty,pE 
< resulttype =· if new 

1 version available 

Figure 4: Communication protocol 



Figure 4 show the communication prmocol of the 
agent system used by two agents. An activiry ageot A 
registers himself with an activity agent B to be kept 
iufonned about the state of the result type of agent B. 
The graphical notation represents a sequence diagram 
based on Agent UML (Odell et al. 2001), an extension 
of the widely used Unified Modeling Language (UML). 

PROTOTYPE 

The user interface represents a role's local view on aJI 
activitics the role is responsible for. Each activity is 
represented by a tab. The basic layout of the user inter
face corresponds to the direction of  the process flow: 
Tue relevant inputs are shown on the left. All input 
fields and addilional infonnation for the active decision 
is placed in the middle. Finally, the rccipients of thc 
decision result are shown on the right (sec Figure 5). 
The djfferent types of variables used for inputs or re
ceivers are separated within different branches in the 
tree representation. 

An example process (see Figure 6) is used to present 
the three main objectivcs and functionalities of the 
system: providing the user with easy access to relevant 
process infom1ation, communicating status changes as 
weil as sending wami.ug and feedback messages. Cus
tomization functions adapt the behavior with regard 10 

the rules for communication of evcnts and notification 
of users. Since many similar process instances m·e usu
ally running in parallel, a time simulation cornponcnt 
enables the system to simulate the effects of a particular 
setup in accelernted time or assess the projected urgency 
values of missing results at a given date. Therefore, this 
component may be used to find a suitable setup for 
conununication rules to e.g. prevent information over
Ioad, or to help analyze the planning process as such. 

lNPUTS 

Figure 5: User guidance through GUT 

The main window and sevcral i.nformation and eo::: 
figurati.on dialogs offer direct access to the stakeholda::. 
This includes technical process information from tii. 
company's process model documentation and coma„ 
information from the enterprise user directory. Add. 
Lionally, the user can administer and update infonnatic:: 
regarding his own activity (e.g. status or r:emarks). 

With regard to thc urgency metric, which is calculaia. 
according to a predefined formula, the user can det«
mine the threshold at which evenls are generated aI::. 
propagated to the addressees' agents (i.e. customers) -
passed on to the input-related agenls (i.e. suppliers 
During the course of the process the user is presen� 
with a permanently updated view of all parties invoha. 
in or affected by each activity's result. This Level 
transparency is not limüed to the immediate pre.de 
cessors and successors in the process chain. All th 
other activities from wmch the user's activity has re-
ceived warning messages can be viewed as weil theretr 
enabling the user to locate the origin and dev;lop� 
of a disruption while fütering out those parts of � 
overall process thaL are irrelevant to him. 

- warnlng 

0 Other 
ActMties 

--+ Proactive 
lnfo-Push 

Information 
Window 

t l 
E -

-

-�----� 
r=-::- -'::- =-
:=:::-.�l 
�- -· 

Configuration 
Window 

Vlsualization Agent Visualization Agent Vlsualization Agent 

Figure 6: Example process in showcase 

EVALUATION 

In addition to the general suitabilit'y of the agent-based 
concept, factors concerning the existing system envi
ronment, the robustness of the infrastructure and the 
available k.now-how are of importance for the operative 
use in a company. Integration with process support 
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software is generally concei vable, in particular i:;; 
combination of agent systems with workflow manage
ment systems is proposed (Schönfeldt 200 l). 1f stric. 
company-wide IT -guidelines regulate the use of partiCt!-
1 ar products, two approaches are viable: Either try t: 
connect the prototype presented herein with the corre-
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lt 

g products via plug-in interfaces. Or altema
tmplement the concept as far as possible using the 
of exfating products. possibly with a reduction in 
ality. 

re, iewing agent systems a distinction must be 
between the technology and the paradigms of the 
based approach. While the use of a dedicated 
platfonn, as in this work, has its advantages, it is 

means a prerequisite for the development of 
..re agents. In this regard, it should be examined 

tbe portal or middleware system already intro
in the company can be extended with reasonable 
10 include those features the presented agent 

�ing the fulfillment of ergonomic requirements 
otype was assessed using the criteria specified in 

60 9241 / LO  standard (Prümper and Anft 1993): 

:iabiliry for the task: The prototype was specifi
) developed with the objecl'ives of the use l'hereof 
:nind. Manual inputs are further reduced by virtue 
..be fact that i t  is connected to existing systems. 

r descriptiveness: Technical terms should be 
1l 10 the user (this can be assumed to be the case 

� target group of expert users). A Situation spe
- help system is still to be implemented. 

C-,urol/ability: A flexible method of working is 
- ·ible because the dialogues are not modal and 

are updated proactively. Howcver, popup
�gs have to be confinned. 

'::'lljonniry with user expectations: The user receives 
:i:csiant reports via the protocol function; due to the 
�ple of agent systcms, the response times of 

agents cannot be predicted precisely. 

E.-,r colerance: The protocols and dialogues issue 
<::::l:.'f reports, solution tips are still largely absent. 

-..ability for individualization: A high level of 
�bility is achievcd by using a rule-based sys

A beginner mode has not been realized (imd 
only be of limited benefit because the soft

.::re i used by experts). 

�i/ity for leaming: lf the concept is knov,m and 
=-r:rstood. the functions are accessible via a graphic 

interface and motivate l'he user to fully avail of 
.e1,·e] of functionality available . 

... 1 SIONS 
proposed agent-based approach meets the de
of process monitoring. A sbowca e for a realistic 
l.be planning process of the indusuial partner is 

and documented. Impro"ed c:ooroination re
:nnsaction costs and increases dJe 3\-ail3bilit) of 

decision-supporting infonnation for human actors. The 
information deficit is reduced. Furtbermore, an initial 
assessment of the prototype from a user perspective 
based on an ISO norm questionnaire indica1es that users 
accept this form of automated decision support. Further 
work focuses on integration of the prototype in a pro
ductive environment which requires certain adjustments 
of the underlying agent-based infrastructure. Finally, 
development of process monito1ing is extended to fulfill 
the needs of different types of processes in varying 
application domains. 
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ABSTRACT 
Software agents which gather event-related infom1a

tion for Supply C/1ai11 E1·e111 Monageme/11 (SCEM) 
purposcs are confronted with a complex task: analysis of 
diverse SCEM data. Fuzzy Logic provides mechanisms 
for heuristic human-likc assessments of these data types. 
A conccpt for integration of Fuzzy Logic in soflwarc 
agents is presented which is implemented in a prototype. 
Evaluation of experiments indicates high quality of an 
agent"s Fuzzy Logic analysis results compared 10 a 
human actor's hcuristic assessments of the same data. 

PROBLEM 
Supply Chain Event Management promises to identify 

and correct disruptive events and malfunctions in opera
tional supply chain processes by providing cvent-related 
information to decision makers in a timely fashion. An 
agent-based concept for event management in multi
level supply chains is described in (Bodendorf et al. 
2005). lt is shown in experiniencs and in an industrial 
showcasc that monetary benefits of agent-based SCEM 
are signilicant (Zimmermann et al. 2005). This concept 
includes software agents which proactively gather dala 
on orders and related suborders that have been placed 
with suppliers. Typical data types collected by an agent 
are planncd and estirnated dates of delivery for orders 
and information Oll disruptive events. One of the major 
tasks for the sofiware agents is to analyze and interpret 
gathered data automatically. They decide upon their own 
assessments whether alcrts to actors in a supply chain 
have to be generated. 

Any analysis of evenl-relatcd data is influenced by 
developments in fulfillment processes of monitored 
orders (e.g. production, trallsportation). These processes 
are execuled by a !arge variety of actors and resources 
which influence each olher directly or - even more oftcn 
- indirectly. An example is a disruptive evcnt "traffic 
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jam" which affects transportation processes. lt is calb.. 
by a multitude of actors - all vchicle drivers witbin 
congcstioll - and additional factors such as e.g. weai_ 
conditions. Consequently, its duration cannot be ac„ 
rately forecasted with reasonable efforls. Moreover. 
effccts on orders transportcd by a certain truck whid; 
stuck in the traffic jam cannot bc predicted for ce11-
either. e.g. due to unfore eeablc reactions of the tn.... 

driver. Hence, each data gathering agent is confron..... 
wilh various types of data and disrnptive events in 
multitude of environmental settings. lt is not possible 
model all influencing factors that would be required 
exactly forecast consequences of a disruptivc evem 
an order's futurc fulfillment. Nevertheless, a hum... 
actor is able to gain important insights into an orde
status. if data on disruptive events and process perfo:
ance measurements are available: He generates heuris 
interpretatiolls for different aspccts of an order's sin:.. 
tion. Software agcnts irnitatc this heuristic approach. 

DATA I 'TERPRETATIO WITH FUZZY LOGIC 
Simple calculations (e.g. wcighted avcrages of inp: 

data) or simple decision rules {lf ... Then ... Else) are 
applicable for a heuristic interpretation which has to 
similar to a human actor. Especially the vagueness 
implications associated ,vith gathered evcnt managcrne:. 
data has to be represellled quite like a human acr 
would assess the situation. For this reason an appr03:.. 
bascd Oll Fuzzy Logic is choscn. In contrast t.o otn:.. 
methodologies, Fuzzy Logic is able to reason ,,. 
perceptions (Zadch 1999). Zadeh argucs that a pert'e
tion is a fuzzy evaluation of a collcept such as tic:. 
distance, weight, likelihood, or truth. An example 
"wam1" as a perception of temperature. lt is opposed 
the concept of a measuremeot which is represellted 
an exact value (e.g. a temperature of 25.6° CelsiL.. 
SCEM data typcs which are thc input t.o an ageo:. 
analysis process arc considered to be measurements. !• 
assessmellt of a situation represented by these measur: 
ments has to consider both, the perceptions a hum:: 
actor would experience regarding thesc measureme::: 
and the reasoniog he would apply based on these J)(':' 
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�- This is achieved by using Fuzzy Logic - a 
'-ination of fuzzy perceptions and mathematically 

-==ided logic (Friedrich 1997, pp. 161  ) .  

--.:.._;-f SOCIETY 
J"tiTiew 

-� realize the SCEM concepl within a supply chain, 
supply chain partncr provides one agent society 
a discourse and a coordination agent, as weil as 
- survcillance and wrapper agents (see figure 1 )  

��dorf e t  al. 2005). A single coordination agent in 
• aiterprise assures that initialization of monitoring 

� as wel I as management of external Status requests 
:!lens is handled consistently within an enterprise. 
coordination agent also provides an overview of all 

red orders of an enterprise and serves as a man
.::=t'.'nt cockpit for event management activities. 

Discourse agent 

Coordination agent 

� 
:::RP-system Warehouse 
;;..g. SAP R/3) management 

system 

�-.arprise 1 

l�-�-
. -!!:�I 

,._ -.. ,,.,,_,, --
Supplier 1 

.-1 •=' 1 
-�� 

_ Agent 
lnteraction 

Figure 1 .  Agent society 

Fe each monitored order of an enterprise a dedicated 
=-:illance agent is triggered by the coordination agent. 

the data gathering and analysis functions are 
�ated in dedicated surveillance agents while the 

=!mation agent decides 011 generation of alerts. 
-=;:per agents provide a standard interface to intemal 

sources for surveillance agents. Fuzzy Logic 
::enisms are used in both, surveillance and coordina
�ts. 

�nce Agents 
�ent cypes of SCEM Status data are used to calcu-

�iations from plans, e.g. delays, incomplete 
=::mies or quality measures derivecl from quality 

ents. A human actor who assesses an order's 
-..;.a;ru considers various such indicators and generates 

�II assessment of the order"s status. Similarly, a 
�ce agent integrates a variety of these inputs to 
-- an aggregate assessment which is termed thc 
�01ed Order Sta1us (AOS). Calculation of an AOS 

- specific enterprise is influenced by its strategic 
ror instance. a differentiarion stra1cgy ba.sed on 

• :::ig:h product quatity reqt.n.reS ro r-:e �- fillSSeS 

of suppliers higher than delays. A surveillance agent 
considers these strategic implications for its assessmenl. 

Disrnptive events are identified by a surveillance 
agent during fulfillment of either its monitored order or 
one of its respective suborders. These events have 
different effects depending on tbe time of their identifi
cation relative to the remaining fulfillmenl time of an 
affected order. The same event (e.g. a machine break
down) tends to have more serious consequences, if it 
takes place close to the end of a production process and 
thus au order's planned fulfillment date: The remaining 
reaction time is reduced, compared to an carlier identifi
cation of the same type of event, and associated follow
up costs rise. Hence, a surveillance agent considers tbe 
planned timeline of a process and assesses lhe severity 
of an event based 011 the current fulfillment situation of 
an affected order. This results in an order specific meas
urement of a disruptive event's severity, termed the 
Endogenous Disruptive Event Severity (EnDS). 

Coordination Agent 
The coordination agent decides whcther to generate 

any alert för a certain order. Data considered in this 
decision encompasses results of tbe Fuzzy Logic data 
analysis conducted by a surveillance agent and fürther 
inforrnation such as the priority of an order. This mecha
nism employs a two-step Fuzzy Logic process. lt results 
in an abstract metric vaJ.ue termed Alert Index (Al) that 
is used in subsequent steps by the coordination agent to 
decide on generation of an alert and to determine recipi
ents and media types. 

FUZZY LOGlC ANALYSIS 

Aggregated Order Status 
SCEM data for a variety of status assessments regard

ing a specitic process (e.g. production) is gathered by a 
surveillance agent from intemal data sources and from 
suborder recipients. The indicators which are derived 
from this data are differentiated into absolute and rela
tive indicators: Depending on what types of indicators 
(e.g. time vs. quality) are to be considered in the AOS 
and on thc characteristics of monitored orders (respec
tively their suborders), either absolute or relative indica
tors are better suited. For instance, if one suborder has a 
planned fultillment duration of two weeks while another 
suborder of the same order has only two days, a relative 
indicator "% delay" is not suitable: A 10% delay of the 
first suborder ( ~ 1.5 days late) will affect the supcrordi
nate order much more than a 10% delay of the second 
suborder which is then only about five hours late. How
ever, relative indicators are often used in quality meas
urements, e.g. a percentage of defect parts in a delivery. 
These indicators facilitate comparison of different 
environmental situations (e.g. deliveries of different 
size). 



Any indicator which is used in thc Fuzzy logic analy
sis process of the surveillance agent is fuzzified in a first 
step. For each indicator a linguistic variable witb differ
ent fuzzy variables is defined. An applicable member
ship function for fuzzy sets in this domain is the 
trapezoid function. l t  is suitable for indicators that can 
be derived from status data types since a human actor 
typically perceives a deviation within a certain range as 
high or critical with a value of one ( e.g. critical= l) .  Only 
lhe transition to the next fuzzy sei (e.g. high to very 
high) is valued in between one and zero. 
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Figure 2. Alternative fuzzy sets 

In the example in Figure 2 the linguistic variable De
lay is defmed based on five fuzzy variables within a 
range of 72 hours before and after the planned fulfill
ment date of an order ( l  ). Depending on the Strategie 
goals und the specific industry of a supply chain partner, 
different definitions of delays can be configured. In 
Figure 2 two other possible defmitions are depicted that 
spread three fozzy sets to allow for langer delays (2) and 
that add a sixth fuzzy set to further differentiate delays 
(3). 

To assess fuzzified input values a fuzzy nilc set is re
quired whicb allows creation of an AOS. The AOS is 
srandardized in the range between zero and one. lt is 
defined as a Linguistic variable with fuzzy sets Ve,yHigh 
for fulfillment that is as planned and Verylow, if !arge 
problems are identified. Three intermediale fuzzy sets 
complete this linguistic variable. For two basic input 
values - absolute delay of an order (ProcessTimeAbs) 
and absolute deviation frotn ordered quanlity (Proc
essQucmtAbs) a graphical representation of a possible 
rule sets is given (see Figure 3). The rule set reflects a 
typical just-in-time strategy of a manufacturer which 
depends on timely deliveries frorn its suppliers and has 
(nearly) no capacities for safety stocks. Both, late or 
incomplete deliveries result in high follow-up costs for 
the rnanufacturer, because his production lines are halted 
soon, if  input material is not delivered continuously. 
Thus, every kind of late delivery and evcry type of 
incomplete delivery is rated very critical and results in a 
lowAOS. 
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Figure 3. AOS - definition of fuzzy rules 

By comparing the fuzzy rule base to the percepri 
associated with the input values, a number of eva.l':::::: 
tions is generated for each perception. These evaluatic:::: 
are aggregated, and a single value for the A OS is ca:a: 
lated using a defuzzification method (e.g. the center 
gravity). This AOS allows to cbaracterize a monitor::: 
order's status. For instance, a value of 0.23 with a pos:: 
blc interval ofthe AOS between zcro and one indicates 
relatively high current criticality of a monitored order . 

A surveillance agent galhers the same data types -
data on ils monitored order as well as its related suba: 
ders . Thus, a number of data sets with similar rls..:. 
inputs have to be aggregated and then interpreted by -
survcillauce agent . A filter is used to select the m::
important SCEM data inputs and forward these to · 
fuzzy analysis componenl of tbe agent. Depending 
how this filter is configured, the agent realizes -
individual strategy of its company. A typical strate� 
to select worst cases for each type of indicator i:::. 
forwnrd tbese to tbe Fuzzy Logic analysis. 

Summarizing, the AOS is an individual assessmem 
a monitored order's situation which incorporates di.ffi:r 
ent status aspects of an order and its relevant subor� 
The AOS is calculat.ed whenever new SCEM inforc:.
tion becomcs available to a surveillance agent and in:. 
the AOS changes over time. Tbe assessment rcfleo. 
individual valuations and strategies that vary for ea:.. 
supply chain partner. 

Endogcnous Disruptive Evcnt Severity 

Disruptive events whicb are identified by a survC:::: 
lance agenl have to be analyzed as to their effect 
fulfillrnent processes, in spite of the fact that a compb 
model of cause- and -effect for each type of event is n::. 
feasible (see above). As requested an eveot is analyz:t 
with respect to the planned rimeline of the fulfilllDei? 
proccsses it affects. Two input values are needed: 

An extemal classification of a disruptive evem 
severity is a measurement of severity which is .s
sumed to be defined for each type of event a:::. 
which is derived for instance from a ran.king ]ist � 
associated severity values. As an example, a mache: 
failure is rated lower lhan a power outage. For ca=... 
event a classification value between zero and one 
assumed which is referred to as the Exogenous � 
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ruptive Event Severity (ExDS). This severity is inde
pendent of the time of occurrence of an event and is 
füed. 

Tue Remaining Time (RT) to a planned fülfillment 
rnte is considered under the assumption tbat an event 
äas a !arger negative impact on an order's fulfillment 
::he later it occurs in a fulfillment process and the less 
mne for reaction remains. lt is defined as the differ
�e between the planned end date of fülfi.llment of 
.m order and the date of identification of an event by 
z surveillance agent. 

Csing a similar Fuzzy Logic mechanism as for the 
.:S. a so called Endogenous Disruptive Event Severity 
:::>S is detem1ined by a surveillance agent. The EnDS 
--a.� a beuristic assessment of the probability to solve 

�blem that is caused by an event in the remaining 
:.=led fulfillment time of an order. A high EnDS 
.:-..:5c:ares that propagation of an event to the next supply 

_...::::::i level is highly likely, whereas a low EnDS charac
� an event that is solvable within an enterprise. 

-=sequently, EnDS is used to detennine whether a 
�c event has to be communicated by a supply chain 
--=:ier in a message to its customer. Disruptive events 

- a low EnDS are not communicated, in order to 
an information overflow on following supply 
levels through irrelevant data. Calculation of an 

.::.::lS for an event is only initiated once for each event 
.=.:::::ifie-d by a surveillance agent, because its parameters 
::::OS. RT) remain constant as long as no corrections 

- as a revision of ExDS) occur, in which case a 
-=::::rkulation is initiated. 

L!s'i lndex 

I::!e coordination agent determines an Alert Index (AI) 
�h order based on the analytical results provided 
::::rveillance agents. Input values for the AI are e.g. 

_ and the maximum EnDS of all new disruptive 
=:2'i identified in the last data gathering round by a 
�ce agent. Additional data types that a company 

to consider for its alert generation (e.g. a cus
·s rating) are incorporated in a second step of the 

-===r-nation agent's Fuzzy Logic analysis. 

ui"O-step stacked Fuzzy Logic process is chosen to 
die complexity of the fuzzy rule sets. An example 

_ :::a:zy rule set for the first step may represent a ve1y 
�ous strategy regarding the condition of an order. 

a ru.le set considers severe disruptive events (Very
�nDS) as very important and thus raises the AI to 

�est level even if the corresponding aggregated 
� s.atus AOS is very high. The strategy is justified 

ihe assumption that a newly discovered severe 
...:::::::;tive event has not yet affected an order's status 
- 2nd its negative consequences thus have not yet 

measured. However. effects on status data will be 
:'"'e::rd in füture data gathering rounds while tbe Al is 

instantaneously to a "er). high �-el wbich permits 

permits reactions even before any negative conse
quences of the event are encountered. 

The second Fuzzy Logic step is independent of the 
first step. For instance, a company may value some 
orders higher than others, depending on their priority. 
Tue priority of an order is a value that is determined 
outside a SCEM system by each supply chain partner. 
Important sources for definition of an order's priority 
are e.g. marketing and sales departments that have data 
and strategies in place to define order priorities. Possible 
input values are: sales revenues with a customer, profit 
margin of an order or service level agreements with 
customers. Tdeally, a standardized value for an order's 
priority is provided that is for instance calculated based 
on a multi-dimensional scoring model. 

After tbe second Fuzzy Logic step a defüzzification 
mechanisrn provides a metrical value between zero and 
one. This final Al is used by the coordination agent to 
decide on alerts. This decision includes a discrete esca
lation mechanism not detailed here. 

PROTOTYPE 

A generic prototype with all agent types is realized for 
conducting experiments in a laborato1y environment: 
Bach enterprise in a sirnulated supply chaw hosts one 
agent society. The main focus of the implementation is 
on SCEM features provided by coordination and surveil
lance agents, whereas only basic mechanisms of dis
comse and wrapper agents are realized. Every agent 
society is realized on i ts own instance of the FIP A
confonn JADE agent platform. Examples of visualiza
tions for analytical results of a surveillance agent are 
depicted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Visualization ofEnDS and AOS 

This prototype implementation demonstrates the inte
gration of Fuzzy Logic into software agents. lt pemlits 
intuitive configuration of fuzzy sets and rule bases with 
a spreadsheet based template. The open-source Fuzzy 
Logic application programming interface (API) FuzzyJ
API (NRC 2004) for Java is used to realize Fuzzy Logic 
calculations within the generic prototype. lt provides a 
flexible interface to design and configure Fuzzy Logic 
application.s. Configuration is realized by a MS-Excel 
file: li specifies aU fu.zzy variables and fuzzy mies of the 



application. A Java-Excel-API (Khan 2005) is inte
grated in the prototype that extracts this configuration 
data from the MS-Excel file and provides it to the fuzzy 
Logic system. This feature offers tlexibility for users in 
maintaining and adapting the analytical behaviors of the 
SCEM agents. 

EVALUATION 

Tests 
Both, analysis of gathered SCEM data as weil as deci

sions on alerts rely on Fuzzy Logic assessments (see 
above). ln Figure 5 results of tests with lhe Fuzzy Logic 
module of the coordination agent are depicted. In these 
tests several test data sets are analyzed by the coordina
tion agent's F'uzzy Logic behavior. Different strategies 
are reflected by different Fuzzy Logic rule sets. 
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Figure 5. lnfluence of Fuzzy Logic rule sets 

Results of the tests regarding AOS and EnDS which 
are both integrated in tbe Al are depicted in Figure 5: 
AOS is fixed and EnDS is variable. The same Al is 
calculated witb four different Fuzzy Logic rule sets rbat 
represent different strategies: Cautious strategies tend to 
generate alerts even for less severe problems and thus 
produce higher Al than optimistic strategies in the same 
situation. This bebavior is illustrated in Figure 5. For 
instance, with a medium AOS of 0.5 and low EnDS an 
optimistic strategy results in a low Al, while a cautious 
strategy leads to a significantly higber Al. This differ
ence increases, if AOS is lowered (0.2 in Figure 5, 
bottom), because cautious strategies value AOS higher 
thaa EnDS aod raise Al for every disruptive event to a 
very high level. Optimistic strategies value small dismp
tive events less, even though the AOS is lower. 
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In addition. experiments with extreme ioput values z:::: 
conduc1ed to assess robustness of tbe system. For o
stance. a disruptive event with EnDS= J (highest posst
ble severity), the lowest possible AOS=0 and the hi� 
priority ofan order (=J) is rated withAJ=l .  The r� 
i.ndicate plausible bchavior of the Fuzzy Logic compo-
nents even for tbese extreme inputs. 

Improvement of Configuration 
An evaluation of the quality of the beuristic approad. 

is realized with a Fuzzy Logic developmem io=. 

(XFuzzy 2005). Since no real-world benchmark da12 
available, realistic assumptions for input aod des� 
output data are provided and tesled witb the Fuzz:

Logic approach. 

lt is assumed lhat a human actor can provide eo� 
tent heuristic assessments, if confronted witb va.rio:::
input data sets. Thus, Mo input data sets are provi� 
that rcsemble two similar strategies of two differe::::. 
enterprises for detennining an Al based on the AOS � 
the EnDS (see Figure 6). Specific details of lhese .?S
sessments are of minor importance, only the gene::r.. 
structure ofthe decision graphs is relevant. 

First human 
actor lest case 

Second human 
actOf' lest case 

100% 

i 40% 
,l 

20% 

100% 

80% 

20% 

Figure 6. Human assessment samples 

a:s 

Using a simple rule-based system that does not ex=r
ploy Fuzzy Logic would provide a step-lik:e outcome 
the Al. The result of such a systern is also sirnulated � 
depicted in Figure 7. The increase of the Al with r:;
creasing EnDS and decreasing AOS is realized but n:::; 
the continuous assessments of the human test cases. 
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?:�e 7 illustrates binary logic's inability to create 
-:::nnuous assessments with a simple set of rules and 
=tions derived from every day-s observations. How

the same rule-base can be used in a Fuzzy-Logic 
� which provides quite different results (see Fig

S). Depending on what types of fuzzy sets are used, 
:::ore or less continuous assessment is realized that 

�bles the first test case while not so much the less 
"":::metric second lest case. Tn several tests "Pi" fuzzy 

�tablished the best results which are depicted in 
.;-ae 8.  
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-� 8. Simple Fuzzy Logic system 

1.0 

- fu:nher improve the quality of the Fuzzy Logic 
.:::zssment and resemble the test cases, the user input is 

yed as leaming material. The fuzzy tool rear
the fuzzy sets of input und output variables to 

to the given variable values of the test cases. 
� different algorithms are available (i.e. Steepest 

t, Marquardt-Levenberg, Downhill Simplex, 
'l's Algorilhm or Blind Search). The aim is to 

� the deviation between test data and Fuzzy Logic 
ents to a minimum. The quality is measured by 

-zean square error (MSE). Best results were achieved 
experiments with the Downhi/1 Simplex 

.....:2=0.0015) and Powel/'s algorithms (JfSE=0.0001) 

a Blind Search algorithm. despite irs ability to find 
1 maxima. was less successful (.\15.C:=0_007. [n 

Figure 9 the result of a successful leaming expernmE 
for the second test case is depicteci Compared to the 
initial human assessment depicted in  Figure 6 the simi
larity of the Fuzzy Logic assessment is very high. 

Hence, the quality of automated interpretation of SCEM 
data will resemble a human actor's performa.nce, if 
configured into a Software agent. The optimized con
figuration is easily extracted from the Fuzzy Logic 
development tool and configured into the agent-based 
protolype using the MS-Excel spreadsheet configuration 
files (see above). 

1 . 0 

lempAJConc 

0.0 

0.0 

1.0 0 0  

Figure 9. Trained Fuzzy Logic system 

CONCLUSIO S 

1.0 

A methodology to heuristically assess data gathered 
for Supply Chain Event Management purposes is pre
sented and evaluated. Implemented within two types of 
agents (coordination and surveillance agents) Fuzzy 
Logic is used to imitate hwnan assessments of complex 
situations in which an order is situated during its fulfill
ment. Different strategies a human actor pursues in its 
interpretations can be adequately reflected by the Fuzzy 
Logic approach through definition of rule-sets and 
different fuzzy set types. Besides, automated adjustment 
of fuzzy sets to Ieaming data is possible. Leaming data 

is derived e.g. from expert interviews. 
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ABSTRACT 
System dynamics and agent- based simulatio11 are used 

to explore the dynamic behaviour of complex technical 
and socio-economic systems. Despite different para
digms regarding system representation, model creation 
and simu1ation, both approaches have been applied 
successfully to support strategic decision-making. As 
the selection of the right modeling approach is 
elcment.ary for the effectiveness of the decision support, 
it is necessary to understand approach assumptions and 
limitations. 

This paper contributes to the selection of the rigbt 
modeling approach by depicting differences between 
system dynamics and agent-based simulation. First, 
both approaches and tbe underlying paradigms are 
analyzed. Sccond, it is shown how system dynamics and 
agent-based simulation offer two different modeling 
perspectives that carry a different burden of accuracy 
and model complexity. Explanations are fortified with 
simplified scenarios and study models describing work
force and knowledge dynamics witb.in an orgauization. 

PROBLEM 

In simulation experiments, as well as in real settings, 
decision makers have access to feedback infonnation 
about the appropriateness of actions. The closer cause 
and effect arc related, the more effective is the use of 
Feedback infonnation. Unfortunately real decision 
environmems mostly Jack tbis closeness between deci
sion and feedback. lt often takes a considerable time 
until the results caused by a decision are perceptible. 

Simulation models compress time and space and 
thereby enable managers to leam about the effects of 
decisions more quickly. Using simulation models, 
decision makers can experiment with various strategies 
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and leam from making rounds of decisions in 
cnvironment that allows failure and reflection (Ba.\tt:. 
et al. 1994). Howevcr, modeling and simulation app� 
cbes are based on different methodologies so 11 
important tbat model developers and decision mak:
understand approach differences. They must be a\\_ 
of resulting model limitations, whether simulation 
used as a learning rool, training tool, or as a decisc 
aid. 

SYSTEM DYNAMICS 
System dynamics applies differential equations 
model the system of interest. The approach aims 
explaining the system structure that causes an obsen 
behavior. Complex systems are seen as an interloc _ 
structure of feedback loops (Forrester l 976). � 
system uoder investigation is decomposed and .;: 
causal relationships between the ideotified elemems _ 
revealed. 

System dynamics uses stock variables to represem 
system states. A stock accumulates the influcnces 
receives over time. The change of state that affeccs • 
stock at any point in time is described by flow variabkt. 
Flows represent the consequences resulting from acti 
in the system. While stocks and flows are thc basis 
system dynamics, auxiliary variables reflect how Oe,-: 
are dctem1ined. Auxiliaries are used to represcc.. 
policies that manage a certain stock by controlling · 
corresponding inflows and outflows. 

Numerical integration is used to compute the beha\ 
of modeled systems. Based on differential equatioc:: 
time is viewed as cootinuous. lrrespective of the usc:_ 
integration metbod, simulation is govemed entirely 
the passage of time. Ofteo referred to as "time si
simulation" (Coyle 1996), a number of steps along i=.. 
time axis are Ulken during a simulation run. Howe\e; 
the modeler must be aware that the size of the time m:r 
ioflueoces the simulation accuracy. 
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t;!:XT-BASED SIMULATION 

::i agent-based simulations, individual ent1t1es are 
:-::deled to interact so that cumulative actions shape the 

nonment that encapsulates this virtual society. An 
-=··?:n may represent an individual but also collectives 

as firms or states, or artificial entities (Gons et al. 
3). Agent types can vary from simple, reactive units 

complex, cognitive agents (Drogoul et al. 

,gem-based models do not have a common 
=nalism. Most formalisms are logic-based but subject 

:mplementation differences. A typical agent-based 
--:el consists of agents, interaclion envirorunents and 
�ing rules. Agents are usually represented as 
=iec-tS containing intemal states and capabilities. Over 

lhe intemal states change due to agent-agent or 
�-environment interactions. Simple agent type.s 

-: capabilities based on predetermined rules of 
iour so interactions are very limited while more 

==;ilex cognitive agents contain adaptive methods of 
=:2:acrion in fonn of leaming. Such capabilities are 
�y implemented using evolutionary and genetic 

_ • · mms. As interactions occur at discrete points of 
a discrete-event view is adapted and implemented 

===rr using an event-schcduling or process-interaction 
�eh. 

.J"PROACH COMPARJSON 

� of Dynamics 
- system dynamics, the basic building blocks are 
.ds. Being part of Feedback structure-S lhey determine 

S}'Stem behavior. The accumulation process cap
� by stocks is ceotral to the system dynarnics 
;::--mach. Stocks accumulate past events through 

� and outflows. Hence, actual stock value reflects 
toiality of all past events. Tbis accumulation causes 

::=-:n. Assuming limited flow rates, the stock value 
�ines how fast a given state can be changed. 
ecing n delay stocks absorb lhe differcnce between 

::v.s and outflows. Stocks are often used as buffers 
�g outflow rates against fluctuating inputs so stock 
-.:s rnry. As decision making is based on stock 
:..:::::mation, varying stocks often lead to disequilibrium 

:=::z::nics being characterized by erratic system states. 

- case of agent-based models, the dynamics is due to 
-agent and agent-environment interactions. Agents 

..-:t> basic building blocks. Following specified rules, 
interact within their environment and thus 

-::zra:re the overall system behavior due to emergence. 
macro-level system behavior is a result of the 

=o-le\·el interactions of individual heterogeneous 
Events that trigger reactions are the source of 

-=:.:mies in agent-based simulation models. Properries 
---::!Ctions are specified by the imeraction rules. As 

� interactions occur at cfucrete poin!S of time. 

scheduling of events is of great importance for tbe 
emergence of the overall system behavior. 

Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up Perspective 
System dynamics modeling follows a top-down 

systems view. The high-level strncture of the system is 
sketched providing a conceptualization of aggregate key 
elements and relationships. Usually the main stocks in 
the system are identified :first, followed by the flows and 
the relationships that detennine thc flow rates. During 
model development initial stocks are gradually decom
posed until all relevant feedback loops are captured. 
System dynamics seeks an endogenous explanation for 
a given phenomenon based 011 the identification of 
dominant feedback stnictures. Models developed 
capture emergeoce by modeling the phenomenon itself 
(Schieritz and Milling 2003). 

The level of necessary model detail depends on tbe 
purpose of the model. As an example, to capture the 
workforce dynamics of an organization it is common to 
split the stock representing the company's overall 
employees into a promotion cbain. Applying the aging 
chain archetype, a structure used to model items lhat are 
age-dependent, the promotion chain represents different 
levels in the staff hierarchy of an organization (Sterman 
2000). Figure 1 depicts the structure of a two level pro
mot.ion chain . 
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In contrast to the top-down approacb, agent-based 
models follow a bottom-up approach. lndividuals are 
the mosl basic modeling units. The behavior of 
individual agents is modeled. Agents usually play 
different rotes and it is possible that onc agent is 
assigned multiple roles or the same agent changes roles 
during existence. lnteractions occur according to the 
specified interaction rules. Groups of agents can interact 
witb other groups creating a new level of emerging 
dynamics that is seen as the society behavior. Jn other 
words, characteristics of lhc popu1ation cvolve during 
Simulation. The bottom-up approach is a source of 
emergence due to interaction among agents on a 
particular hierarcbical level - tbe emergence on ooe 
level causes an emergent behavior on the level above 
and so on. 

To capture different types of agents, rotes and 
environments, Parunak and Odell suggest lhe use of an 
UML class diagram and swimlanes (Parunak and Odell 
2002). Relations are sbown in a table where vertical 
swimlanes specify group aggregation while horizontal 
swimlaoes specify object iJ1stantiation. An example of 
such a class-swimlanes diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

«aggregat1on>> 

Workforce Group Managi ng Group 

hires, fües, ,eviews. promotes 

/CR- Manager 

IHR- Manager 

reviews , fires 

Figure 2: Simplified Class Diagram Capturing Agent
Based Workforce Dynamics 

The diagram depicts a workforce structure emphasi
zing tbe bottom-up approach. On an individual level, 
the diagram shows four agent instantiations (Employee 
A, CR-Manager A, HR-Manager A, Employee 8) stem
ming from tbree types of agents (Employee, CR
Manager, HR-Manager). Four roles are assigned to the 
agents (Junior, Senior, CR-Manager, HR-Manager). At 
the same time, relations between different rotes are 
shown (e.g. the CR-Manager provides staffing require
ments to the HR-Manager, an agent who hires, fires, 
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reviews and promotes employees). According to thc::
role agents are organized into two groups: junior � 
senior employee.s are members of the Workforce Gm="' 
whlle tbe CR-Manager and the HR-Manager are rne:;;
bers ofthe Managing Group. 

Homogeneous vs. Heterogcncous View 
Single objects flowing through a stock and fl 
network cannot be identified and traced in systa:: 
dynamics. Stocks ouly represeut tbe quantity of ite;:;:. 
containcd so coflows are used to model the attributes 
items in stocks. Coflow structures rnirror the main stoc.... 
and flow network (Sterman 2000). Attributes 
modeled using corresponding stocks that keep 
attribute values of the items representcd in the m?: 
structure. Referring to tbe workforce model (Figure I 
coflow is used to represent tlie k.nowledge of junior .c:.. 
senior staff (Figure 3 ). 
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Figure 3: Modeling Workforce Knowledge Using_ 
Coflow Structure 

Two stocks are used to represent the k.nowledge 1� 
of junior and senior members. Furtber, three inflows 
modeled that contribute to the knowledge of jurrr
staff. The first ioflow is based on the hiring rate as ez::.. 
new employee brings in a certain amount of i.niI:::. 
k.nowledge. The second inflow is due to proj!:: 
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lvement and depends on the average time juniors 
.m<l on the project-related work. Further, training is 
..:ä:iimlled as the tbird source of knowledge acquisition 
=e juniors not assigned to a project undergo training 
-=nities. 

::Z. outflow of junior staff knowledge depends on tbe 
::responding layoff: quit and promotion rates. In all 

=es, the departing juniors take the average knowledge 
:-::h tllem. In case of quitting and layofC the knowledge 

!osi while in case of promotion, knowledge is trans
� to the stock of senior knowledge. l t  is assumed 

seniors are not subject to training activities so 
.::::c!Wledge is solely acquired through project work. 
�ar to the juniors stock, seniors take an average 
::::ount of knov.·ledge with thern when leaving. 

.!Jdeling knowledge dynamics depicts the homoge
.::oos perspective as an inherent aspect of the system 

J2Jllics approach. Although the coflow structure cap
� tbe overall knowledge on each job level, it is not 

-ible to keep track of individual's knowledge 
-=ihute. Hence, the average knowledge per employee 

:a!culated dividing the overall knowledge by the 
::.:rording number of staff members. 

die other band, agent-based models provide a way 
r -representing heterogeneity. Due to the bottom- u p  
�ach agent -based models preserve the individuality 
...3er\led in real-world systems. Individual agents can 
::re different attributes and rules of behavior 
.:!;:limding on their intemal states and the surrounding 
:-i:ronment. Applied to knowledge modeling, this 
.:.:mmJgeneous individual-based perspective provides 

opportunity to model individual knowledge sets for 
:..::::::::i agent. For example, instead of assuming an 
:::"!rnge knowledge level for every hired junior 
-=;,loyee, it is possible to assign individual knowledge 

lhereby creating a heterogeneous agent population. 
�ermore, the development of individual knowledge 

can depend on agent interaction with other 
:=:r;i.•Iedge repositories in the environment. Using 
::que sets of natural numbers to represent distinct 

· Jedge items, comparison and modification of 
-=S\idual items within knowledge repositories is 
,..2qo!e. 

� 4 depicts various agent interactions with 
·ledge repositories during project and knowledge

::=z:mgement activities. The figure shows ho\V two 
� A and B mutually interact or manipulate project 
=i organizational knowledge repositories by transfer
� or creating knowledge iterns. A dashed arrow sym
::izcs a f1ow of knowledge from the source to the 
.-!5rination. A solid arrow represents knowledge crea-

where the tail depicts the origin of the newly crea
- idea while the head identifies the location where the 
� knowledge is temporally or permanently stored. 
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Figure 4: Modeling Knowledge Repositories and 

Agent Interaction 

During project work three activities contribute to the 
knov,dedge creation and transfer. First, agents being 
assigned to a project share some of their individual 
knowledge while collaborating. Second, the project 
itself is regarded as a source of knowledge. Agents are 
confronted with new topics and problems, two additio
nal sources that enlarge their knowledge repositories . 
While solving problems at hand, agents create new con
cepts contributing to the project knowledge repository. 
Third, it i s  assumed that agents spent some time docu
menting project findings while transferring the new 
knowledge items to the organizational knowledge repo
sitory. 

Agents not involved in project werk spent their time on 
knowledge management activities. Training time is 
allocated to allow juniors to read and accept approved 
concepts that are documented as part of organizational 
knowledge repository. Seniors spend time reviewing 
already documented concepts while creating new ideas 
- concepts are merged and extended into new know
ledge items. However, all knowledge transfer and crea
tion rates have an upper limit as a way of representing 
an agent's cognitive limits and the resource use 
restrictions. The individual's learning capabilities, 
group contributions to ongoing projects, project 
contributions to organizational knowledge, as weil as 
knowledge management efforts such as training and 
revision are limited. 



Model Accuracy 

To elaborate on model accuracy, the Simulation 
results of the simple workforce and knowledge models, 
wbicb have been introduced above, are presented. 
Continuous workforce growth is assumed for the entire 
simulation time of ten years. In order to ensure 
equivalent initial conditions, average initial knowledge 
levels of the instantiated junior and senior agents are 
used for parameterization of the system dynamics 
model. The quit rates and the retirement age are set the 
same. Figure 5 shows the simulation results of both 
models for tbe average junior knowledge. 
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Figure 5 :  Average Junior Knowledge 
The results reveal that compared to the agent- based 

simulation, the system dynamics model overestimates 
junior knowledge values. Due to the aggregate and 
homogeneoas modeling perspective of the approach, an 
average knowledge value is removed from the junior 
knowledge stock in cases of quitting, layoff and promo
tion. However, the use of the average knowledge is 
clearly an oversimplification of the amount of know
Iedge that is lost or transferred to the senior level. 

Although the system dynamics approach cannot 
handle individual items, the use of an estimated attribute 
distribution over the total amount of items leads to more 
sophisticated results. Instead of assuming that juniors 
possess the same average amount of knowledge, a uni
fom1 distribution is implied. Minimum knowledge is 
calculated using a moving average of the initial average 
knowledge per hired junior. The time span taken for the 
moving average equals the average tenure of juniors. 
Maximum knowledge is given by doubling the 
difference between the average knowledge of all juniors 
reduced by tbe moving average of the initial knowledge 
per junior. Figure 6 shows the simulation results of the 
improved model versus the agent-based simulation. 
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Figure 6: Average Junior Knowledge Using Unifoc= 
Attribute Distribution in the System Dynamics Moda 
Uniform attribute distribution results are in � 

agreement with the agent-based simulation resn= 
Nevertheless, in a case of heterogeneous attnb= 
values, t:he agent-based model provides a more accun,:: 
result than tbe system dynamics model. The aggregz:. 
and homogeneous view inherent to the system dynau::::::. 
approacb reduces accuracy compared to the individ::::... 
and heterogeneous view of agent-based simulation. 
Model Devclopment 

Using simulation models to support manag� 
decision making, two development aspects are � 
tant. First, seriously impinging the applicability of cc 
dels as decision-making tools, efforts necessary to d� 
lop appropriate models are considered complex z::. 
time-consuming. Second aspect not to be ignored is • 
client participation. An effective simulation-based 
requires from the decision makers to accept the s� 
tion model as an adequate representation of · 
problem. Fostering management participation in IIl.O.\:. 
development promotes the acceptance of resuln:.; simulation models (Laue 1994). However, modec:;; 
only becomes an active part of decision Support if 
selected approach is simple enough to allow decisi: 
makers to participate in the model fonnulation 
implementation without technical savvy. 

Compared to the agent-based models, the deve 'r 

ment of system dynamics models takes significantly l!S:. 
time. In addition, modeling elements are easy to und=r 
stand on a qualitative Jevel. Causa! loop and stock e: 
flow diagrams allow a graphical model developm= 
that reveals the overall model structure. Easy-to-,:: 
workbench tools are available for model specificati::; 
implementation, execution and documentation as 
as visua!ization and analysis of the simulation resi= 
Nevertheless, modeling and especially the developmx; 
of mathematical models are tasks left to modeE:; 
experts since comprehensive experience is necessa0-
develop valid models in a reasonable amount of time_ 
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The development of agent-based models proves to be 
::::ore involved and more time consuming as it is far 

re concemed with programming detaiJs. Standard 
::odeling approaches such as UML, which are increa

gly being used for business modeling and modeling 
,. orher non-software systcms, contributes to the facili-

on of agcnt-based modeling, Advances in graphical 
-:epresentation of agem-based concepts based on UML 
�g. AUML) facilitatc the collaboration between deve

::pcrs and cnd-users. Following well-established stan
...rds, models will be easier to usc, communicate and 
=derstand. 

• del Analysis 

To gain valuable insights from model analysis, it is 
.c::portant to have an understanding of thc model struc
� and its behavior. Model transparency and the 

hry to trace the causes of a given behavior are 
=d:ispensable. The graphical representation of system 
.:,na.rnics models supports this comprehension. The 
j;Ereeption and communication of such graphical 
codels is easy and identification of dominant and 
=::ic.al loops is  possible. Due to the top-down approach, 
� dynamics already assures a basic understanding 
-lhe model stmcture as model development starts with 

aggregate, hence less complex, view of the system 
�e details are added step by stcp. 

·ork with agent-based models is somewhat more 
....5cult. These difficulties are partially due to the bot
�up approach thar requires more modeling details 

such approach sometimes provides a morc intuitive 
-. of system representation. Agents are usually related 

:orresponding real-world objects or concepts, e. g. 
�. machines, orders, etc. While being true regar
- lhe analysis of individual ageot interaction, this is 
�onable for the analysis of emergent behavior on 

�stems level. Following the bottom-up approach, 
number of agents could easily reach into several 

�ds, leaving the number of interactions as a multi
Wooldridge and Jennings conclude that "[ . . .  ) the 

:::;:,::::miics of muJti-agent systems are complex, and can 
diaotic. lt is often difficult to predict and explain the 

'T!�,ior of even a small number of agents; with !arger 
r=:Jbers of agents, attempting to predict and explain tbe 
=c!\ior of a system is futile" (Woolridge and Jennings 

• pg. 5). 

'\CLUSIONS 

S�'Stem dynamics and agent-based simulation offer 
ctifferent modeling perspectives that carry a 

�nt burden of accuracy and model development 
::::;;r_ System dynamics aids the understanding of com
� system structures so that effective policies can be 

�ed and targeted toward the most rewarding goals. 
C\·er, regarding the model accuracy, the agent

� models outperform the system dynamics 
�h. Based on an aggregate ,iew. system 
�es captures onJy bomogeneous groups of objects 

whose members are not distinguishable. Agent-based 
models in contrast maintain individual heterogeneicy 
implementing different agents. System dynamics 
models run the risk of oversimplification while agent
based models in contrast have to cope with complexity. 
Complexity reduces the ability to quickly identify 
relevant behaviors and the corresponding factors of 
influence. Understanding where the agent-based 
approach yields additional insight and where details 
have 110 importance is crucial in selection of the 
appropriate method (Rabmandad and Stennan 2004). 
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ABSTRACT. 
Agent Bascd Simulation (ABS) differs from other .kinds 
of computer-based simulalions in that (some ol) the 
simulated entities are modeled and implemented in 
tem1s of agents. The agents' capabilities make ABS an 
at1rac1ive Simulation concept. Several researchers pro
posed methods and approaches lo develop ABS appli
cations. Unfonunately, none of these methods or ap
proaches takcs into account the spatial and geographic 
aspects of lhc system 10 be sirnulated or those of the 
Simulation environment. In our research we are inter
ested in Agent-Based geosirnulation and we focus on 
the use of the ABS paradigm to build simulations of 
human bchaviors in geographic environments. This 
paper aims to present a new generic approach that can 
be uscd to develop agent-based geosirnulation applica
tions which simulate various k:inds of system or agents' 
behaviors in georeferenced virt11al environments. In 
order to illustrate this approach, we present a practical 
example of an agent-based geosirmtlation application 
which simulates the shopping behaviors of customers in 
a vinual georeferenced world representing a shopping 
mall. We also show how mall managers can use this 
type of simulation to rnake infonned decisions about 
rnalJ's configuration with the objective of rnaking the 
mall more comfonable to shoppers. 

INTRODUCTION 
"Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) differs from other 
k:inds of computer-based simulation in that (some of) 
the simuJated entities are modeled and implemented in 
terms of agents (Davidsson, 2000). The agents· capa
bilities make ABS more attractive than traditionaJ 
Simulation approaches such as Discrete Event Simula
tion (DES), the Continuous Event Simulation (CES), 
and the Object Oriented Simulation (00S). Several 
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applications are created using thc ABS paradigm. Our 
research concentrntes on the use of ABS to build simu
lations of human behavior in virt.ual spatial envi.ron
ments. "The simulation of human behavior in space is 
an extremely interesting and powerful research method 
to advance om understanding of human spatial cogni
r.ion and tbe interaction of human beings with the envi
ronment" (Frank et al. 200 L). Several researchers used 
this paradigm to develop applications that simulaie 
different ldnds of behaviors in spatial environments. 
For example, (Raubal, 2001) and (Frank et al. 2001 1 
presented an applicatioo which simulates wayfinding 
behaviors in an auporL (Dijkstra et al. 2001) used cel
lular automata to simulate pedestrian movementS in a 
shopping mall. (Koch 2001) simulated people move
ments in a !arge scale environment represcnting a 101111. 
In thcse applications, the spatial features of the simula
tion cnvironment (SE) ,u-e representecl using maps. 
cellular autornata, etc. Other researchers. like (Moutin 
et al. 2003), (Mandl 2000) and (Koch 2001) empha
sized the importance of using Geographie Information 
Systems (GIS) to represent the spatial and geographic 
features of the simulation environment. With a good 
representation of the spatial features of the SE il is 
possible to create more plausible simulalions of agems 
behaviors in spatial or geographic environment such as 
pedcstrian rnovement, migrations, road traffic, etc. 
Wilh the muJtitude of applications that emphasize the 
spatial fcatmes of the SE, some Simulation sub-fields 
appcared snch as spatial sinwlatio11, urban simulation. 
etc. (Benenson and Torrens 2004). Recently, a ne\\ 
form of sirnulation called geosimulation became 
popular in geography and social sciences in rcceru 
years. lt is a useful tool to imegrate the spatial dimen
sion in models of interactions of different types (eco
nomics, poJilical, social, etc.) (Mandl 2000). This fonn 
is supported by advances both in geographical sciences 
and in fields outside geography (Benenson and Torrens 
2003). (Mandl 2000), (Koch 2001) and (Moulin et al. 
2003) presented MultiAgent-Based Geo-Simulation as 



a coupling of two technologies: The ABS technology 
and the GTS one. 

- Based on the ABS technology the simulated enti
ties are rcpresented by software agcnts which autono
mousl y carry out their activities. Thcy can interact and 
cornmunicate with other agents. Thcy may be active, 
reactive, mobile, social or cognitive (Koch 2001). 

- Using the GIS technology, spatial features of geo
graphic data can be introduced in the Simulation. The 
GIS plays an impo11ant role in the developme11t of geo
simulalion models. New methodologies for manipulat
ing and interpreting spatial data developed by geo
graphic information science and implememed in G[S 
have created added-value for these dara (Benenson and 
To1Tens 2003). 

Thcre nre several research works dealing with simu
lation development methods and applications. For ex
ample. we can cite (Zeigler 1979) (fishwick 1991) 
(Fishwick 1995) (Tuncer et al. 1 984) (Curwood and 
Balderston 1963) (Banks 1998) (Averill and Kelton 
2000) (Anu 1997) (Groumpos and Merkuryev 2002) 
who proposed various simulation merhods and applica
tions. As menlioned in (Drogoul et al., 2002), these 
methods and approaches, allhough useful when i.1 
comes to understand how to dcsign a simulation, have 
some major drawbacks: ( l )  thcy do not specifically 
addrcss MultiAgent Based Simulation. but rather com
puter simulation in general; (2) they a.re mainly task
oriented, rather than model-oriented. and make it diffi
cult to understand the difficultics found in translating 
conceptual to computational models. (Ramanath and 
Gilbert, 2003), (Drogoul et al., 2002) presented generic 
methods and applications for ABS but, unforlunately, 
none of these methods o.r applications takes into ac
count the spatial and geographic aspects of the system 
to be simulated or those of the simulation environmeut. 
In our work we are interested in agem-based geosimu
lation which is a recent concept in the computer simula
tion fields and especially in ABS. Based on our litera
ture review we did not found any method to support the 
development of agent-based geo-simulations involving 
a !arge number of autonomous agents evolving in a 
georeferenced or geographic virtual environment (Ali 
and Moulin 2005). 

In this papcr we propose a generic approach to de 
velop agent-based geosimulations that simulate various 
kinds of spatial agent behaviors in virtual geographic 
environments. We mean by sparial behavior, a behav
ior which is perfonned in a geographie environment 
and relates to the spatial featurcs of such an environ
ment. In this paper, we iUustratc our approach using an 
application simulating customers' shopping behavior in 
a mall called Square One in Toronto. To simulate the 
hopping behaviors, which take placc in a geographic 

environment, we need to use a multiagent geosimula
tion approach in order to take into account the spatial 
characteristics of hundreds of shoppers' activities (per-
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ception, displacements, etc.) in ehe virtual geographic 
environment (Ali and Moulin 2005). 

The paper is organized as follows. ln Scction 2 we 
present the main steps of our generic approach for the 
development of agent-based geosimulations. ln Sec
tions 3 and 4 and in order to illustrate our approach, wc 
show how it cnabled us to sirnulate thc Shopping be
havior of customers in a virtual shopping mall. ln Scc
tion 4 wc present how shopping mall managers can use 
our shopping behavior simulation prototypc to make 
inforrned decisions about their mall configuration in 
order to make it more comfortable and attractive to 
customers. In Section 5, we present related works and 
we conclude the paper. 

CREATION OF A 2D-3D MULTIAGENT 
GEOSlMULA TION 

Figure l depicts the main steps of our approach. These 
steps are illustrated using the shopping behavior simu
lation application. 
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Figure 1 .  The main steps of ou.r approach to develop 
multiagent geosimulation 

The following sub-scctions present the ftrsl steps that 
we propose to follow in order to systematieally create 
geosimulations. The text presenting each step is printed 
in italics. 

Jdentify the Geo-Simulation users' needs 

Simulmion app/icatio11s are generally used ro s11ppon 
decisio11 maki11g. /11 geo-simulario11 applications deci
sions are i11jlue11ced by the spati.al characterisrics of 
the simulated system and rhe geographic features of its 
environment. Before deve/oping a geo-sim.ulation ap
plication we musr study in detail the needs and goals of 
its Juture users. 111is step is very important because it 
helps designers to identify future users, the goals arid 
limirs of rhe system and the goals a11d limits of rhe 
simulatio11. 



In the case of our shopping behavior geosimulation 
application the users (mall managers) wanted to use the 
application to simulate and visualize in 2D and 3D 
customers' shopping behavior in a shopping mall and 
to assess the intluence of different shop locations on the 
customers' behavior. This evalualion of different mall 
configurations would belp tbem to mak.e changes in the 
mall in order to provide customers with a more attrac
ti ve and comfortable shopping environment. Based on 
these needs we can limit the context of the geosimula
tion application to the spatialized shopping behovior of 
customers in a shopping mall. 

Specify the characteristks of the system to hc 
simulatcd 

Bosed on the users' needs we must identify the charac
teristics of the system to be simulated as well as its 
enviromnent, including all the relevant spatial and 
non-spatial features within the limits that were defined 
in the previous step. This step is important because it 
prepares the groundfor 1hefollowing steps. 

In our shopping behavior simulation case we studied 
the shopping behavior (the system) of people in a mall 
(the environment). After several months of study of the 
literature from several disciplines (consumer behaviour, 
marketing, social psychology, etc.) we got the follow
ing results. 

The shopping behavior is influenced by several fac
tors: 

- !11temal factors: Demographie (gender, sex, mari
tal status, Iife-cycle, sector of employment, etc.), per
sonality, values, culture, attitudes, habits, preferences, 
emotional factors. (Duhaime et al. 1996). 

- Ex1ernal facrors: Family, reference groups, social 
class, etc. (Duhaime et al. 1996). 

- Situational and contextual factors: The environ
ment ambiance (music, odors, temperan1res, etc.) 
(Deborah et al. 1991 ), the spatial and geographic 
configuration of the environment (layout of the stores, 
textures, color, etc.), and the social aspect of the 
environment (the attendance of other people, staff, etc.) 
(Eroglu and Gilbert 1986). 

- Other factors: The temporal factor (period of time 
in the day, in the week, in the month, in the year, etc.), 
expected duration of shopping. 

The shopping behavior can be thoug,ht of as composed 
of severaJ processes such as (Petrof et al., 1 978): 1 )  
recognizing shopping motivations, 2)  information 
retrieval used t.o search for stores where 10 shop 
(internal search from the memory or memorization 
process; and external search in the environment or 
perception process), 3) evaluating of alternatives 
(cboose a particular store), 4) decision making before 
visiting a shop, 5) post-decision process (evaluation of 
the expe1ience after visiti.ng a shop ). 
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The presentation of the details of these factors and 
processes is not in the scope of this paper. For more 
details refer to (Duhaime et al. 1996), (Petrof et al. 
1978) and (Deborah et al. 1991 ). 

Creatc thc gcosimulation modcls 

in order to be able to sirnulate the swdied sys1em 
using a computer, we must model it as well as iIS 
environment, 1aking into account their Jpatial and non
spatial aspects. Since our simulation approach is based 
on the agen.t technology, we use an agent-orienred 
design method to create th.e models and represent rhe 
entities of the sim.ulation. The Agent-Based Unified 
Modeling Language (AUML) (http://www.ouml.org/) is 
an example of such a merhod. In a simulation we can 
distinguish two categories of entities: passive and 
active agents. 
The Passive Agent model ( PA) is used to specify 
entities which do not. have behaviors. Usually, the most 
irnport.ant elements of the sinmlation enviroru11em 
belong to this category. We must characterize tbe 
spatial and non-spatial structures of the passive agems. 
In the shopping behavior sirnulation case the majority 
of the shopping mall entities such as stores, kiosks. 
toilets, doors, entertainment areas, rest areas, smoking 
areas and parking lots are represented by this categof), 
of agents. 

- Non-spatial structure (The Store PA.): The non
spatial structure of a Store PA contains the information 
which is specific of a particular store in the virtual SE 
For example this structure contains the 
Stor e _Identification, the Store_Name, Lhe 
Store_Speciality, etc. The details of the non-spatial 
structure of tbe others PA are not given in this paper. 

- Spatial structure (The PA. of rhe spatia/ 
environment): The 2D spatial (geographic) structure of 
the spatial environrnent PA is modeled using tbe GIS 
software GeoMedia (http://www.intergraph.com[). 
Figure 2.a presents the 2D spatial structure (GIS) of thr 
first floor of the Square One Mall. To create the 3D 
spatial structure of the PA, we use the software 
3DStudioMax (http://www.techanim.com/). A portion 
of the 3D spatial structure of the first floor of the 
Square One Shopping Mall is displayed in Figure 2.b. 
To mak.e our simulation environment more realistic we 
used pictures of stores windows as textures that were 
put on the facades of the stores in the virtual 
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Figure.2.a: The 2D spatial 
structure of the simulation 

environment agents 

Figure.2.b: The 3D spatia! 
structure of the simulatioc 

environment agents 



The Active Agent model (M) is used ro specify entilies 
having behaviors. These entiries actively participate in 
thc simulation. [n this model we specify the data 
structures of the entities (spatial and non-spatial 
structures) and 1heir behaJ1iors (spatial and non-spatial 
behaviors). In the Shopping behavior case we only 
consider one category of agents which rcpresent the 
shoppbesno11-spa1ial structure (The Shopper M): ln the 
non-spatial structurc of the Shopper agent we take into 
account the shoppcr's characteristics which can 
in0uence the shopping bchavior in a shopping mall. We 
specify the agent's demograpbic profile (identification, 
name, gender, age group, etc.), preferences, habits, 
. hopping goals, emotional states, as well as dynamic 
variables (hunger, thirst, etc.), possession srate (what 
the agent owns). agent's lmowledge (what the agent 
knows in the mall: the Stores, the toilets. etc.), etc. A 
dynamic variable is a variable whose values change 
du1ing the course of the simulation. Dynamic vm·iables 
can be used to activate certain behaviors. For examplc, 
when the need to go to the teilet reaches a cenain 
threshold, the goal of finding a toilel becomes a priority 
(Moulin er al. 2003)) 

- The spatial srmclllre (The Shopper AA): The 
spatial structure of 1he Shopper .A.A depicts the sparial 
representation of the agent in 1he simulation 
environment. For example, in the 2D Simulation, the 
spatial structure of  the Shopper AA can be a point, a 
circle or a square. In the 3D simulation, we represent 
the agents' spatial s1n1cture using a 30 shape (a 3D 
mesh) wbich represents a young man/woman, an old 
man/woman; we can choose the colors of clothes. 

- The no11- sparia/ behavior: In thc non-spalial 
behavior of the Shopper AA are included the main 
processes of 1hc Shopping behavior which are not 
related to the external environment such as the needs 
detection process, the intemal infonnation retrieval 
proc{EJSt;crpatial behavior: The spatial behavior of the 
shopper agent depicts the agent's interactions with the 
simulation environment (movement, obstacle 
avoidance, path finding, etc.). For example, in a 2D 
spatial behavior we can see the agent move from one 
location to another. In a 3D spatial behavior, and using 
a 3D mesh animatioo. the agent "walks" in the 3D 
model of the shopping mall. 

Select a geosimulation tool/platform/languagc 

During this step the designer must choose the simu
lation tool, platfonn or la11g11age rhar will be used 10 
execute the simulation models. Several simulation 
rools, platfonns and languages can be used to simulate 
systems or behaviors. Nmurally, a question arises: 
How to select the appropriate simulation platform or 
1001 Jor a given application? Metrics to evaluate sinztt· 
lation tools inc/ude modeli.ng jlexibiliry, ease of use, 
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modeli.ng struc111re (objects, age111s, etc.), code reus
ability, graphic 11ser i111e1face, a11i111atio11, hardware 
and software require111e111s. owpw reports, customer 
support, a11d documentarion. 

Por our shopping behavior simulation we used a 
generic platforrn cal led MAGS (Multi-Agent Geo
Simulation) (Moulin et al. 2003) which can be used to 
develop agent-bascd geosimulations that involve a 
!arge number (thousands) of autonomous software 
agents interacting in virtual geographic environments 
(VGE). In MAGS the agents are capable to perform 
"cognitive" and spatial activities in thc VGE because 
they perceive the objects contained in the virtual spatial 
environment, the features of the ground. paths, roads, 
buildings and other static objccts as well as the other 
moving agenL� (Moulin et al. 2003). They are also able 
to navigare auronomously in the simulation 
environment based on their perception and 
memorization mechanism (Peirnn and Moulin 2004). 
They also make decisions based on their goals and sub
goals whose priority varies in function of their needs 
(physiological, social, emotional, etc.) represented by 
dynamic variables. The needs may be prioritized 
according to Maslow· s classification (Maslow. 1970). 

Collect and analysc thc data used as input to the 
Geo-Simulation 

In this step we collect data and 1ra11sfon11 it in order 
/0 feed rhe si11111lntion models. lj it is acceptable 10 
i11pw random dara i11 rhe simulatio11 models, this step 
can be very simple but the sinwlmion may be 
unrealistic. But, if 1Ve wanl to use real dara we must 
collect and a11alyse it before feeding it in the system. 
Since we deal with geosimulations, we 11111st collect a11d 
analyse borh non-spatial and spalial data. In our 
approach we use OLAP and SOLA.P 1eclmiq11es 10 
analyse the inpw data. 

For the shopping behavior simulation case and in 
order to have a realistic simulation we used real data 
that our team collected in the Square One shopping 
mall. In this section we briefly explain how we 
collected the data and which techniques we used to 
analyse it. 

The dara collecrion: The data characterizing the spa
tial environment is recorded in a GIS and obtained after 
processing different documents: maps, descriptions of 
slores, etc. Por the creation of the shopper agents we 
did not have any data. Consequently, we decided lo 
build a survey to collect data about real sboppers visit
ing the shopping mall. Thanks to this survey that was 
conducted in the Square One mall during October 
2003, we collected about 390 filled questionnaires. 1n 
these thirry-pages questionnaires we collected a lot of 
non-spatial data (customer's dernographic profile, hab
its, ioterests and prefercnces) and spatial data about the 
sbopper spatial knowledge (preferred entrance doors, 



preferred parking lots, usuaJ paths followed during the 
shopping trip, the shopping areas which are best known 
in the shopping mall). The data has been collected on 
paper questionnaires. In order to digitalize this data, 
and using Microsoft Visual Basic, we programrned a 
software that is used to input non-spatial and spatiaJ 
data about the shoppers into a Microsoft Access data
base. 
17ie data analysis: OL4P and SOL4P analysis: The 
survey provided lots of non-spatial and spat.ial data 
which must be analysed. To do this analysis we used a 
multidimensional analysis approach based 011 On Line 
Analysis Processing (OLAP) for t11e 11011-spatial data 
and on Spatial On Line Analysis Processing (SOLAP) 
to analyse the collected spatial data (Bedard and al. 
2001). OLAP-SOLAP approach is geared towards 
decision-support as it is designed from the start to be 
easy and rapid (Rivest et al. 2001). 
For the shopping behavior simulation case, an example 
for the OLAP and SOLAP analysis results is presented 
in the two following points. 

- 01.AP analysis: Using OLAP analysis we can 
analyse non-spatial variables which are called 
Dimensions. We can also determine the influence of 
one dimension on another. For example, we can 
determine the influence of the gender dimension on the 
color or music preferences dimensions. Actually, we 
analysed results about all the dimensions of our model 
of the Shopper agent. We can further analyse the data 
by combining dimensions together. 

- SOL4P analysis: Using a SOLAP analysis we can 
determine the relationship bet\veen a spatial dimension 
of the environment and the non-spatial dimension of the 
Shopper agent. For example, we can deterrnine the 
relationship between the Gender dimension of a 
shopper and the choice of the shopping corridor or the 
shopping floor in a shopping mall. Figure 3.a presents 
the entrance doors of the first floor of the Square One 
shopping mall and Figure 3.b presents the graphical 
representation of the distribution of the participants on 
the dimension Floor_Entrance_ Door in the shopping 
mall. We can see in Figure 3.b that the most frequented 
mall's doors are Door O (97 shoppers) and Door 10 
(125 shoppers). 

Figure. 3.a: The entrance doors of the first floor 
(Square One Mall) 

Figure. 3.b: The distribution on the Floor _Entrance_Door dimcc: 
sion 
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RUN & VALIDATE THE GEOSIMULATION 

In this section we present the steps of our method 
which consist in running the geosimulation, collecting 
relevant data generated by the Simulation, and 
validating the geosimulation models, and using the 
geosimulation for decision making. 

Execute the geosimulation models 

During this step we implemenz the Simulation 
models on the selecred simulation 
toollplatfonn/language using the data characterizing 
the systern and its en.vironmen.t. During rhis step we 
musr respect the constraints and Limits of rhe selected 
1001/platform/language such as the input dato 
structures. 

To develop our shopping behavior simu]ation, we 
used the MAGS platform. For each simulation we must 
prepare a simulation scenario. In such a scenario, we 
must indicate for example which percentage of shoppe.r 
agents (with specific characteristics) enter at each door 
at given times. To create this scenario we use a 
dedicated interface that belongs to the MAGS platform.. 

After the simulation scenario preparation we can 
execute the simulation models in  the MAGS simulation 
engine. Figures 4.a and 4.b present respectively 2D and 
3D screen of the simulation execution using MAGS. In 
this figure we can see the shopper agents who navigate 
in  the environment and visit stores to acbieve tbeir 
shopping goals. 
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Figure.4.a: A 2D simula-
tion execution: The shop

ping behavior in the Square 
One shopping mall (To

ronto) 

Figure.4.b: A 3D simulation 
execution: The shopping 

behavior in the Sqmu-e One 
shopping mall (Toronto) 

[n the simulation prototype the Shopper agent comcs to 
the mall to visit a list of specific stores or kiosks (by 
name or type) that are chosen on lhe basis of the 
agent's characteristics and of the data collected during 
the survey. lt enters by a particular door and starts its 
shopping trip. Based on its position in Lhe mall, 011 its 
spatial knowledge (memorization proccss) and 011 what 
it perceives in the mall (pcrception process), iL makes 
decision about the next store or kiosk to visit (decision 
rna.king process). When it chooses a store or kiosk, it 
rnoves in its direction (navigation proccss). Sometimes, 
when it is moving toward the chosen store or kiosk, the 
agent can perceive another store or kiosk (perception 
process) that is in its shopping list and that whose loca
tion was not in its memory. In this case, the Shopper 
agent moves to this store or kiosk and memorizes it 
(memorization process) for its next shopping trips. The 
shopper agent accomplishes this behavior continually 
until it visits all the stores or kiosks which were on its 
visit !ist or unti I it runs out of time for its shopping trip. 
If the sbopper agent has still time for shopping and 
some Stores or kiosks of its list are in tocations un
known by the agent, it starts to explorc the shopping 
mall lo search for stores or kiosks (exploration mode). 
When the shopper agent reaches the maxinmm time 
allowed to the shopping trip, il leaves the mall. 
The Shopper agent can also come to the mall without a 
specific list of Stores or kiosks in order 10 explore it. In 
this exploration mode the Shopper agent follows its 
preferred paths in the shopping mall. In this mode the 
moving action of tbe Shopper agent 10 the stores, ki
osks, music zones, odor zones, lighting zones, is di
rected by its habits and preferences. For example, if the 
Shopper agent likes cars and it passes in front of a car 
exhibition, it can move and stop to attend this exhibi
lion. To ex1end our simulation prototype we can simu
late the shopper reactions to the mall's atmosphere. We 
can inserl special agents that broadcasl music, ligh1ing 
or odor in specific areas. When the shopper agent is in 
the exploration mode; if il pcrceives and likes the music 
or the lighting or the odor broadcasted in these area�, it 
can move toward them and possibly enter the store 
increasing its level of satisfaction. 
During its shopping trip the Shopper agenl can feel the 
need to eat or to go to the restroom (simulated by a 
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dynamic variable reaching a given threshold). Since 
these needs have a bigger priority than the need to shop 
or to play, the agent temporarily suspends its shopping 
trip and goes 10 the locations where it can eat some
thing or to the restrooms. In our geosimulation proto
type the priorities of the activities of the shopping be
havior are defined on the basis of Maslow's hierarchy 
of needs (Maslow 1970). 

Collect and analysc thc data generated by tbe Gco
Simulation 

Ta be useful. the simulation applicmion must retum 
mea11i11gfid results. Based on these results and 011 the 
a11a/ysis of these results, the users ca11 make decisions. 
In 011r approach and in order 10 analyse the simulation 
011tput data, ,ve use the same OlAP and SOLAP analy
sis techniques tliat are used ro analyse rhe sirnulatio11 
inpur data. lt is importanr 10 indicate th(I( the si111ula
tio11 011tpu1 data is ge11erated by a specific type of soft-
1vare agents: Observer agents. 

In the example of the shopping behavior simulation 
we collect data from the models execution thanks to 
special software agents called Obse111er Age11ts. The 
role of an observer agent is to collect data from 1he 
shopper agents which come nearby (in the observer 
agent's perception range) and to storc this data in files 
or databases. When the simulation execution ends, we 
can analyse lhe contenls of 1hese flies or databases in 
order to make a report about the simulation results. We 
can collect non-spatial and spatial results during the 
simulation. Using again our OLAP and SOLAP tech
niques and tools we can analyse these results. For the 
shopping behavior simulation example, we designed 
the structure of the Observer Agents that collec1 the 
simulation results and then we worked on the analysis 
of these results. For example, Observer agents Iocated 
at the entrances of lhe virtual shopping mall record the 
number of Shopper Agents entering and exiting the 
shopping mall. Other Obscrver Agents count the num
ber of Shopper Agents going tbrough specific areas. 
Other Observer Agents collecl different data such as 
Lhe Shopper Agents' satisfaction when exiting the 
shopping mall. This Observer agents' activity is similar 
to conducting a survey in t.he virtual environment of the 
same kind as the one we conducted in 2003 in the real 
shopping mall. Hence, we are able 10 use the same 
OLAP and SOLAP analyses that we used to analyze the 
data of the survey conducted with real shoppers. 

Verify and Validatc the Geo-simulation modcls 

During this step we can compare the simulationmoc/els 
wider known conditions with the system that we simu
late. This step 1101 only ensures that the model assump
tions are correct and consiste111, bw also enhances the 
u.sers' confidence in the simulation mode/s (Anu 1997). 



Based on the simulation in.pul data and the simulation 
results we can verify and validate our simulation mod
els. 

In the case of shopping behavior simulation, we did 
not perform this step yet. To this end, we are investigat
ing various verification and validation techniques to 
verify and validate simulation systems. These tech
niques have to be customized for geo-simulations. 
Ctmently, we plan to use the technique of validation by 
comparison between the simulation models and the real 
system which is simulated. We plan to collect data 
about real shoppers in another mall and compare them 
with the Agent-Based Geo-Simulation outpul results in 
order to vatidate the shopping behavior models. 

Test and documcnt thc Geo-Simulation 

During this step we document and test the simula
tion. 111 the documentation we present the results of the 
system analysis, the simulation models, the selected 
too/lplaiformllan.guage, a guide to use the simulation 
interface, the inpurloutput data analysis results, etc. 

Currently, we have documented a !arge part of our 
shopping behavior Geo-Simulator. We hope to com
plete this documentation and to deliver it to the final 
users (the Square One shopping mall managers) in the 
coming months. 

Usc thc gcosimulation for dccision making 

The last step of our approach is to exploit the results of 
the multi-agent Geo-Simulations in order to for exam
ple: 

- Vnderstand the system to be simulated by obse111-
ing various simulations carried out over lang periods 
of time 1,1sing the Geo-Simulation platform. 

- Compress time to observe a system over long peri
ods or expand time 10 observe it in details. To this end, 
the user can control the simulation time step. 

- Experiment the system in new situations or con
texts in order to assess the infiuence of different deci
sions. 

Our shopping behavior simulation can be used by 
shoppiog mall managers to make decisions related to 
the spatial configuration of the shopping mall. The 
shopping mall manager can change the spatial con.figu
ration of the virtua1 mall ( change a store features or 
position, close a door or a corridor. etc.). For each 
change he runs the simulation and collects the results. 
By comparing these results he can make decisions 
about the best spatial change or configuration for the 
shopping mall. How to propose a systematic way to 
carry out these comparisons is still an open research 
area. 

To illustrate the use of the Shopping behavior geo
simulation tool we used 2 simulation scenarios. In the 
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first one we launch a simulation with a population of 
390 shoppers similar to the population of customers 
interviewed during the October 2003 survey (Figure. 
5.a). This fi.rst scenario generates for us Output data 
about the routes that the Shoppers Agents follow in the 
shopping mall. In tl1e second scenario we exchange the 
location of two department stores: Wal-Marl and 
Zellers (Figure. 5,b). We launch the simulation again 
and we generate the output data about the routes of the 
same population of Shopper Agents. By comparing the 
output data of the two scenarios we notice the differ
ence of the paths that the Shopper Agents followed to 
attend Wal-Mart and Zellers stores (Figures 5.a and 
5.b). In these figures the flow of the Shopper Agents 
which pass through a corridor is represented by a line 
which is drawn in the middle of this corridor. The 
width and the color of this line are proportional to 1he 
flow of Shoppers agents that pass through the corridor. 
l f  this flow grows, the width of the line grows and its 
color becomes darker. The simulation output analysis 
shows that corridor X is less frequented in scenario 2 
than in scenario 1 (Figure. 5.a). However, corridor Y is 
more freguented in scenario 2 than in scenario J (Fig
ure. 5.b). By a data analysis on the characteristics· 
dimension of the Shopper Agent we can see that in 
scenario 2, most of the Shopper Agents that go through 
corridor Y are female and they come to the mall to visir 
female cloth stores. If the mall manager cbooses the 
mall configuration of scenario 2, he may think of rent
ing the spaces along corridor Y to female cloth stores. 
The data analysis of the geosimulation Output (non
spatial and spatial data) is implemented i n  an analysis 
tooJ that we developed using Microsoft Visual basic 
6.0. This user-friendly tool uses the data generated in 
"Output files" by lbe Obse111er Agents. Theo, based on 
a "Dimension file" which contains a hierarchy of di
mensions, it computes measures for one dimension 
(i.e .. Gender or Age group) or for a combination of 
dimensions (i.e. Gender and Age group) using an 
OLAP (On Line Analytical Processing) analysis ap
proach. These measures are recorded in "Analysis 
files". Then, the tool' s interface uses the data contained 
in the analysis files in order to display multidime n 
sional non-spatial and spatial results. Non-spatial 
analysis is the result of crossing non-spatial dimensions 
related to shopper agents. Spatial analysis is the result 
of crossing non-spatial dimensions with the position of 
each Observer Agent (corridor) which represents a 
spatiaJ dimension. 



CorridorX 

Zellers 

Figure. 5.a: Tbe spalial da1a analysis in Scenario 2 

RELA TED WORKS AND CONCLUSION 
Some systcms such as as traffic systems, urban sys

terns are spatially explicit (objects arc associated with 
locations in geographic space) and cxhibit mobility 
(they move around in the environmcnt). II is relevant to 
simulate thcm using the ABS paradigm. Unfortunately, 
we cannot follow one of the methods or approaches 
proposed by (Zeigler 1979) (Fishwick 1991) (Banks 
1998) (Anu 1997) (Groumpos and MerJ...-uryev 2002) 
(Ramanath and Gilbert, 2003) (Drogoul et al., 2002) to 
simulale them. The reason is that these methods do not 
take into account the spatiaJ and geographic aspects of 
the system to be simulated or those of the simulation 
environment. In our work, we are restricted to a recenl 
simulation coocept caJled geosimulation and we pro
pose a generic approach which can be followed to de
velop 2D-3D Agent- Based applications that simulale 
some behaviors which are performed in geographic 
environments. What distinguish our approach is !hat we 
take into account the geographic characteristics of the 
agents and their virtual environmenl when we develop 
the Simulation. These characteristics are not taken into 
account (or aL best only partially) by existing methods 
despite thcir importance in the system to be simulated. 

To illustrale this approach we presenled an Agent
Based geosimulation application in whicb we simulate 
the customers' shopping behavior in a virtual mall. Our 
simulation proLotype is still under developmenL Conse
quently, we did not illustrate some of steps of the pro
posed approach, but this will be done in the near future. 
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In few months we hope to go through Lhe two final 
steps (verify/validate our Agent-Based geosimulation 
models and test/document tbe geo-simulation) of our 
approach and to apply them to our simulation prototype 
in order to deliver a final simulator 10 its future users. 

l n  conclusion, ow· research has a very good poten
tial for innovation. To ow· knowledge it is one of the 
most elaborated existing Simulations of shoppers be
havior in a mall because it Lakes into accoum both the 
agent's cognitive abilities (perception. memorization, 
decision making) and Lhe spatial behaviors of shoppers 
when moving in a georeferenced environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
We have used a Multi-Agent Based Simulation to 
simulate a representative set of finns for a specific type 
of industries and geographical locations and observed 
the interaction among them, with special attention to 
their geographical location and mortality. We defined a 
variant of the density dependence model to set up the 
dynamics of the firms in the simulation. By comparing 
some real and simulated results, and adjusting the 
chosen parameters with the help of a Genetic 
Algorithm, we obtain estimates for density limits and 
other int1insic parameters not observable in reality. 

INTRODUCTION 

What are the cleterrninants of the survival of firms? 
What explains their births and deaths? To investigate 
the survival of organizations some researchers use the 
density dependence model, where vital rates of birth and 
death of firms are dependent on the size of the 
population, the population density. Spatial components 
(geographical barriers, localized resource environments, 
etc.) affect also the evolutionary dynamics of 
organizational populations in a nonlinear way. 
Based on this idea and due to its relevance for 
organizational survival, we focused our research on 
certain parameters explained in detail later on (eg. 
density of firms, age and size), and the impact on 
mortality of organizations using a Multi-Agent based 
simulation. We used a calibration process, based on 
Genetic Algorithms to find the combination of these 
determinants that m.inünize the distance between real 
and simulated aggregate behaviour. We compared vital 
rates (birth and death and growth rates) of simulated 
data with real data from Portuguese Textile lndustry 
from 1997 to 2003. The region of Ave has been chosen 
because it is a geographical duster where textile 
industiies are concentrated in Portugal. To analyse the 
impact of different variables in the organizational 
mortality we applied survival analysis models and 
examined the regression coefficients. 
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The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: in 
the next section we introduce the density dependence 
model and discuss the determinants of the survival of 
organizations. In the following sections we present 
some related works and describe the simulation and 
calibration processes. Conclusions and future work are 
presented at the end of the paper. 

DENSITY DEPENDENCE 

The field of Organizational Ecology (OE) establishes a 
relation between the society outside organizations and 
the internal life of organizations ("firm" and 
"organization" are tenns used indistinctively in this 
paper). OE was introduced by Stinchcornbe ( 1 965), 
Carroll and Ha1man ( ] 989, 1 992), Hannan and Freeman 
(1984 ), among others, who received motivation from 
sociology and ecology. Recent research determined that 
density (the number of organizations in a population) 
affects rates of organizational founding and mortality 
and formal models of density dependence have been 
developed. In the density dependence model, vital rates 
of birth and death of firms are dependent on the 
population density 
According to this model, the survival of a firm depends 
on the number of firms that are located on its 
neighbourhood. In most situations, tb.is neighbourhood 
is not strictly geographic but an "industrial 
neighbourhood", where firms are considered nearby if 
they share the same market or resources. In OE, the 
notion of rational behaviour or profit maximization is 
not accepted as the main driving motivation for foms. 
Rather, this role is taken by forces of natural selection 
and organizational inertia (Wissen, 2004). This theory 
offers a comprehensive way of studying the evolution of 
populations of firms. We will introduce some variations 
in the model, as it seems to be weak in two main 
aspects: first, the size of the organization is not taken 
into account in theory, whereas clearly large and small 
firms have quite distinct characteristics. Second, füms 
differ not only with respect to size and economic 
activity, but also with respect to geographical location, 
that is, spatial heterogeneity (Wissen, 2004 ). The 
density dependence model is a single industry model, 
which means that it ignores the relationship with the 
environment, including the relationship with · other 
industries. For those reasons, we will give special 



attention to the geographical location, the size of the 
firm and the inter-industry relationships in our analysis. 
Two basic forces are responsible for the dependency 
between the population density and founding (birth) and 
failure (death): legitimation and competition. 
Legitimation refers to the degree that a new 
organizational form is known and accepted in society. 
The founfüng rate is proportional to the level of 
legitimation whereas the mortality rate is inversely 
propo11ional to the level of legitimation ( opposite 
associations are observed with respect to competition). 
The join effects of legitimation and competition explain 
to a large degree the specific S-shaped form of growth 
rates over time, because as the population grows, 
legitimation increases and competition is still very 
restricted, so that the growth rate increases. At a certain 
level, the maximum level of legitimation is reached, and 
competition starts to increase fast. Consequently, the 
growth rate decreases fast to zero or even becomes 
negative. 

RELATED WORKS 

Many authors, (as Albino 2003; Zhang 2003) use Multi
Agent Systems (MAS) for modelling clusters of 
organizations. Epstein and Axtell ( 1996) explain that the 
use of MAS is appropriate when interactions among 
(heterogeneous) agents are complex and nonlinear and 
when the space is cruciaL Considering the impact of 
density on the mortality of organizations, Carroll and 
Hannan' s (1989) use simulation models to conclude that 
density at the time of founding may change the 
mortality rate of adult organizations. Lomi and Larsen 
(1998) used cellular automata in a Game of Life-like 
simulation, based on an Ecological Dynamics of local 
structure in a oearest neighbour model to simulate 
organizational populations. The main goal of their work 
was to study the effects of density at the time of 
founding on firms growth, decline and death. Here we 
are concemed with an application to a real industrial 
context, and assign more relevance to some concepts 
such as size, location and age. We have compared real 
and simulated results, adjusting some parameters with 
the help of a Genetic Algorithm and obtained estimates 
for density limits and other intrinsic parameters not 
observable in reality. The observation of the simulated 
aggregate behaviour and its comparison with reality 
validates the model and helps to identify the rnain 
determinants of organizational survival. 
This k:ind of comparison with "real conditions of 
organizations" within the density dependence model is 
original in the scope of the works conceming the 
simulation of organizations. 
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TECHNIQUES, MODELS AND DATA. 

The Multi-Agent System 

Our system MASOS - Multi Agent System for 
Organizational Survival - is composed by a landscape. 
agents, and a rule. The landscape is represented by a 
graph that interconnects the places where füms can be 
located. We focused our environment in four regions of 
No11h-West of Po11ugal where textile industry is 
concentrated (showed in Fig.2). One of them, Ave, i 
often named as an Industrial District or duster and is the 
centre of our study. 

Region� from 
Notth-West of 
Portugal 
1- Ave 
2- Cävado 
3- Grande Porto 
4 - Minho-Lirna 

Figure l :  North-western region of Po11ugal represented 
as a grapb where an-ows connect contiguous are� 
representing the four regions of the study. 

Each firm is represented by an agent with a set of 
att1ibutes: location, age and size. There is one rule in 
MASOS that connects the agents and the environment 
which is responsible for the determination of the firms · 
birth and death processes regarding the variant of the 
density model presented before. 

Variant of the density model 

To determine the bi11h and death of a firn1, we have 
based our representation on a variant of the densiry 
dependence model. According to this variant, in every 
region, a firm can get born or die, depending on a 
function which is based on the number of firms that are 
located in its neighbourhood. For that purpose, we have 
calculated the density, n; , involving a particular 
region, j, at time t, as the average number of firms per
square k:ilometre that are placed in the region or in the 
nearest neighbour regions at the period, t: 

( l)  C 
r 
r 
a 



In this formula � is the number of regions that belong 
to the neighbourbood of region j; Are'¾ is the area of the 
regions involving j, measured in square kilometres and 
f;' corresponds to the number of firms existing in the 
region i al time t (i= 1, 2, . . .  , Kj), and is computed as 
follows: 

N, 

r/ = Is:1 c2) 
j=I 

where N; represents the total number of firms in the 
region i and o;i is the state (dead - coded as O - or alive 

- coded as 1 )  of the j1h firm of the region i at time 1. For 
example, if at time 2 the number of firms around a 
particular firm in the region of Ave (region 1 ), is 2345, 
tben f1

2 == 2345. The level of neighbourhood is 
computed according to the clistance between regions. In 
our simulalion, density will affect the processes of 
founding and failure in the following manner: if the 
number of alive organizations in the neighbourhood of a 
specific firm belongs to the survival interval [DS1 ; 
DS0], then the organization will have more probability 
to stay alive. Otherwise it will have more probability to 
die by the effect of "overcrowding" or "solitude", 
depending on whether the number is grealer than DSu 
or lower than DS1 (where DS1 and DS0 are respectively 
the lower and upper bounds of the density survival 
interval). The same idea applies to the process of 
founding where DB1 and DB0 respectively are the lower 
and upper bounds of the density founding interval. 
Moreover, considering what was said about the 
association between density and legitimation, DS0 may 
give us an idea about the maximum levels of 
legitimation for a particular type of industry. 

We will consider !hat age and size are also determinants 
of the firm's survival. Following Mata, Portugal and 
Guimaräes ( 1 995), size is an important determinant of 
the chances of survival and it exerts a negative effect on 
the instantaneous failure rate. So, we will consider that 
larger firms have more survival chances. Size will be 
measured by the number of employees. Also, 
experimental studies have shown that infam firms are 
more exposed to death (Carroll and Hannan, 1989). 
Thus, we will define St and Ai as the lower size and age 
thresholds above which an organization is more likely to 
survive. Therefore, assuming independence among 
density, size and age, the probability that a firm 
maintains in state 1, i.e., the survival for the firm i in the 
region j at time 1, named P(Survivalj), can be formulated 
as : 

S . S::I 1 ·01 S' A1 ) P( urv1valj) = P( uij 
=I J , ; , ; = 

=P( o:j =1 1 D) ) x P(O� =1 1 s: ) x P(o;j 
=I I A: ) (3) 

where s; represents the size of the firm i at time t and 

A; is the Age of the organization i (measured in years) 
at the time l. Figure 3 shows how the interval limits are 
associated with the probability of survival. 
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Figure 2: Probability of survival and interval limits for 
Density Survival (a), Size (b) and Age (c) and 
illustrative values for Di, Si and Ai. (at time t) 

The parameters of the MAS (DSJ, DSu, D81, DBu, S1, 
and A1) need to be determined. They will be defined 
randomJy at the beginning of the iterations but are 
optimized by calibration. 

Preparation of' the simulation 

Real information is introduced in the simulation, in 
order to represent reality i.n a feasible way: distances 
between regions: a attracrion level. created by the 
authors, measuring the degree of industrializ.ation and 



road access for industry locatjon based on physical 
infrastructures, taxes, knowledge capital, inter - industry 
linkages, etc; number of firms in the textile industry as 
wel! as number of employees in that sector; resident 
population and vital (birth and death) rates for textile 
firms. The main data source for this work was the Firms 
and Plants Central File (FCEE) collected by INE - the 
Portuguese National Statistics Institute. We note that 
there is no information about density interval limüs, and 
age and size thresbolds. We prepared the simulation eo 
generate the same condüions for birth and death of 
firms thal cxist in the four regions in the North-West of 
Portugal in Lhe beginning of the study: the same number 
of firms in 1997 was distributed within the four regions 
according to the attraction levels; the age of each firm 
was set to I in first year; size was randomly generated, 
according to real size observed in eacb location. 
To compare the impact of certain variables on the 
survival of firms, we used a Cox Proportional Hazard 
Model. Cox model (Cox, 1984) is used to determine the 
level of importance of some variables (Xjt) in the 
rnortalily of a cohort with time 1. This model avoids the 
need to estimate ho(t), the formal distribution of the data 
(Cox. 1 984, Mata, J. Portugal, P. and Guimaräes, P., 
1995). 

(4) 

Calibration of the final solution 

The calibration process uses a Genetic Algorithm (GA). 
GAs can be seen as adaptive algorithms based on 
simulated evolution (Goldberg, 1 989, Mitchell, 1997) 
using an appropriate metaphor of selection, crossover 
and mutation from Biology. In Lhe conlexl of lhe GA, a 
popula1ion of bypotheses is created in which each 
elemenl of the population (hypothesis) contains the 
combination of parameters (DS1, DSu, DB], DBu, S1, 
and Ai) represented as genes. The GA then Lries to 
search for the hypothesis that maximizes the Fitness 
function value. by minimizing the distance between real 
and simulated output data. The output data are the 
simulated birth and deatb rates for the region of Ave. 
Fitness funclion contains a measure of tbe discance 
(Manhattan Distance) between the values of the vital 
rates produced from synthetic data and real observed 
data. We select half of the best fitted elements on each 
iteration and crossover carry out exchanging their genes. 
We also introduced a mutation rate of 1 0% in the 
selected population. We ran several arrangements of 
hypotheses and iterations of the whole algorithm, most 
of them containing 20 hypotheses and 1 0 iterations. 
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Simulation oulline 

The simulation algorithm considers the following steps: 

1)  Srart-up: a fixed 11.11111/Jer of initial firm.1· are randomly 
assigned to the regions raking into co11siderario11 rhe 
a/lrac1ion level of each region. 
2) Randomly defi11e 1he parameters of 1/te mode/: upper and 
lower bou11daries for s11111iva/ a11d founding, 011d lower /imirs 
for age a11d siu. 
3) Cycle for tlre MAS cmd /rypotheses tesring. Repeat until a 
predetennined rhreshold for rhe best fitred hypothesis is 
reached or a fi.xed 1111111/Jer of iterations is auained (the one 
rlwt happens jirsr). 
• ((f ir is not the jirsr iteration of the model): Apply Selecrion, 

Crossover and M11tarion for r/re ser of h /ryporheses, and 
produce a 11e1v ge11eratio11 of h /rypor/1e.res. Runs rhe MAS 
so many times as t/re 1111111ber of differen1 /rypot/reses 

o Cycle for the ge11eratio11s of fim,s (usi11g tlre parameters of 
a specific hyporhesis): 

(3. 1) Produce N generations of firms; Detennine ;,, 
which 'regions ' a new firm will be bom: Detennine 
which jirms will die; Firm.1· rhar survive can grow 
(incremenr rheir size); 
(3.2) Compare viral rares (birrh, dearh) produced bl
rhe popula1io11 of fim1s from sinwlated data (at th� 
region aggregate level) wit/r 1/10.re from real data 
and calc11/a1e the Jit11ess ft111c1io11 value to obrai11 Tl,e 
mosr jiued lrypothesis. 

4) Retllm the bestfitted hypor/resis 

Results and Validation 

As we are firstly more concemed with ehe qualitative 
behaviour of thc model, we started by observing the 
regularity of the simulated evolution of 1he number of 
fmus in the four regions. Figure 3 shows the evolution 
of the population density in two of tbe regions for the 
textile industry. As the data from 1 997 was the base for 
the simulation, we were curious about the evolutio□ 
path of textile induslry produced by the MAS. The 
figure shows simulated values for Ave (represented as 
"S Ave") a□d Minho-Lima ("S Minho-Lima)" in doted 
lines. Real values for those regions arc represented in 
solid lines. Ave has the most part of textile industries in 
the region (as expected) and presents similar values as 
observed in reality. Even if the simulated evolutio□ 
paths are not exactly ehe same as the real paths for every 
region, we believe that the MAS represents the reality in 
a coberent manner. Although this similarity may 
represent a validation of the simulation model i□ a 
certain way, we are more interesced in analyzing funher 
aspects of the survival of organizations that can be 
estimated from the Simulation, rather than searcbing for 
a perfect fit between simulation aod reaJity. In any case 



we need to be aware of the problem of overfitting the 
data. 
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Figure 3 :  Real and simulated evolution of the number of 
textile firms in two regions of Portugal 

We have also analyzed the Regression coefficients from 
a Cox proportional Hazard Model, estimate the impact 
of the covariates in the survival of organizations (for the 
Cox Regression, the cohort of firrns that has been 
considered was produced by the most fit hypothesis). 
We have compared the sign of the coefficients with 
those obtained in other works (Mata and Portugal, 1994; 
Mata, Portugal and Guimaraes, 1995; Carroll and 
Hannan 1 989; Carroll and Hannan, 1 992). The second 
column in Table I shows the predicted signs (obtained 
from literature - the same signs have been predicted in 
all studies) of the association between füm survival and 
the covariates. 

Predicted 
Covariate Sign Coef se(coef) E' 

Contemporaneous 
Densit)'. -0.02688 0.00883 0.0023 

Density at Founding 
+ 

227.835 0.08537 0.0000 

Size -0.00412 0.00139 0.0031 

Table 1: Coefficients of variables obtained from Cox 
Regression. 

All the variables have a significant impact on the 
survival of fi.rms, which can be seen from the p -values 
in last column (the standard error of the coefficients m·e 
represented as se(coef)). Carroll and Hannan (1989) 
explain that the density at founding has substantive 
implicaüons on the survival of organizations. As we can 
see in Table 1 ,  density at the time of a firm founding has 
a positive impact on the mortality of organizations while 
contemporaneous density (the number of firms existing 
at the rnornent of the death) has a corresponding 
negative effect. As expected, the effect of the size on 
firm survival is also negative, conftrming what was said 
before and helping to validate the simulation model. 
Since the system seems lO perforrn consistently when 

cornpared to reality (for comparable data), we tried to 
extract other useful information from the simulation 
using a calibration process. Our aim was to get an idea 
about the parameters for textile industry in the region of 
Ave. After running the simulation for a given number of 
iterations, the output values Iisted below correspond to 
the best combination of values (hypotheses), i.e. those 
which minimize the distance function used in this 
optimization process. These solutions of MASOS 
cannot be confirmed, because there is no available data 
for this kind of analysis. So a question arises whether 
this set of parameters is unique or, alternatively, 
whether there are more solutions. For that purpose we 
have analysed the outputs of several runs of the MAS 
simulation and retained the 10 best fitted hypotheses 
that constitute the solutions of the calibration process. 
We have found some small variations, as showed in 
Table 2. 

0$
1 

Osu D81 oe. s, A, Average Age 

2 1 0  4 24 2 2 17,57 
2 1 0  3 22 3 2 22.21 
4 9 3 25 4 2 18.2 
4 9 4 25 2 2 20. 20 
5 13 4 24 1 2 22.02 
3 10 3 25 5 2 20.99 
3 10 3 25 5 2 20.99 

Table 2: Density interval limits (multiplied by 10) and 
Age and Size limits obtained from the best fitted 

solutions after GA calibration 
We recall that DS1 and DSu respectively are the lower 
and upper bounds of the density survival interval and 
DB1 and DBu m·e respectively the lower and upper 
bounds of the founding (or birth) interval. Ai and S1 are 
the size, and age thresholds. These solutions define the 
hypothetical limits of the survival and founding 
intervals for the region of Ave between 1 998 and 2003 
(1997 was the starting year). Region of Ave seems to be 
very tolerant to ne\vbom firms since estimated density 
birth interval limits lies between 0.3 and 2.5, which 
means that there is good receptivity for incoming firms 
in the period of analysis. New firms are altnost always 
accepted but only some of them will survive: small size 
or infant firms are most Iikely to fail and older and 
)arger firms will prevail. So, in the region of Ave, 
density survival (DS) Ievels of textile industries, 
measured in number of industries per square kilometre, 
stand more or less between 0.9 and 1.3 for the period of 
analysis. These values may constitute a type of 
Iegitimation limit that is implicitly established in the 
region. We have also obtained the ages and size limits 
(because small and younger fmns are less likely to 



survive). We have found an age limit (A1) of 2 and a 
size limit (S1) that stands between J and 5 .  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Simulation wilh Multi -Agent Systems enables us to 
explore the siluations where interaclions are complex 
and nonlinear. In lhis work we focused our research on 
the density and studied its impact on the mortality of 
organizations using a Multi Agent based simulation. 
Data from Lhe Portuguese textile industry have been 
used and we have tried to find out the density interval 
limils for Lhis indusrry in the region of Ave, one of the 
most importanl textile clusters in Portugal. We have 
compared vital rates (birth and deatb rates) of simulated 
data with real data from Portuguese Textile Industry 
from 1997 to 2003. The reaJ evolution path of the 
number of firms seemed quite similar when compared to 
Lhe simulated evolution. Applying Survival Analysis, 
we could confinn the qualitative properties of the 
association among variables. Finally we have calibrated 
the MAS to identify Lhe main detenninants of 
organizational survival using a Genetic Algorithm and 
found the combinacion of these determinanls that 
minimize Lhe distance berween real and simulated 
aggregate behaviour. The number of industries per 
square Kilometre stands more or less between 0.9 and 
1 .3 for t.he period of analysis We have also concluded 
that chese firms are less likely eo survive over the age of 
2 and for a size interval that. stands between I and 5. 
In the fuLUre, we plan to compare the results wich chose 
obta.ined by some alternative techniques to provide a 
qua.litative evaluation of Lhe proposed model. 
Economelric techniques, such as regression analysis, for 
exarnple, are often used to build up models where we 
can clea.rly distinguish belween explanatory and 
dependenl variables. We intend to compare tbe results 
of our method wit.h classical techniques and conclude 
about the pertinence of our choice. Time series analysis 
is also suitable for modelling data, since we are going to 
generate sets of lime indexed values. Another possibility 
could be Particle Swann Optiruization, particularly 
useful for our applicalions. as these are nonlinear 
optimization problems. 
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